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TOXIC ECOLOGIES: 
CONTAMINATION AND TRANSGRESSION IN VICTORIAN FICTION,  
1851-1900 
 
KATE NEILSEN 
Boston University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, 2018 
Major Professor: Julia Brown, Professor of English 
ABSTRACT 
In mid-to-late Victorian fiction, pollution and waste drip, ooze, and seep through 
the built environment, threatening the boundaries between public and private, rich and 
poor, healthy and ill.  Refuse and dirt held a paradoxical place in nineteenth-century 
society, as matter that was economically valuable, yet had the capacity to contaminate.  
My dissertation moves from this tension to ask three questions: What roles did dirt and 
waste play in critiques of capitalism?  How did industrial and organic pollution shape the 
way that the Victorians imagined the natural world in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century? And how did changing views of the environment transform what constituted a 
“natural” social order?   
The project focuses on four Victorian authors fascinated by pollution and waste – 
Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Charles Dickens, Robert Browning, and Richard Jefferies – and 
contextualizes their work in a broader discourse on waste by such figures as John Ruskin, 
John Stuart Mill, Henry Mayhew, and Charles Darwin. For the Victorians, questions of  
nature and pollution were not only environmental or scientific.  They also had serious 
implications for the way that society was structured. I argue that for some nineteenth-
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century writers, visions of strange, contaminated environments offered novel versions of 
the “natural” order, which in turn allowed them to depict alternative social orders that 
emphasized stewardship and care while challenging the logic of industrial capitalism.  
Scholars of the Victorian period have largely discussed depictions of filth in the context 
of England’s public health movement of the 1840s, identifying links between the 
containment of dirt and social boundaries. My dissertation builds on this work by arguing 
that pollution undermined Victorian efforts to distinguish the natural from the unnatural, 
enabling writers to portray different “natural” models of social, political, and economic 
organization.   
Taken together, the works of Mayhew, Braddon, Dickens, Browning, and 
Jefferies reflect a strain of Victorian thought that saw dirt and waste as central to the 
development of a just and compassionate social order. Rather than expressing an 
unmitigated disgust for contaminated spaces, these writers move beyond the nineteenth-
century desire for the containment of filth to inscribe otherwise monstrous spaces with 
possibility.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
POLLUTION, URBAN ECOLOGY, AND CAPITALISM:  
DIRT AS DEFIANCE IN VICTORIAN FICTION, 1851-1900 
 
 
There is in the world much filth; so much is true!  But the world itself is not therefore a 
filthy monster! There is wisdom in the fact that much in world smelleth badly… O my 
brethren, there is much wisdom in the fact that much filth is in the world! --   
Frederick Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra 
 
In 1858, the Victorian writer and horticulturist Edmund Saul Dixon imagined a 
world without trash:  
Supposing that we could utterly annihilate, or send off to the moon, all the 
thrown-out materials from our persons, our dwellings, and our 
gardens…everything, in short, which a town must remove from within its 
circumscribing boundary; – supposing that we were able to effect this for several 
successive centuries, what would be the result?  For several centuries, perhaps, we 
might remain excessively clean, congratulating ourselves on our scrupulous 
nicety; and then would follow utter sterility, famine, and the death of the human 
race.1  
Dixon’s comments draw together Victorian concerns about sanitation and cleanliness 
with anxieties about the environment, sustainability, and energy.  In his vision, the Earth 
is a closed system, one in which the energy trapped in garbage must be transformed and 
put back into that system in order to produce life.  Absolute cleanliness accordingly 
                                                          
1 Edmund Saul Dixon, “Dirty Cleanliness,” Household Words, 24 July 1858, p. 122.  
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becomes a thermodynamic nightmare, and Dixon suggests that where some Victorians 
might see perfect sanitation as “scrupulous nicety,” they should in fact see “sterility” and 
“death.”2  His argument challenges the idealization of cleanliness put forward by 
sanitarians like Edwin Chadwick, who argued that “atmospheric impurity” from 
inadequate cleaning and drainage led to disease and loss of life among England’s poor.  
Though London’s sewers successfully made refuse and sewage less visible, in doing so 
they also made waste a more abstract element of daily life, something that could simply 
disappear without the need for further thought.  Yet, for Dixon, dirt and waste cannot 
simply be spirited away.  While Dixon is far from advocating for dirty homes or slums, 
he nevertheless argues that filth is not only important for continued agriculture, but also 
important as a visual reminder of the need for humans to carefully manage their 
relationship with the environment.  Humans cannot completely stop producing waste, nor 
can they ever actually make it disappear – dirt and garbage then demand careful and 
thoughtful environmental stewardship.           
 Refuse and dirt held a paradoxical place in nineteenth-century society; waste was 
understood as dangerous and contaminating, yet garbage was of great financial value – 
the scraps, dust, rags, and excrement produced in daily life were routinely bought and 
sold, recycled into bricks, paper, rugs, bone-handled silverware, manure, and more.  The 
                                                          
2 For more on Victorian ideas about energy and environmental limits, see Allen MacDuffie, 
Victorian Literature, Energy, and the Ecological Imagination (Cambridge University Press, 
2014).  MacDuffie persuasively argues that the Victorian era saw “the dawn of a robust 
ecological imaginary that first mapped the contours of our ongoing energy crisis” as well as “the 
emergence of highly mystifying fantasies about energy, which persist today and have helped 
make that crisis as intractable as it is” (25).  I return to MacDuffie’s arguments in greater detail in 
Chapter Three of this dissertation. 
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discourse surrounding dirt and garbage was frequently bound up with discussions of 
industrial capitalism, which was often linked both to the production of pollution, and to 
the creation of useless and wasteful material goods.  Yet, as Dixon’s ideas above suggest, 
excessive cleanliness was conversely associated with mechanization, sterility, and 
artificiality.  For the Victorians, then, capitalism was simultaneously too dirty and yet too 
clean.  My dissertation moves from these tensions to ask three questions: What roles did 
dirt and waste play in critiques of capitalism?  How did industrial and organic pollution 
shape the way that the Victorians imagined the natural world in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century? And how did changing views of the environment transform what 
constituted a “natural” social order?  
This project focuses on four Victorian authors fascinated by pollution and waste – 
Charles Dickens, Robert Browning, Mary Elizabeth Braddon, and Richard Jefferies – 
while contextualizing their work within the broader discourse surrounding waste, nature, 
and society exemplified by Henry Mayhew, John Ruskin, John Stuart Mill, and Charles 
Darwin among others. For the Victorians, questions of nature and pollution were not 
simply environmental or scientific, but had serious implications for the way that society 
was structured. I argue that for some nineteenth-century writers, visions of strange and 
contaminated environments offered different versions of the “natural” order, which in 
turn allowed them to depict alternative social orders that emphasized stewardship and 
care while challenging the logic of industrial capitalism.  
Victorian writers and thinkers often looked to nature as a justification for 
“natural” social and economic systems, an idea that extends back to the Aristotelian Great 
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Chain of Being, which, as Nancy Lesko points out, remained a “constant reference point 
in popular and scientific conversations in the late 1800s.” 3  In the Great Chain of Being, 
both the human and nonhuman worlds are organized in parallel hierarchies, with wealthy 
Caucasian men ranked above women, the lower-classes, and “savages,” while larger 
animals like lions and elephants are placed above plants and minerals.  The Great Chain 
of Being proposes a unifying organizational principle that applies to both humans and 
nonhumans while simultaneously justifying a patriarchal society as the inevitable product 
of nature.  The eighteenth-century political philosopher Edmund Burke similarly 
suggested that the natural world provides a model for human social and political affairs, 
arguing in Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790) that a “conformity to nature in 
our artificial institutions” ensures the stability of England’s political systems.  For Burke, 
an “inheritable crown, an inheritable peerage, and a House of Commons and a people 
inheriting privileges, franchises, and liberties from a long line of ancestors,” are “the 
happy effect of following nature, which is wisdom without reflection.”4  Much as with 
the Great Chain of Being, Burke argues that England’s aristocracy echoes the natural 
order, and to question it would go against nature.5 
                                                          
3 Nancy Lesko, Act Your Age! A Cultural Construction of Adolescence, 2nd edition (Routledge, 
2012), p. 19. 
4 Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, and on the Proceedings in Certain 
Societies in London Relative to that Event, 1790, The Works of the Right Honourable Edmund 
Burke, edited by John C. Nimmo, vol. 3 (London, 1887).  
5 Burke argued that the natural model of inheritance meant that political systems should also be 
handed down to future generations in more or less their present form: “By a constitutional policy, 
working after the pattern of nature, we hold, we transmit our government and our privileges, in 
the same manner in which we enjoy and transmit our property and our lives…Our political 
system is placed in a just correspondence and symmetry with the order of the world” (my 
emphasis).  Richard S. Albright points out that Burke’s English history “repeatedly emphasizes 
order, symmetry, and progression, which he contrasts to the chaotic events taking place in 
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 Writing approximately 60 years later,6 John Stuart Mill challenges this essentially 
conservative vision of the natural world, arguing in his 1874 essay “Nature” that the term 
“nature” had become hopelessly confused, making it “one of the most copious sources of 
false taste, false philosophy, false morality, and even bad law.” This confusion of nature 
leads to ethical confusion as well, for as Mill points out, the term nature is often invoked 
not to stand “for what is, but for what ought to be.”7 The desire to use nature as a 
justification for the status quo, or as a model for human behavior, relies on partial and 
selective visions of the natural world. For Mill, the natural world does not necessarily 
reflect the ethics it is meant to reveal; he believed that the human desires for goodness, 
cleanliness, and self-control – qualities he found absent in the environment – improve 
upon nature in its purest form. 
Mill understands the term nature as an unstable concept, one that is constantly 
redefined not only in light of changing scientific knowledge, but also in response to 
changing political, social, and economic ideas as well.  For the Victorians, the rise of 
industrialization and its attendant smog, grime, and pollution raised questions about the 
boundary between the natural and the unnatural, the human and the nonhuman.  Where 
did dirt and pollution fit in changing definitions of nature?  To what extent could the 
increasingly toxic Thames of the 1850s, for example, still be defined as a part of the 
                                                          
France” (13).  For Burke, the slow changes and perceived stability of nature offer an ideal model 
for historical progress as well.  See Richard S. Albright, Writing the Past, Writing the Future: 
Time and Narrative in Gothic and Sensation Fiction (Lehigh University Press, 2009).  
6 Though the essay “Nature” was published in 1874, it was most likely written sometime between 
1850 and 1858.  
7 John Stuart Mill, “Nature,” Three Essays on Religion (New York, 1874).  
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natural world?  Dirt and waste challenge clear boundaries between the natural and the 
unnatural at least partly because dirt itself is prone to linguistic slippage – when we refer 
to dirt, we may be referring to garbage, sewage, toxic contaminants, or simply household 
dust.  Waste and filth can be organic or inorganic, manmade or naturally occurring, 
poisonous or simply annoying.  In agricultural contexts, dirt is productive and necessary, 
though even this form of dirt is routinely associated with filth, for while we might not 
refer to a corn field as filthy, pigs, rats, and other farm creatures are routinely described 
in such terms, even though their encounters with dirt are no less natural.  In the 
nineteenth century, notions of dirt were similarly linguistically charged, and the concept 
of waste carried with it connotations of sewage, garbage, evolutionary waste (species and 
individual animals lost to natural selection), wasted energy, and wasted money among 
others.  As the historian Christopher Hamlin notes filth could have moral resonances as 
well: “Filth was multivalent, a powerful idiom applicable in many contexts and toward 
many ends…filth, without losing its repulsiveness, could represent a good many virtues – 
for example, justice, liberation, utility, duty, fidelity, adventure.”8    
Waste and dirt could also be understood as valuable, however, depending on the 
potential for future use or reuse.  In the influential Filth: Dirt, Disgust, and Modern Life 
(2005), William Cohen writes that filth is conceptually transformed when it is thought of 
as reusable. He argues that “filth proper” is: 
                                                          
8 Christopher Hamlin, “Good and Intimate Filth,” Filth: Dirt, Disgust, and Modern Life, William 
Cohen and Ryan Johnson, editors (University of Minnesota Press, 2005), p. 6.  
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wholly unregenerate, contaminating, even toxic, and demands to be rejected and 
denied.  But when polluting or filthy objects are thought of as trash, waste, junk, 
or refuse, they become conceivably productive, the discarded sources in which 
riches may lie, and therefore fecund and fertile in their potential.9   
He continues, “Particularly in the nineteenth century, human excrescences get tangled up 
in fantasies of emergent value, and polluting substances spill into their apparent opposite, 
the recyclable source of hidden riches.”10  My dissertation builds on Cohen’s argument to 
suggest that because dirt was bound up with notions of value, it was also used by some 
Victorian writers to challenge the kinds of value that industrial capitalism champions.  
Where capitalism is invested in the production and consumption of new goods, the 
authors I examine are fascinated by the way that waste and garbage are valuable not only 
because of their potential future uses, but also because of their ties to the past.  For these 
writers, garbage is not valuable in spite of its past uses, but because of them.   
Because dirt and garbage are the tangible traces of the body and of the life of an 
individual (or home, community, society, etc.), they are often associated with insight and 
knowledge in Victorian literature.  For example, in Bleak House, Mr. Krook’s rag-and-
bottle shop contains a mysterious pile of letters, originally sold as scrap paper, that 
threaten to reveal the secret relationship between Lady Dedlock and Captain Hawdon.  
Dickens makes the connection between trash and revelation explicit, underscoring the 
                                                          
9 William Cohen, “Introduction: Locating Filth,” Filth: Dirt, Disgust, and Modern Life, p. x.  
10 Cohen, p. xiv. 
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value of trash, which here contains evidence of authentic emotional connection, as well 
as the ways in which one’s garbage might threaten to reveal too much.  
The nineteenth century’s complex relationship with waste, filth, and 
industrialization make it a particularly rich area for environmental study, yet British 
Victorian environmental writing has been, for the most part, overlooked by the field of 
ecocriticism, which has more often focused on English Romanticism and American 
nineteenth-century environmental writing (in addition to a strong focus on contemporary 
twentieth and twenty-first century environmental works).  As Jesse Oak Taylor notes, 
“The most striking thing about reviewing the field of Victorian ecocriticism is that there 
is so little of it.”11  The first-wave of ecocriticism in the 1980s and 1990s was often 
hesitant to address polluted, industrial, and urban spaces from a fear that doing so would 
run counter to ecocriticism’s early commitment to the preservation of pristine natural 
spaces.  Yet dirt and pollution are the material, often visible, reminders of the relationship 
between humans and their environment; if garbage and filth are the remnants and traces 
of human activity, their management is a sign of the way that an individual or culture 
views the relationship between humans and nature.  Dirt and filth are then simultaneously 
natural and unnatural, a marker both of the tenuous boundaries between the human and 
nonhuman world and of the complex interchanges between them.  Nineteenth-century 
literature offers a rich area for ecocritical study in large part because Victorian 
environmental writing often portrays manmade and natural environments in dialogue 
                                                          
11 Jesse Oak Taylor, “Where is Victorian Ecocriticism?” Victorian Literature and Culture, vol. 
43, no. 4 (2015), p. 1.   
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rather than in opposition, highlighting the role that humans play in shaping and 
transforming the surrounding landscape.12   
Though ecocriticism was initially focused largely on wild and untouched spaces, 
ecocritical scholarship has more recently turned its attention to degraded environments 
and the social, political, and human costs of environmental destruction.  As early as 1998, 
Lawrence Buell, often credited as one of the founding scholars of first-wave ecocriticism, 
called for greater attention to discussions of toxicity “as a discourse.”  He argues that 
“toxic discourse challenges traditional understandings of what counts as an 
environmental movement or ethos,” and it “underscores the point that environmentalism 
must make concerns for human and social health more central and salient.”13  Victorian 
environmental writing offers many examples of such “toxic discourses.”  Works like 
Elizabeth Gaskell’s North and South (1854) or Dickens’s Hard Times (1854) understand 
concerns about pollution, sanitation, urban geography, and economics as both social and 
ecological questions.  Like Buell, Timothy Morton challenges ecocriticism’s early 
attention to “unspoiled” nature, arguing in Ecology without Nature (2007) that imagining 
the natural world as a “pristine wilderness beyond all trace of human contact… 
                                                          
12 John Parham argues that the move away from a Romantic idealization of nature defines what 
he terms a “Victorian ecology.”  He writes: “it is Victorian literary figures and cultural critics 
who developed the Romantic conception of nature and its social criticism into something more in 
accordance with contemporary ecological theory” (40).  John Parham, “What is (ecological) 
‘nature’? John Stuart Mill and the Victorian perspective,” Culture, Creativity and Environment: 
New Environmentalist Criticism, edited by Fiona Becket and Terry Gifford (Rodopi, 2007).  See 
also Parham’s “Was there a Victorian Ecology?”  The Environmental Tradition in English 
Literature, edited by John Parham (Ashgate, 2002). 
13 Lawrence Buell, “Toxic Discourse,” Critical Inquiry, vol. 24, no. 3 (1998), p. 639-640.  A 
later, revised version of this article appears in Buell’s Writing for an Endangered World: 
Literature, Culture, and Environment in the U.S. and Beyond (Harvard UP, 2001). 
10 
 
 
reestablishes the very separation it seeks to abolish.”14  He argues that twentieth-century 
environmental attitudes (which continue to influence current environmental thought) 
have tended to imagine nature as something “over there,” rather than as something mixed 
in with the manmade world.  Such false distinctions erase the historical and aesthetic 
frameworks that mediate the human relationship with natural forces.  For Morton, this 
means that waste and filth are essential ecological topics, and environmentalists must 
move beyond the love of an idealized wilderness, instead aspiring “to love the disgusting, 
inert, and meaningless” as much as the bounteous and bucolic.15   
Increasingly, as a part of ecocriticism’s growing interest in toxicity and 
contamination, scholars like Simon Estok and Tom J. Hillard have persuasively proposed 
that although ecocriticism has “largely overlooked representations of nature inflected 
with fear, horror, loathing or disgust,”16 ecocritics must turn their attention to what Estok 
terms “ecophobia,” or the fear and anxiety that exist in response to the threatening 
elements of the natural world.17  Hillard suggests that the gothic as a mode may be 
particularly useful not only in examining environmental fears, but also in challenging the 
stability of the term nature.  As he points out, “where Gothic nature exists so too can be 
found competing perceptions of what that ‘nature’ signifies.”18  Drawing on this 
                                                          
14 Timothy Morton, Ecology without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics (Harvard 
University Press, 2007), p. 125. 
15 Morton, p. 195. 
16 Tom J. Hillard, “‘Deep Into That Darkness Peering’: An Essay on Gothic Nature,” 
Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment, vol. 16, no. 4 (2009), p. 688. 
17 Simon C. Estok, “Theorizing in a Space of Ambivalent Openness: Ecocriticism and 
Ecophobia,” Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment, vol. 16, no. 2 (2009), p. 
204. 
18 Hillard, p. 694. 
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argument, Jenny Bavidge argues that nature, breaking through the boundaries of the man-
made world in the form of floods, weeds, disease, and extreme weather “lends itself to 
Gothic narratives of irruption and destabilization.”  For Bavidge, “In the gothic mode, 
nature, when it re-emerges in the city, has always ‘come back wrong.’”19  My dissertation 
responds to these ideas by exploring strange, threatening, and unnerving environmental 
spaces; however, I suggest that for some Victorian writers, these kinds of spaces were not 
simply horrifying or repellant, but rather seen as a fundamental and important component 
of the natural world.   
While Hillard suggests that Gothicized portrayals of nature are a source of 
anxiety, they also enabled some Victorian writers to expand the category of the “natural” 
to include aspects of the non-human world that initially appear monstrous or unnatural 
(for example, swarms of rats in Richard Jefferies’s After London, or the enormous heaps 
of dust in Dickens’s Our Mutual Friend).  Though the texts that I treat here are purposely 
not drawn from the gothic genre, each of these works employs gothic tropes in portraying 
the landscape in ways that radically destabilize these otherwise realist works.  While 
readers expect an unsettled world within the gothic genre, they do not expect such 
distortions from realist fiction, making the gothicized portrayals of the natural world 
found in these texts particularly unnerving.  In the novels I analyze, the natural world is 
characterized by excessive and uncontrollable growth, secret or hidden corruptions, and 
unstable boundaries between the home and the outside world.  In Richard Jefferies’ post-
                                                          
19 Jenny Bavidge, “Rats, Floods and Flowers: London’s Gothicized Nature,” London Gothic: 
Place, Space and the Gothic Imagination, edited by Lawrence Phillips and Anne Witchard 
(Continuum Literary Studies, 2010), p. 104. 
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apocalyptic fiction After London (1885), for example, the Thames itself has flooded and 
filled the center of England with a newly formed and toxic lake.  “Legions of mice” 
consume everything in their path, and weeds grow so thickly that there is “not one single 
open place” remaining in the landscape.  In the novel, the “natural” world is instead 
defined by an alarming excess and superabundance.  Like After London, each of the texts 
I examine extends the definition of nature to incorporate versions of natural forces that 
are disfigured or disgusting in various ways.  Moreover, they represent the natural world 
as co-constructed by human activity, pushing back against easy oppositions between the 
human and the natural world.     
Though the field of Victorian ecocriticism is relatively limited, there is exciting 
work being done by scholars like Jesse Oak Taylor, Harriet Ritvo, and John Parham.  
Taylor’s The Sky of Our Manufacture: The London Fog in British Fiction from Dickens 
to Woolf (2016) both “investigates the London fog as an instance of rendering 
anthropogenic climate change visible at a discrete geohistorical scale” and “theorizes the 
novel as a climate model.”  He argues that the nineteenth-century realist novel enables 
the kind of thinking needed to engage with “a form of cognitive climate modeling, 
tacking back and forth between the immediate sense perception of the weather and 
abstract configurations of meteorology, culture, and discourse.”20  Ritvo’s The Dawn of 
Green (2009) argues that the battle over the Thirlmere Reservoir (located in the Lake 
District) was an early model for contemporary environmental struggles over the 
                                                          
20 Jesse Oak Taylor, The Sky of Our Manufacture: The London Fog in British Fiction from 
Dickens to Woolf (University of Virginia Press, 2016), p. 10.  
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conservation of green spaces.21  Ritvo establishes the importance of conservation for the 
Victorians, and points to the ways in which competing demands between environmental 
preservation and human needs shaped early environmental advocacy.  Similarly John 
Parham argues that, for the Victorians, nature and industrialization could not be 
juxtaposed, but rather needed to find a way to coexist.  He contends that nineteenth-
century literature is therefore tasked with negotiating the “problem of how to align 
romanticism with the imperative of engaging with modernity.”22  Parham, citing 
philosopher Marshall Berman, writes that the Victorian “approach to the city was a 
particularly significant element both of its ‘dynamic and dialectical’ engagement with 
modernity and of the distinctively ecological character of that engagement.  It suggests a 
need to confront, rather than denigrate, the ‘urban system’ in which the majority of us 
live.”23  In Victorian literature, urban dirt is represented not necessarily an impediment to 
ecological practices, but rather a reminder of the ways in which environmental 
conservation insufficiently negotiates the scale on which human activity shapes the 
landscape.  In other words, though Victorian literature places great value on green and 
open spaces, writers like Dickens and Mayhew recognize that conservation alone fails to 
address the pressing ecological and social concerns raised by mass human consumption 
and pollution.  
                                                          
21 Harriet Ritvo, The Dawn of Green: Manchester, Thirlmere, and the Victorian Environment  
(The University of Chicago Press, 2009), p. 3. 
22 John Parham, Green Man Hopkins: Poetry and the Victorian Ecological Imagination (Rodopi, 
2010), p. 71. 
23 Parham, Green Man Hopkins, p. 70. 
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Where conservation engages in a process of enclosing and bounding off natural 
spaces, waste resists such efforts at containment.  Pollution and trash highlight the social 
and ecological consequences of individual actions, as individual waste combines with 
that of others to create massive quantities of contamination.  Timothy Morton suggests 
that the Victorians encountered many such “gigantic entities” which he refers to as 
“hyperobjects,” or “entities that are massively distributed in time and space.”  Examples 
include “geological time, capital, industry, evolution, cities…and so on.”  Morton argues 
that hyperobjects “are so massive that humans can think and compute them, but not 
perceive them directly.”  He continues, “we find evidence of them in our water and in our 
blood, dreams, wallets and DNA…They are real, but withdrawn from access.”24   
The notion of hyperobjects is particularly useful in theorizing the Victorian 
response to dirt and waste.  Massive Victorian sanitation projects meant that filth became 
a force that could extend well beyond one’s immediate environment – even dirt that could 
no longer be seen could continue to exert a strong influence over London’s 
environmental health, as well as its social geography.  As Michelle Allen points out, 
though the sewer system brought improved public health to London, its arrival was not 
uniformly welcomed, as the advent of indoor plumbing meant that the homes of 
London’s wealthiest inhabitants were now connected to its poorest by a system of 
                                                          
24 Timothy Morton, “Victorian Hyperobjects,” Nineteenth-Century Contexts, vol. 36, no. 5 
(2014), p. 489.  Morton argues that the Victorian experience of hyperobjects is one that we 
experience today.  He writes that “we are still inside the Victorian period, in psychic, 
philosophical, and social space,” continuing “Since we are both inside industrial society and 
inside the Anthropocene, we are still within the Victorian period.  And this is not just a fanciful 
notion on my part.  It means that we confront gigantic entities that the Victorians also confronted 
– geological time, vast networks of industry. And we have the same feelings about them” (489).   
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invisible underground waterways.25  Sewage, waste, and filth were transformed from 
local matters to hyperobjects – enormous, decentralized forces that changed the way that 
Victorians thought about their relationship with the rest of the city.26 
Nineteenth-century representations of filth were routinely bound up with concerns 
surrounding urban geography and social boundaries, making filth a powerful symbol with 
which to challenge social stratification.  Though, as I have suggested, there has been 
relatively little Victorian ecocritical scholarship, many nineteenth-century scholars 
studying dirt, sanitation, and the city have pursued questions related to nineteenth-century 
environmental issues, though not under the explicit guise of ecocriticism.  This 
dissertation is indebted to the work of influential scholars like Peter Stallybrass and Allon 
White, who argue that the Victorians imagined the city in terms of cleanliness and 
contamination, fearing that the boundary between clean and dirty could be ruptured.  In 
The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (1986), they claim that “Transgressing the 
boundaries through which the bourgeois reformers separated dirt from cleanliness, the 
poor were interpreted as also transgressing the boundaries of the ‘civilized’ body and the 
boundaries which separated the human from the animal.”27  Maintaining the divide 
                                                          
25 Michelle Allen, Cleansing the City: Sanitary Geographies in Victorian London (Ohio 
University Press, 2008), p. 25. 
26 That said, there were instances of mass pollution prior to the industrialization of England.  For 
example, as early as 1661 John Evelyn’s Fumifugium or The Inconveniences of the Aer and the 
Smoak of London Dissipated (the earliest text to focus on air pollution) describes England as 
contaminated and dirty due to wood and coal burning: “this pestilent smoak, which corrodes the 
very yron, and spoils all the moveables, leaving a soot on all things that it lights: and so fatally 
seizing on the lungs of the inhabitants, that cough and consumptions spare no man.”  For more on 
the history of pollution in England, see Peter Brimblecombe, The Big Smoke: A History of Air 
Pollution in London Since Medieval Times (Methuen, 1987).  
27 Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (Cornell  
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between clean and dirty was then a way of managing social boundaries as much as it was 
a question of public health.  As Pamela Gilbert argues, “this surveillance [of dirt and 
waste], equated with the very essence of civilization, was institutionalized in the 
mechanisms of sanitary inspection and had entered both literary and visual culture, the 
latter principally in the form of sanitary maps.”  She continues, “The sanitary movement 
responded to overcrowding and epidemic disease by emphasizing the dangers of filth.  
Accumulated waste that earlier had been perceived as an unpleasant but unavoidable 
reality of life in the city now seemed evidence of a vicious, even murderous, disregard for 
life.”28  I quote Gilbert here at some length because she so clearly summarizes the 
elements of anxiety and fear that permeated much of the Victorian discourse surrounding 
dirt and sanitation.  The goal of this dissertation is not to challenge such scholarship, but 
rather to build on this work by suggesting that while this dominant narrative reflects very 
real nineteenth-century attitudes, there were also counter-narratives at work in Victorian 
fiction and non-fiction that challenged the rejection of waste and the notion that 
cleanliness was a more “natural” human state.   
Precisely because cleaning was so often aligned with a “natural” bourgeois 
domesticity in the nineteenth-century imagination, representations of dirt offered a 
powerful means to critique economic and social hierarchies.  The discourse surrounding 
dirt and cleanliness was often framed in terms of natural and unnatural surroundings, with 
                                                          
University Press, 1986), p. 132. 
28 Pamela K. Gilbert, Mapping the Victorian Social Body (SUNY Press, 2004), p. 110. 
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tidiness and order cast as a naturally desirable domestic virtue.29  Victoria Kelley points 
out that advice columns and household manuals applied “ideas of regularity and 
order…to every household task.  Frequencies were stressed over and over again – the 
correct intervals at which various tasks, and especially tasks of cleanliness, should be 
carried out.”30  Kelley persuasively argues that nineteenth-century “ideologies of 
domesticity” are often organized around “the myth of the ‘natural’”: “Ideas of repetition 
and regularity, here suggesting natural rhythms, imply that the routine tasks of everyday 
life ‘just happen’ (like flowers blooming and lambs in springtime).”31  The cleansing of 
dirt accordingly becomes a part of following natural cycles, and also a way of making 
domestic spaces more natural – a clean and orderly, regulated space matched notions of a 
regulated and cyclical natural world.32 
In contrast, slums were unnatural spaces precisely because of their dirt and 
disorder.  Emily Cuming notes that “the bare and dirty slum home is the antithesis of the 
model bourgeois interior, in which inhabitants and their furnishings are arranged in an 
                                                          
29 The discourse associating cleanliness, naturalness, and value extends today to discussions of 
the body.  As Emma Dowling has recently written, the “language of cleanliness” evident in recent 
trends like clean eating reflects a sense of the self as commodity – being attractive and healthy are 
valuable traits, and to “cleanse” the body is a way to increase its value. Citing Deleuze, she 
argues that, “We act on ourselves and on each other in accordance with what can be rendered 
profitable.”  Emma Dowling, “Love’s Labour’s Cost: The Political Economy of Intimacy,” 
Versobooks.com (Feb. 13, 2016).  In this formulation, bodies that are dirty, disabled, aging, 
overweight, or otherwise divergent from the “clean” ideal lack value and come to be defined as 
waste; such bodies are an unnecessary drag on a capitalist system in which bodies should be 
capable of ever faster production and consumption. 
30 Victoria Kelley, Soap and Water: Cleanliness, Dirt and the Working Classes in Victorian and 
Edwardian Britain (I.B. Tauris, 2010), p. 57. 
31 Kelley, p. 63. 
32 A mode of thought that continues on today in the tradition of “spring cleaning.” 
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orderly and sealed display.”33  Slums were often depicted as a type of “bourgeois 
underworld” that lay below the surface of the city34 – such hierarchical models captured 
not only the stratified society of the English city, but also bourgeois efforts to conceal the 
slums and protect themselves from any contaminating influence.  If dirt brought with it 
connotations of poverty, then cleanliness was a way to establish clear boundaries between 
rich and poor.  As Tom Crook points out, “Dirtiness, it was affirmed, entailed 
drunkenness and a tendency to reckless, random and violent behavior.  Cleanliness, by 
contrast, was associated with self-restraint and economic independence.”35  Crook’s point 
about “economic independence” is key; cleanliness was not simply associated with 
greater wealth, but with a narrative of individual hard work rewarded with prosperity.  
The poor were not simply dirty because they could not afford to be otherwise, but 
because they had failed to improve themselves and to find a place within a capitalist 
system.  Such narratives imagined dirtiness as a choice rather than an inevitable 
circumstance of the conditions of production under industrial capitalism. 
Much of the anxiety around dirt stemmed from the fact that dirt, smells, and 
fumes refused to be fully contained, enabling the world of the slums to break into the 
realm of the bourgeois.  As Tina Choi writes, much of the writing by social reformers and 
public health reformers presented a “cataloging of blurred surfaces and boundaries” that 
“presented a nightmarish picture of London life that threatened to overflow.  The 
                                                          
33 Emily Cuming, “‘Home is home be it never so homely’: Reading Mid-Victorian Slum 
Interiors,” Journal of Victorian Culture, vol. 18, no. 3 (2013), p. 368. 
34 Cuming, p. 368. 
35 Tom Crook, “Putting Matter in its Right Place: Dirt, Time and Regeneration in Mid-Victorian 
Britain,” Journal of Victorian Culture, vol. 13, no. 2 (2008), p. 214.  
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descriptions of the indistinct and dissolving boundaries between solids, liquids, and 
gases” signify a system defined by “an uncontrollable sharing of bodily fluids among 
individuals.”36  Similarly, Eileen Cleere writes that although sight was the “dominant 
[model] of sense perception,” sanitary campaigns focused not on the visual elements of 
untidiness, but “the threat of both touch and smell.  Smell was particularly worrisome 
…because it was transient but deadly, and could invade the middle-class body and the 
bourgeois home without warning.”37   
Though odors were a source of apprehension, they also offered a symbol of social 
intersection that pushed back against desires for a stratified and divided London.  The 
fact that waste could be invasive also meant that it could demonstrate the 
interconnections not only between various communities but also between humans and 
their surrounding environment.  In Positive Pollutions and Cultural Toxins, John Blair 
Gamber argues that pollution and filth are “representative of a need to recognize human 
communities in a broad sense.”  He asserts that waste “show[s] our connections to the 
physical world in which we live.”38  In Dickens’s Bleak House (1853) Tom-all-Alone’s is 
a porous slum, marked by “gaps in walls and boards,” that expose its inhabitants to 
disease, vermin, and rain.  Dickens is keenly aware of the impact that the physical world 
                                                          
36 Tina Young Choi, “Writing the Victorian City: Discourses of Risk, Connection, and 
Inevitability,” Victorian Studies, vol. 43, no. 4 (2001), p. 565.  
37 Eileen Cleere, The Sanitary Arts: Aesthetic Culture and the Victorian Cleanliness Campaigns 
(Ohio State University Press, 2014), p. 5. 
5.  For more on concerns about social and bodily boundaries and the way substances could 
transgress those boundaries, see Jules Law, The Social Life of Fluids: Blood, Milk, and Water in 
the Victorian Novel (Cornell University Press, 2010).  
38 John Blair Gamber, Positive Pollutions and Cultural Toxins: Waste and Contamination in 
Contemporary U.S. Ethnic Literatures (University of Nebraska Press, 2012), p. 4.  
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has on individual lives, but he is also interested in the way that filth links together 
seeming disparate communities.  Tom-all-Alone’s “reek[s] with such smells and sights 
that he, who has lived in London all his life, can scarce believe his senses.”39  Dickens 
emphasizes the way that these smells are both unknown to London’s more well-to-do 
citizens, and yet also extend through the city: “Branching from this street and its heaps of 
ruins are other streets and courts so infamous that Mr. Snagsby sickens in body and mind 
and feels as if he were going every moment deeper down into the infernal gulf.”  Though 
Tom-all-Alone’s is a nauseating and disgusting space, Dickens repeatedly reminds his 
reader that it is connected in myriad and unexpected ways to the aristocratic Dedlocks 
living in Chesney Wold.  Tom-all-Alone’s becomes a symbol of both the city’s 
inequalities and its convergences.   
 
In the following chapters, I argue that writers like Dickens, Browning, Braddon, 
and Jefferies recuperate dirt as a symbol not of poverty and degradation, but of social 
mobility and stewardship.  The first chapter of this dissertation examines the sanitary, 
political, and economic discourse surrounding pollution.  I analyze Henry Mayhew’s 
London Labour and the London Poor (1851), arguing that Mayhew presents the reuse 
and recycling of waste as a fundamentally more “natural” manner in which to manage 
trash and filth.  For Mayhew, capitalism is a wasteful process, one that is not only 
environmentally unsustainable, but also financially reckless as it devalues waste rather 
than being attentive to potential uses for it.  I read Mayhew’s work in dialogue with 
                                                          
39 Charles Dickens, Bleak House, 1853, (J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1966). 
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Chadwick’s Sanitary Report, arguing that Mayhew pushes back against the way that 
Chadwick and other sanitarians portray the middle class as most “natural,” while 
depicting dirt and the poor as unnatural waste that must be eliminated.  In contrast, 
Mayhew suggests that the poor who clean the city’s dirt are also involved in a process of 
environmental and urban stewardship, caring for many different kinds of urban spaces 
(wealthy, poor, the Thames, and so on), rather than only attending to the needs of a select 
group of Londoners.  Furthermore, in London Labour and the London Poor, the 
sanitation workers extend this model of environmental stewardship to one another, as 
they care for fellow struggling workers and neighbors when other institutions have failed 
them.  The chapter further examines Mayhew’s treatment of sanitary workers in relation 
to writings by Ruskin and Carlyle, who similarly explore connections between labor, 
environmental sustainability, and social justice.  
My second chapter moves to Charles Dickens’ Our Mutual Friend (1864-5), a 
text that explores connections between filth, history, knowledge, and empathy to suggest 
that an engagement with pollution leads to greater social stewardship and care.  Our 
Mutual Friend challenges the notion that industrial capitalism and the bourgeois 
domesticity that it enables and encourages is, in fact, natural.  Rather, in the novel 
newness and sterility are associated with capitalism’s excess and waste, while the most 
moral characters are those who work closely with filth; Mr. Boffin, the “golden 
dustman,” and Lizzie Hexam, who helps her father search for dead bodies on the Thames, 
are both images of stewardship and kindness, caring for others as they tend to and 
manage London’s filth.  In the chapter, I focus on Dickens’s use of bones as a symbol of 
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the connection between waste, insight, and ethics.  Bones are simultaneously disgusting, 
dirty, and also important memorials.  In Our Mutual Friend, Dickens draws on the many 
resonances of bones to complicate his portrait of London’s garbage and dirt.  Far from 
being contaminating waste, the dust heaps and filthy Thames both come to be associated 
with history, insight, and compassion.   
      Like Our Mutual Friend, Robert Browning’s Mr. Sludge, “The Medium” (also 
published in 1864), examines links between refuse, dirt, and knowledge. Though the 
poem is most often read in the context of the Victorian interest in mesmerism, 
Browning’s investigation of the nature of truth and art is bound up with discussions of 
sludge and filth. In the poem he develops connections between dirt, knowledge, and art 
that imagine waste as central to the search for knowledge. Read together with Our 
Mutual Friend, these two works illustrate a nineteenth-century vision of filth that 
imagines waste as a key part of understanding both individuals and Victorian society 
more broadly.  
The third chapter, focused on Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s sensation novel Lady 
Audley’s Secret (1862), is centered not on the slums or sewers, but rather on bucolic 
landscapes that appear untainted but reveal hidden and disturbing forces beneath the level 
of initial perception.  The narrative tells the story of the bigamous and violent Lady 
Audley, who attempts to kill her first husband in order to preserve her position in the 
aristocratic Audley Court. Braddon’s novel is fascinated by the disjunction between 
appearance and reality; in the text, the seemingly pastoral landscape represses traces of 
contamination, and “foul deeds” leave “no trace upon the spot where they were done.”  
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Written only three years prior, Darwin’s The Origin of Species (1859) similarly argues 
that although “[w]e behold the face of nature bright with gladness,” we also “forget that 
the birds which are idly singing round us mostly live on insects or seeds, and are thus 
constantly destroying life.” Both Braddon and Darwin imagine the natural world as 
difficult, if not impossible to fully read and understand, and they highlight the distance 
between the landscape’s idyllic veneer and the more chaotic, threatening presence just 
below.  
 Though Lady Audley’s Secret initially appears to portray a moral and orderly 
domesticity threatened by Lady Audley’s criminality, the novel in fact pushes back 
against this formulation.  Braddon instead associates Lady Audley’s violence and 
madness (traits that “pollute” her character) with her ability to transform and adapt when 
needed.  In contrast, Audley Court, a decaying representation of England’s aristocratic 
and hierarchical social order, is unable to change where needed.  Braddon portrays Lady 
Audley’s polluting presence as a form of resistance to a patriarchal social order that 
attempts to maintain social boundaries along the lines of gender, class, and race.     
The fourth chapter examines the nature writer and naturalist Richard Jefferies’s 
apocalyptic fiction After London (1885), in which London is destroyed by a catastrophic 
event that causes the Thames to flood, transforming London into a contaminated swamp.  
Jefferies imagines England’s future landscape as overgrown and chaotic, the embodiment 
of an unnatural nature that challenges the ideas found in natural theology and natural 
selection that understood nature as balanced and self-regulating.  Jefferies instead depicts 
the non-human world as a disordered and unnervingly unpredictable force. By offering a 
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vision of nature focused on disorder and instability, Jefferies encourages his readers to 
reconsider the relationship between humans and their surroundings, drawing on elements 
of natural theology to propose that human cultivation and stewardship are central to 
preserving the health and order of a landscape that is characterized by a tendency towards 
disorder and violence. After London also emphasizes the importance of stewardship in the 
human world, and polluted spaces in the text serve as models for a social order that 
resists capitalism’s hierarchical structure. Jefferies employs visions of “natural” profusion 
to envision a system that is not based on scarcity, but rather on abundance and 
bounteousness.     
Taken together then, Jefferies, Dickens, Browning, and Braddon reflect a strain of 
Victorian thought that saw dirt and waste as central to the development of a just and 
compassionate social order. Rather than expressing an unmitigated disgust for 
contaminated spaces, these writers move beyond the nineteenth-century desire for the 
containment of filth to inscribe otherwise monstrous spaces with possibility.   
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Chapter One 
“Never had any help but from the neighbours”: 
The Stewardship of Filth in Mayhew’s London Labour and the London Poor 
   
 In London Labour and the London Poor (1851),40 the Victorian journalist Henry 
Mayhew details the lives of London’s professional street cleaners and recyclers – the 
dustmen, mudlarks, scavengers, and nightmen responsible for collecting and disposing of 
the city’s great masses of waste in all its many forms.  He treats both of his subjects – 
London’s garbage and the laboring class that tends to it – as simultaneously familiar and 
strange, consistent but nevertheless otherworldly presences in daily life.  Early in the 
three-volume work, Mayhew describes himself as a “traveler in the undiscovered country 
of the poor, whose goal is to “[supply] information concerning a large body of persons, of 
                                                          
40 Henry Mayhew, London Labour and the London Poor: A Cyclopaedia of the Condition and 
Earnings of Those That Will Work, Those That Cannot Work, and Those That Will Not Work, 
Vols. 1-3. 1851-1852 (Frank Cass and Company Ltd, 1967).  Mayhew was a prominent journalist 
and social activist, and his works depicting London’s poor and working classes were influential in 
shaping the way writers and novelists – Dickens in particular – depicted the lives of the poor.  
Prior to his work on London Labour and the London Poor, Mayhew co-established Punch 
magazine with Ebenezer Landells in 1841.  Along with Mark Lemon and Stirling Coyne, 
Mayhew co-edited the magazine, though he became increasingly less involved beginning in 1842 
as he moved on to other ventures.  The publication history of London Labour and the London 
Poor actually begins in 1849.  In September of that year, Mayhew published an article in the 
Morning Chronicle in response to the cholera outbreak of 1848 and 1849, focusing on Jacob’s 
Island, a slum particularly hard hit by the disease.  For approximately one year, Mayhew 
published regular articles (twice weekly or weekly) in the Chronicle as part of a series on 
“Labour and the Poor.”  Mayhew left the Chronicle in 1850 and went on to publish the articles in 
a series of pamphlets, which appeared beginning in December of 1850 through March of 1852.  
The pamphlets were then bound in two volumes in 1851 and 1852, and a subsequent four-volume 
edition was published in 1861-62.  For more on the publication history of the work, see Gertrude 
Himmelfarb, “Mayhew’s Poor: A Problem of Identity,” Victorian Studies, vol. 14, no. 3 (1971): 
307-320, especially pp. 307-310.    
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whom the public had less knowledge than of the most distant tribes of the earth” (iii).  
His descriptions of London portray the city as teeming not only with dirt and trash, but 
also with scavengers and cleaners, a growing street population that works in the midst of 
the city’s constant activity and production even as it is relegated to the periphery of 
London society.  As Mayhew catalogues each of the many “dirty” professions, he 
carefully defines each occupation; a “mudlark,” for example, is “the searcher for refuse 
on the banks of the river,” while “pure-finders” are those “men engaged in collecting 
dogs’-dung from the public streets” (142).41  Each definition serves both to catalogue the 
many types of street laborers and to emphasize how foreign these individuals are to the 
bourgeois inhabitants of the city.    
 For Mayhew, the suffering of London’s poor is a “national disgrace,” but so too is 
the general lack of knowledge about the lives of the impoverished laborers who clean the 
city.  As such, he describes his project as an attempt “to give the rich a more intimate 
knowledge of the sufferings, and the frequent heroism under those sufferings, of the 
poor” (iv).  Mayhew points out that because much of the work of cleaning London’s 
streets happens beneath perception, it is given little consideration or value.  In a chapter 
titled “Of the London Dustmen, Nightmen, Sweeps, and Scavengers,” he writes: “These 
men constitute a large body, and are a class who, all things considered, do their work 
                                                          
41 Mayhew points out that the term “pure-finder” appears in the lexicon only twenty or thirty 
years prior to the publication of London Labour and the London Poor.  Before that time, there are 
no male pure-finders, only elderly women known as “bunters,” referring to the “gathering of 
rags.”  The rise of new names further indicates the increasing specialization among street 
scavengers, for as Mayhew writes: “it appears that the bone-grubbers, rag-gatherers, and pure-
finders, constituted formerly but one class of people [rag-gatherers], and even now they have, as I 
have stated, kindred characteristics” (142).  
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silently and efficiently.  Almost without the cognisance of the mass of the people, the 
refuse is removed from our streets and houses; and London, as if in the care of a tidy 
housewife, is always being cleaned” (159).  In comparing the work of these men to that 
of housewives, Mayhew suggests that they are in many ways the center of London’s 
domestic order, responsible for the care and organization of the city as household.  Yet in 
comparing their labor to women’s work, Mayhew also points to the ways that this labor is 
devalued by London’s populace – much as a “tidy housewife” is unpaid for her labor, 
street cleaners and scavengers barely earn enough to survive, living constantly on the 
brink of starvation, homelessness, and illness.         
 London Labour and the London Poor, however, insists upon the immense value 
of the work of cleaning the city.  While the financial possibilities inherent in refuse are 
important to Mayhew, he is also particularly interested in the role that trash plays as a 
symbol of the need for environmental and social stewardship.  He highlights the ways in 
which the nineteenth-century discourse surrounding filth naturalizes middle-class 
“tidiness” while it casts both dirt and the poor as unnatural byproducts which must be 
eliminated (a theme that appears particularly vividly in the writing of Edwin Chadwick, 
one of England’s most influential sanitary reformers, about whom I will say more 
shortly).  In contrast, Mayhew argues that London’s street cleaners are only unnatural in a 
class-based social order which grants value to labor at least partly in relation to its 
distance from filth.  The “clean” work of a barrister or accountant, for example, is valued 
well above the work of a dustman or mudlark, and yet as Mayhew reminds his reader, 
each occupation is essential to the functioning of the city.  In London Labour and the 
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London Poor, the collection and tending of dirt is not simply an effort to control the 
city’s chaos, but a form of care, one that he finds paralleled in the social relationships 
among the laborers he interviews.    
This chapter focuses on Victorian nonfiction writers who responded to issues of 
dirt and industrial capitalism in order to provide a sense of the intellectual, political, and 
philosophical context in which fiction writers like Dickens, Braddon, and Jefferies were 
writing in the second half of the nineteenth century.  It would be impossible to address all 
of the major thinkers and writers engaging matters of dirt and industrialization here; I 
instead focus my attention on Mayhew and, to a slightly lesser extent, John Ruskin, while 
drawing connections between their works and those of other Victorian writers like Edwin 
Chadwick and Thomas Carlyle.  I have chosen to concentrate on Mayhew and Ruskin 
because both are extraordinarily influential figures within their respective approaches to 
writing about pollution.  Mayhew is an early figure in the genre of sanitary journalism 
that was later carried on by reformers like Hector Gavin, John Garwood, and William 
Booth, in addition to novelists like Charles Dickens and Charles Kingsley.42  Ruskin, in 
turn, is one of the preeminent philosophers of pollution in the Victorian era, analyzing 
filth from both an aesthetic and social perspective.43  I examine The Nature of Gothic 
                                                          
42 See Hector Gavin, Sanitary Ramblings: Being Sketches and Illustrations of Bethnal Green 
(1848); John Garwood, The Million-Peopled City; or One Half of the People of London Made 
Known to the Other Half (1853); William Booth, In Darkest England and the Way Out (1890), 
co-written with journalist W.T. Stead.  Mayhew was also an important figure for the Christian 
Socialists including Kingsley and F.D. Maurice, who used his work in their own propaganda.  See 
George Woodcock, “Henry Mayhew and the Undiscovered Country of the Poor,” The Sewanee 
Review, vol. 92, no. 4 (1984), p. 562.     
43 Ruskin is also often cited as the single most important environmental thinker of the later 
nineteenth century.  As David Winch notes, “Failure to Mention Ruskin in this British context [of 
environmental writing] would be equivalent to ignoring Henry David Thoreau, Ralph Waldo 
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(1853) as well as Fors Clavigera (1871-84), arguing that while Ruskin finds filth and 
waste repellant on aesthetic and moral grounds, his work nevertheless considers the 
social and environmental costs of sterility and mechanization.  In Fors Clavigera, he 
argues that the attempt to completely separate dirt from the human world reflects an 
effort to too carefully distinguish between the human and the non-human spheres, an 
effort that ultimately leads to the degradation of both.   
For Ruskin, dirt is a social ill, but also a sign of the relationship between humans 
and their environment.  Ruskin takes a modern ecological view of filth that 
simultaneously acknowledges the social costs of polluted environments while also 
recognizing that for refuse to be removed from human-occupied spaces it has to go 
somewhere, ultimately leading to environmental costs that are just as troubling.  
Environmental stewardship and social stewardship are inextricably bound together in the 
Victorian imagination, and for Ruskin, as well as for Mayhew, the management of filth 
and garbage demands that both social and ecological concerns be addressed together.  
Their work, though in different ways, re-envisions dirt not as an antagonist to social and 
environmental justice, but rather as an image of the need for thoughtful care and 
stewardship.  
                                                          
Emerson and John Muir when talking about the American conservation and wilderness 
movement” (106).  “Thinking Green, Nineteenth-Century Style: John Stuart Mill and John 
Ruskin,” Markets in Historical Contexts: Ideas and Politics in the Modern World, edited by Mark 
Bevir and Frank Trentmann (Cambridge University Press, 2004).  Similarly, Michael Wheeler 
argues that many scholars would identify Ruskin, and not Wordsworth, as “the first Green man in 
England,” as Ruskin, “more than any other leading thinker of his day…applied himself 
systematically to the observation of change in the natural and built environment” (3).  
“Introduction,” Ruskin and Environment: The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century, edited by 
Michael Wheeler (Manchester University Press, 1995).     
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I. Capitalism and the Obsession with Cleanliness 
For the Victorians, the handling and management of waste was a constant 
concern, one that was seen as central to the moral and physical health of the nation.  
Victorian discourses surrounding domesticity depicted the clean and orderly home as an 
expression of the perfect bourgeois family, and domestic cleanliness promised to protect 
the middle class from the dirt, vices, and immorality associated with the filthy poor.  
Bright and cleanly domestic spaces were, strangely, the counterpart to the dirt, grime, and 
pollution of industrialization, the clean, purified, and regulated result of that dirty 
process.  Yet, because dirt was (and is) so difficult to control, it represented a near-
constant threat to the stability of this order.  In Dirt in Victorian Literature and Culture 
(2016), Sabine Schülting asserts that “The dirt of Victorian London was … conceived as 
‘matter out of place’ in more than just one sense,” as it polluted urban spaces and 
muddled geographic distinctions between the unhealthy poor and the middle class.44  
Anxieties about filth, however, were not limited to worries over sanitation or public 
health; insofar as dirt was aligned with immorality, drunkenness, and promiscuity, 
bourgeois notions of propriety demanded that the poor and their dirt be kept out in order 
to maintain the respectability of middle-class neighborhoods.  
The handling of waste was not only connected to the health of individual bodies 
and communities, but also to the larger political and social health of the nation.45  
                                                          
44 Sabine Schülting, Dirt in Victorian Literature and Culture: Writing Materiality (Routledge, 
2016), p. 6.  
45 In Bleak House (1853), for example, the Jellyby family home exists in a state of constant chaos, 
a symptom of Mrs. Jellyby’s failures as a mother.  Her inability to provide her children with a 
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Chadwick argued that dirt “led to an improvident people,” arguing that a failure to clean 
England’s streets and communities would lead to an unhealthy and failing populace.  
Chadwick’s Report on the Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Populations and on the 
Means of its Improvement (1842) reflects Victorian fears that a failure to contain 
pollution would lead to the breakdown of England as a whole.  While sanitary thinkers 
like Chadwick advocated for policies that would improve the sanitary conditions of the 
poor, his policies also tended to treat the destitute as an illness that needed to be 
remedied.  For Chadwick, the street scavengers and cleaners were, as Michelle Allen 
notes, “no better than criminals.”46  For example, Chadwick, faced with “defective 
cleansing” describes contacting the Commissioners of Metropolitan Police: “From 
returns which they obtained from their superintendents, it appears that of the class of 
bone-pickers, mud-rakers, people living on the produce of dung-heaps in mews, courts, 
yards, and bye lanes insufficient cleansed, 598 are known to the police.”  In arguing that 
street cleaners are criminals, Chadwick portrays both dirt and the people who clean it as 
outside the law of Victorian society.  Filth is not simply disgusting in this formulation, 
but a threat to social stability. 
Chadwick’s work is often cited as the beginning of the public sanitary reform 
movement in England, and while improvements in public sanitation did occur, Chadwick 
                                                          
safe and nurturing environment in which they can be raised to be prosperous and successful 
adults not only threatens their individual well-being, but the future of England as a whole.  In 
contrast, Esther Summerson’s careful and dutiful housekeeping reflects her wisdom and 
prudence, making her a model citizen, and one capable of nurturing and protecting England’s 
future welfare.   
46 Allen, p. 34.  
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nevertheless encodes in his calls for public health a vision of the poor as a barrier to 
urban progress.   Historian Christopher Hamlin points out that the Sanitary Report was a 
“political document” which focused on the poor themselves, rather than poverty, as a 
social problem, addressing questions of public health and sanitation from a limited and 
politically inflected perspective.  He argues that the Report was a “systematic attempt to 
dehumanize the poor,” noting: “The problems it addressed were only incidentally 
problems of health or even of decent living conditions…At risk were the survival of the 
state in the face of revolution, and the grand question of whether the class relations of 
liberal industrial society could work.”47  Chadwick selectively identifies the causes of 
disease, rejecting “work, wages, and food to focus on water and filth.  This, however, 
disregards those Victorians who “viewed as pathological the totality of social and 
economic conditions in which the industrial revolution had left many poor people.”48  
Chadwick’s rhetoric attempts to shift sanitary discourse away from critiques of capitalism 
towards an evaluation of the failures of the impoverished.  Hamlin’s argument highlights 
the ways in which sanitary discourse routinely attempted to portray the lower classes as 
dirty and “unnatural” elements who could not find a place in the cleanly and more 
“natural” capitalist order.49  Under such conditions, the poor would need to be eliminated 
from the city (much like sewage and trash) in order for conditions to improve.   
                                                          
47 Christopher Hamlin, Public Health and Social Justice in the Age of Chadwick: Britain, 1800-
1854 (Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 157.  
48 Hamlin, Public Health and Social Justice, p. 13. 
49  My argument is also indebted to Mary Poovey’s influential reading of Chadwick’s Sanitary 
Report, in which she examines the ways in which Chadwick used the language of sanitary reform 
to separate the unhealthy poor from the healthy English social body. She writes that in these 
efforts, Chadwick “establishes the ‘naturalness’ of middle-class living habits” (117). Making a 
Social Body: British Cultural Formation, 1830-1864 (University of Chicago Press, 1996). 
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Sanitary writing not only routinely discounted capitalism as a factor in public 
health, but often suggested that the technological advances made possible with 
industrialization enabled greater control over waste, and the discourses surrounding dirt 
and technology frequently pitted these two categories against each other.  For example, in 
1851, shortly after the opening of the Crystal Palace, an article appearing in the Ragged 
School Union Magazine detailed a trip in which over one thousand children from the 
Ragged Schools were allowed to attend the exhibition free of charge.  The article 
emphasizes the juxtaposition of the pristine Crystal Palace, a symbol of technological and 
industrial achievement, with the dirt of the poor.  The unnamed author describes at length 
the cleaning and scrubbing of the children for the occasion:  
There were no purchasers of new garments, nor much money expended on the 
outfits; but some articles were begged, others borrowed, and every available 
means adopted for improving the outward appearance, and attaining a degree of 
respectability.  Not a few clothes were washed for the first time, and hands and 
faces bore striking marks of an unusual measure of sanitary care.50   
In order for the children to visit the Great Exhibition, all traces of dirt must first be 
expunged, their bodies rendered sanitized and sterile.  The story captures the 
confrontation of capitalism and dirt, as the Great Exhibition presents an idealized and 
cleanly vision of industrial capitalism at work.  Yet, Emily Cuming notes that the divide 
between technology and filth attempts to overwrite the conditions under which 
production occurs: “The slum, revealing the human labour and components that make up 
                                                          
50 “Ragged Visit to the Great Exhibition,” Ragged School Union Magazine (Jan. 1851), p. 241.    
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the commodity, is thus the manufactory and truthful counterpart to…the Crystal Palace’s 
imagined national interior under glass.”51  Depictions like those found in the story of the 
children’s visit, or in Chadwick’s writing, instead portray industrial capitalism not as a 
source of waste and pollution, but rather as the means of eliminating filth through 
technology and innovation.   
In contrast, Ruskin asserts that the excessive sterility and “perfection” of 
manufacturing is, in fact, an indicator of industrial capitalism’s most serious problems.52  
In The Nature of Gothic (1853), Ruskin famously asks his reader to examine his or her 
surroundings: 
And now, reader, look round this English room of yours, about which you have 
been proud so often, because the work of it was so good and strong, and the 
ornaments of it so finished.  Examine again all those accurate mouldings, and 
perfect polishings, and unerring adjustments of the seasoned wood and tempered 
steel.  Many a time you have exulted over them, and thought how great England 
was, because her slightest work was done so thoroughly.  Alas, if read rightly, 
these perfectnesses are signs of slavery in our England a thousand times more 
bitter and more degrading than that of the scourged African, or helot Greek.  Men 
may be beaten, chained, tormented, yoked like cattle, slaughtered like summer 
                                                          
51 Cuming, p. 376. 
52 Eileen Cleere points out that Ruskin and Chadwick strongly opposed one another with regards 
to sanitary reform.  According to Cleere, Chadwick “positions Ruskin as someone who finds foul 
odors enchanting,” while Ruskin was Chadwick’s “self-appointed nemesis” (9).  See also 
Catherine Gallagher, The Body Economic: Life, Death, and Sensation in Political Economy and 
the Victorian Novel (Princeton University Press, 2006), particularly p. 101.   
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flies, and yet remain in one sense, and the best sense, free.  But to smother their 
souls with them, to blight and hew into rotting pollards the suckling branches of 
their human intelligence, to make the flesh and skin which, after the worm’s work 
on it, is to see God, into leathern thongs to yoke machinery with, -- this is to be 
slave-masters indeed; and there might be more freedom in England, though her 
feudal lords’ lightest words were worth men’s lives, and though the blood of the 
vexed husbandman dropped in the furrows of her fields, than there is while the 
animation of her multitudes is sent like fuel to feed the factory smoke, and the 
strength of them is given daily to be wasted into the fineness of a web, or racked 
into the exactness of a line.53 
Ruskin draws on the juxtaposition of technology and dirt but inverts it, arguing that 
industrial capitalism’s emphasis on perfection does not reflect a conquest of filth, but 
rather “rotting pollards” and “factory smoke.”  For Ruskin, perfection signals social 
inequalities and dehumanizing labor – a clean and “perfect” domestic interior is not a 
sign of England’s social and industrial health, but rather a symbol of the nation’s 
decaying and enslaving social and economic hierarchies.  As Allen MacDuffie notes, in 
the passage, “human lives are converted directly into pollution,”54 their labor transformed 
not into worthwhile goods, but rather dragged into a system that produces needless waste.   
                                                          
53 Ruskin, “The Nature of Gothic,” John Ruskin: Selected Writings, edited by Dinah Birch 
(Oxford University Press), p. 41. 
54 Allen MacDuffie, Victorian Literature, Energy, and the Ecological Imagination (Cambridge 
University Press, 2014), p. 143. 
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The Nature of Gothic instead values the flawed and the unusual as signs of human 
engagement.  He argues that when individuals “desire perfection, and strive for it, we are 
nevertheless not to set the meaner thing, in its narrow accomplishment, above the nobler 
thing, in its mighty progress; not to esteem smooth minuteness above shattered majesty; 
not to prefer mean victory to honourable defeat” (40).  “Shattered majesty” is far more 
natural than the precision of industrial manufacturing, and he encourages his reader to 
“prize and honour” laborers “in their imperfection above the best and most perfect 
manual skill” (40).  Flaws and defects offer a challenge to industrial capitalism’s 
insistence on newness and perfection, and Ruskin argues that a love of imperfection can 
then prevent the far more devastating environmental and social consequences of 
industrial manufacturing.      
Written only a few years prior to the publication of The Nature of Gothic, 
Mayhew’s London Labour and the London Poor similarly questions the “naturalness” of 
England’s middle-class, instead proposing that the bourgeois discomfort with filth and 
garbage is an inherently wasteful stance.  Where Ruskin asks his readers to find parallels 
between the production of goods and the labouring class, Mayhew turns his attention to 
the eventual disposal of those goods, examining the lives of the individuals who manage 
London’s garbage.  Mayhew’s text argues for the importance of recycling, but moreover, 
it proposes that dirt and disorder offer a way to rethink the demands of capitalism, a 
system that he suggests is inherently attended by competition and social inequity.   
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II. Treating Dirt “Naturally”: Filth and Stewardship 
Mayhew’s London Labour and the London Poor is an unusual Victorian text, 
drawing together charts and ledgers analyzing the financial aspects of London’s trash 
with countless interviews of dustmen, street sweepers, and other urban cleaners.  The text 
offers a clear and emotionally compelling narrative of life on the city’s streets, but 
remains committed to its rigorous mathematical tallying of urban filth.  By juxtaposing 
stories of London’s street cleaners with accounts of the value of garbage, Mayhew asserts 
that the personal and the economic cannot be separated, and he further draws attention to 
the many ways in which dirt provides value to a city that is otherwise desperate to 
remove it.  The text portrays the economy surrounding waste as a shadow to industrial 
capitalism, even as it is excluded from its normal operation.  This economy is 
simultaneously dependent on the waste that industrial manufacturing produces, and yet a 
challenge to its wastefulness, as it emphasizes recycling and circulation over disposal.  In 
this way, Mayhew participates in the “long critical history of reading the urban landscape 
of the slum as a type of bourgeois underworld lying behind the façade of the modern 
Victorian city.”55  But he also indicates that the costermongers, bone-grubbers, and 
mudlarks offer an alternative system of recycling and transformation that is more 
                                                          
55 Emily Cuming, p. 368.  Cuming argues that the “sparse furnishings” of domestic spaces within 
slums are “more complex and suggestive than…first appears; for rather than signaling the slum’s 
remoteness from the world of consumer capitalism, the object-less dwellings are in fact precisely 
the sites of production of many of the commodities which fill up the bourgeois interior 
itself…The slum, revealing the human labour and components that make up the commodity, is 
thus the manufactory and truthful counterpart to the Parisian Arcades, envisaged by Walter 
Benjamin as the architectural display of the nineteenth-century commodity” (376).   
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“natural” than capitalism’s wasted surpluses.  The text repeatedly highlights the many 
ways that London’s poorest laborers care for one another when the city’s official 
institutions fail them, suggesting that the attentive and careful management of dirt is 
further expressed as a form of social stewardship in which the “dirty” poor are cared for 
by one another.  
In making my argument, I do not want to disregard the very real improvements in 
public health that occurred as a result of sanitary reforms.  Scholars like Eileen Cleere, 
Lauren Goodlad, and others have rightly pointed out that the “impulse to rewrite 
positivist histories of sanitation reform as a repressive and mechanistic genealogy of 
discipline too easily elides the real improvements wrought by cleanliness campaigns.”56  
My interest in Chadwick’s rhetoric (a rhetoric that is, in many ways, broadly 
representative of ideas already in circulation within Victorian society) is not to demonize 
sanitary reformers, but rather to examine the kinds of arguments and positions that led 
Mayhew, Braddon, Dickens, Browning, and Jefferies to interrogate the conceptual and 
symbolic power of dirt.    
In Mayhew’s writing, the management of dirt offers a parallel image of the way 
the city manages its poor – moving waste to the sewers underground, for example, is a 
form of hiding not only filth, but also the nightmen who had once transported it.  David 
L. Pike argues that Victorian discussions of waste were often cast in terms of control and 
resistance.  While the sewage system, for example, offered a vision of filth under 
“rational control,” even sewage that had been moved underground to the sewers “retained 
                                                          
56 Eileen Cleere, p. 8. 
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a strong symbolic resonance as a stubbornly irrational space, the most organic, primitive, 
and uncontrollable part of the modern city.”57  As such, Pike argues that “Those who ply 
their trades in the literal or figurative proximity of the sewers become both powerful and 
alien.”58  In a reading of London Labour and the London Poor, he argues that Mayhew 
associated the laborers who handled London’s refuse with a “different social organization 
and a different practice of urban space,” one that allowed these laborers freedom from the 
constraints of the bourgeois social order.59  Where Pike is primarily interested in the 
“nomadic” freedoms of the street cleaners, I build on his claims by arguing that dirt itself 
provides the model for an alternative practice of social stewardship, a model based not on 
the removal of waste, but rather its care and circulation.  Just as dirt is a reminder of the 
relationship between humans and their surroundings, it is also a reminder of the 
relationships and boundaries among humans themselves.  For Mayhew, waste is not 
                                                          
57 David L. Pike, “Sewage Treatments: Vertical Space and Waste in Nineteenth-Century Paris and 
London,” Filth: Dirt, Disgust, and Modern Life, p. 52. 
58 Pike, p. 53. 
59 Pike, p. 59.  While more recent Mayhew scholarship like Pike’s has turned its attention to his 
fascination with scavengers and cleaners, earlier scholarship of London Labour and the London 
Poor sometimes read Mayhew as endorsing some of the anxieties about dirt and poverty 
expressed in Chadwick.  Catherine Gallagher, for example, writes that, “Society was imagined to 
be a chronically, incurably ill organism that could only be kept alive by the constant flushing, 
draining, and excising of various deleterious elements.”59  Gallagher argues that Mayhew’s poor 
laborers “clearly represent the problematic nature of the strong body…[they] have grown strong 
by ‘preying’ on the ‘productive’ portion of the population” (91).  Gallagher’s insights about 
Mayhew’s representation of the bodies of the poor as “vigorous and fecund” rather than weak and 
sickly are useful in better understanding the ways that Mayhew attempts to challenge links 
between dirt and weakness.  Yet, while Gallagher reads Mayhew as representing the poor as a 
threatening social presence, I argue that Mayhew is attentive to the many social problems facing 
London’s working poor, but nevertheless suggests that this secondary economy of circulation 
operates as a challenge to capitalism.  See Catherine Gallagher, “The Body Versus the Social 
Body in the Works of Thomas Malthus and Henry Mayhew,” Representations, vol. 14 (1986), pp. 
83-106. 
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simply a sign of problematic levels of industrial production, but also a sign of a troubling 
desire to ignore or remove reminders of the social and ecological relationships that are 
the basis of industrial capitalism’s functioning. 
Mayhew argues, like many Victorians, that the natural world models recycling as 
the most efficient way to deal with waste.60  For Mayhew, the “balance of waste and 
supply” is essential to the functioning of the environment and to the health of the human 
species, and he views the work of costers, mudlarks, and nightmen as an essential part of 
nature’s workings.  He writes:  
Now, in Nature everything moves in a circle – perpetually changing, and yet ever 
returning to the point whence it started.  Our bodies are continually decomposing 
and recomposing – indeed, the very process of breathing is but one of 
decomposition.  As animals live on vegetables, even so is the refuse of the animal 
the vegetable’s food. The carbonic acid which comes from our lungs, and which 
is poison for us to inhale, is not only the vital air of plants, but positively their 
nutriment. (160) 
Mayhew argues that “in order that the balance of waste and supply should be maintained 
– that the principle of universal compensation should be kept up, and that what is rejected 
by us should go to the sustenance of plants, Nature has given us several instinctive 
motives to remove our refuse from us” (160).  However, the desire to “remove” refuse in 
                                                          
60 This dissertation examines recycling in greater depth in Chapter Three.  For an insightful 
analysis of Victorian theories and representations of energy, see Allen MacDuffie’s Victorian 
Literature, Energy, and the Ecological Imagination. 
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Mayhew’s view differs from the bourgeois desire for cleanliness and sanitation.61  Trash 
and garbage cannot be relocated without clear environmental harm, and instead, refuse 
must be removed and then repurposed or transformed.  For Mayhew, the point is not to 
eliminate the existence of filth, but rather to shift the definition of trash from something 
that is conceptually “waste” to something that can be productive and valuable.62   
Mayhew’s descriptions of waste are particularly striking because they describe 
garbage as a finite resource.63  One of the main complaints throughout London Labour 
and the London Poor is that there is simply not enough garbage to go around.  Mudlarks 
and pure-finders, for example, frequently complain that increased competition has cost 
them profits.  Mayhew notes that “seven years ago…many of them [pure-finders] would 
                                                          
61 Mayhew points out that the desire to remove sewage and trash becomes increasingly difficult as 
the population rises: “Formerly, in our eagerness to get rid of the pollution, we had literally not 
looked beyond our noses: hence our only care was to carry off the nuisance from the immediate 
vicinity of our town residences…This the very instincts of our nature had made objectionable to 
us; so we laid down just as many drains and sewers as would carry our night-soil to the nearest 
stream; and thus, instead of poisoning the air that we breathed, we poisoned the water that we 
drank.  Then, as the town extended…street being dovetailed to street…each new row of houses 
tailed on its drains to those of its neighbours, without any inquiry being made as to whether they 
were on the same level or not.  The consequence of this is that the sewers in many parts of our 
metropolis are subject to an ebb and flood like their central stream, so that the pollution which 
they remove at low-water, they regularly bring back at high-water to the very doors of the houses 
whence they carried it” (161).  Attempts as simple removal always mean the contamination of 
somewhere else (or the very neighborhoods that the waste was initially removed from).  To 
successfully negotiate the city’s waste, uses must be found for it to prevent inevitable 
contamination.  
62 As I pointed out in the introduction, William Cohen argues that waste was, for the Victorians, 
linked with both filth and with the possibility for greater production and wealth (xiv).  Mayhew is 
very much invested in this trope of “hidden riches” (Cohen, xiv), but for Mayhew, part of the 
appeal of recycling is that it promises an economic order more in line with nature.     
63 MacDuffie points to a similar notion in a letter from the German chemist Justus von Liebig to 
the Mayor of London arguing that “If the common ‘sewerage system’ is retained, then the 
imported manures, guano, and bones make their way in to the sewers of the cities, which, like the 
bottomless pit, have for centuries swallowed up the guano elements of the English fields…then 
she will not be richer than before in the means of producing corn and meat, but will from that 
time become even poorer in these means” (qtd in MacDuffie, 57). 
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not exchange their position with that of the best paid mechanic in London.  Now, 
however, the case is altered, for there are twenty now at the business for every one who 
followed it then” (143).  What was once a way to make an adequate living has become a 
desperate competition among poor unskilled workers to find enough garbage on which to 
survive.  Mayhew’s London is strangely too dirty and too clean – it is a city that appears 
to be filled with dirt and filth, and yet one that has been picked over and scavenged, every 
bit of waste collected for the possible profit it represents.  As Michelle Allen points out, 
Mayhew is “out of step with the sanitary discourse at midcentury,” which saw garbage, 
sewage, and dirt as a “major urban crisis.”  In contrast, Allen notes that Mayhew 
describes a “sanitary economy that is remarkably functional, with every type of waste 
finding a correspondent laborer to collect it.”64  In fact, when problems arise in this 
economy, it is often a failure of too little waste rather than too much.       
Mayhew argues that garbage, and the energy and resources it represents, offers a 
potential antidote to Malthusian anxieties about the pressures of overpopulation.  
Recycling is, in this context, a “natural” response to the increasing needs of London’s 
growing population, and a marker of the distinction between the country and the city: “In 
London, where many, in order to live, struggle to extract a meal from the possession of 
an article which seems utterly worthless, nothing must be wasted.  Many a thing which in 
a country town is kicked by the penniless out of their path even, or examined and left as 
meet only for the scavenger’s cart, will in London be snatched up as a prize; it is money’s 
worth.”  The ability to identify the potential value of garbage reflects the urban pressure 
                                                          
64 Allen, p. 26. 
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for resources, but also the relative sophistication of the city.  Mayhew inverts the standard 
narrative in which the countryside is the more “natural” space, instead arguing that the 
urban interest in reuse and recycling better reflects natural cycles of decay and regrowth.      
Yet, Mayhew is often at pains to demonstrate that London’s commitment to the 
potential value of dirt is not yet fully developed.  Describing the many uses to which a 
dead horse may be put, he points out that in France not only can the hide, bones, hooves, 
meat, tendons, and blood be used, but “the dead and putrid flesh is made to teem with 
life, and to produce food for other living creatures” (8).  He goes on: “A pile of pieces of 
flesh, six inches in height, layer on layer, is slightly covered with hay or straw; the flies 
soon deposit their eggs in the attractive manner, and thus maggots are bred, the most of 
which are used as food for pheasants…These maggots give, or are supposed to give, a 
‘game flavour’ to poultry” (8).  Mayhew outlines the way in which a decaying carcass 
can become not only a source of life, but a source of luxury, as the maggots are 
responsible for the “‘high’ flavour” sought after by the wealthy, transforming the 
disgusting into something desirable.  He points out that in England, unlike in France, “no 
maggots are reared upon putrid horse-flesh, but a butcher…told me that he knew from 
experience that there was nothing so good as maggots for the fattening of poultry, and he 
thought…that we were behind the French in this respect” (9).  In other words, the failure 
to raise maggots leaves the English behind in sophistication and resourcefulness.65    
                                                          
65 In “A Letter of Advice to a Young Poet” (1721), Jonathan Swift satirically compares the 
modern poet searching for inspiration to a monkey searching for valuable vermin to consume: “If 
it be necessary, as the case is with some barren wits, to take in the thoughts of others, in order to 
draw forth their own, as dry pumps will not play till water is thrown into them; in that necessity, I 
would recommend some of the approved standard authors of antiquity for your perusal, as a poet 
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In focusing on the usefulness and value of even the most disgusting creatures, 
Mayhew pushes back against the middle-class discomfort with dirt as a fundamentally 
unnatural, wasteful, and unsustainable stance.  In this line of thinking, Mayhew draws on 
Carlyle’s critique of political economy, arguing that because capitalism is built on the 
accrual of wealth and the exploitation of labor, it ignores more “natural” possibilities for 
transformation and reuse.  Like Mayhew, Carlyle depicts England as a juxtaposition of 
excess and deprivation, emphasizing the way that wealth is accrued by a select few in a 
capitalist system.  For both writers, wealth and resources travel up to the rich, as waste 
and garbage move down to the poor.  Carlyle argues in Past and Present (1843): 
The condition of England…is justly regarded as one of the most ominous, and 
withal one of the strangest, ever seen in this world.  England is full of wealth, of 
multifarious produce, supply for human want in every kind; yet England is dying 
of inanition.  With unabated bounty the land of England blooms and grows; 
waving with yellow harvests; thick-studded with workshops, industrial 
implements, with fifteen millions of workers, understood to be the strongest, the 
cunningest and the willingest our Earth ever had; these men are here; the work 
they have done, the fruit they have realised is here, abundant, exuberant on every 
hand of us: and behold, some baleful fiat as of Enchantment has gone forth, 
                                                          
and a wit; because maggots being what you look for, as monkeys do for vermin in their keepers’ 
heads, you will find they abound in good old authors, as in rich old cheese, not in the new; and 
for that reason you must have the classics, especially the most worm-eaten of them, often in your 
hands” (my emphasis).  As founder of the satirical Punch magazine in 1841, Mayhew was deeply 
invested in the tradition of satire, though I am unaware of direct evidence to suggest that he was 
familiar with Swift’s letter.   
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saying “Touch it not, ye workers, ye master-workers, ye master-idlers; none of 
you can touch it, no man of you shall be the better for it; this is enchanted fruit!”66   
Carlyle portrays an economic system in which wealth and production fail to circulate.  
Even the natural abundance of the landscape becomes a form of “enchanted wealth” that 
benefits no one; the wealthy are left with little satisfaction, and the poor are deprived of 
basic needs.  “Enchanted wealth” can only move in one direction, whereas real wealth, 
wealth with the capacity to improve human lives, exists in a state of circulation.  In this 
way, real wealth is modeled on a system of growth, decay, and regrowth in which waste 
is transformed back into useable energy or resources.  “Enchanted wealth” resists such 
cycles, moving only up towards the top of the social hierarchy where it becomes stagnant. 
Furthermore, Carlyle envisions industrial capitalism as an entropic process 
focused on consumption, with no regard for natural limits.  Both Carlyle and Mayhew 
portray capitalism in these terms, characterizing it as a process of rampant accumulation.  
As such, Carlyle fears that England will “advance incessantly towards the land’s end.”  
He writes, “you are, literally enough, ‘consuming the way’” (1845:195). 67  Similarly, 
Mayhew employs the term “capitalist” to refer to individuals focused only on the 
                                                          
66 Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present, 1843, Thomas Carlyle’s Collected Works, Vol. XIII. 
67 Allen MacDuffie helpfully points out that “A leaf, a rag, the ‘litter’ that participates in the 
natural cycles of agricultural production: these objects present a version of waste that can fit 
comfortably in an ecologically stable picture of organic growth and decay” (45).  He continues, 
however: “large-scale environment-altering forms of waste don’t fit so neatly into this scheme” 
(45).  Industrial contaminants and air pollution are not a part of the “ecologically stable picture” 
of nature and waste, an important point.  Yet Carlyle’s notion of “enchanted wealth” portrays 
industrial capitalism as an entropic system – one in which resources are consumed, but fail to 
produce anything other than waste.  While Carlyle struggles with the ecological ramifications of 
waste, he nevertheless suggests that industrialism produces excess waste that initially looks like 
productivity – only on closer moral examination are the products of industrial capitalism revealed 
to be useless excess. 
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accumulation of money, without concern for social welfare.  Describing the 
costermongers, for example, he writes that “though living by buying and selling, [they] 
are seldom or never capitalists” because they never become wealthy.  Even “small 
capitalists” lacking extraordinary wealth make up such deficiencies “in cunning” by 
underpaying and overworking employees (233).  What defines the capitalist for Mayhew 
is not only an interest in amassing money, but an interest in doing so at the expense of 
others.   
Mayhew counters these behaviors with his vision of waste as a “principle of 
universal compensation” (160).  Because waste and dirt in nature find new lives and new 
uses, the universe is always being “compensated” for the work of growth and creation 
with the new energy released in the process of decomposition.  In transforming the 
language of filth into one of economics, Mayhew articulates an economic order based on 
the cyclical transformation of goods and energy over constant accrual.  For Mayhew, 
capitalism’s disinterest in recycling is yet another manifestation of, as Carlyle puts it, 
“consuming the way.”  In contrast, the circulation of trash offers a promising model of 
mobility and caretaking, a sign of the possibilities for a society less committed to barriers 
and boundaries between classes.   
Mayhew routinely touts the many advantages of the mobility of life as a street 
scavenger, and the freedom of the “wandering” classes parallels his interest elsewhere in 
the circulation of waste.  Though Mayhew juxtaposes this life with that of the “civilized 
tribes,” he nevertheless points out that: 
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Strange to say, despite its privations, its dangers, and its hardships, those who 
have once adopted the savage and wandering modes of life, rarely abandon it.  
There are countless examples of white men adopting all the usages of the Indian 
hunter, but there is scarcely one example of the Indian hunter or trapper adopting 
the steady and regular habits of civilized life. (2)   
Mayhew repeatedly emphasizes the freedom afforded to mobile laborers and juxtaposes 
this freedom with the threat of the workhouse, an institution that hovers at the periphery 
of many of his accounts.  Where Mayhew’s laborers associate capitalism with control and 
exploitation, Mayhew emphasizes the many methods which these individuals develop to 
care for one another. 
Mayhew is highly attentive to the many forms of deprivation and suffering that 
exist among the poor, and while he is harshly critical of the larger societal failures to 
address these issues, he is also fascinated by the ways in which the poor construct 
alternative practices that enable them to survive.  For example, a twenty-two year old 
bird’s-nest seller reports being ignored by his mother’s aunt, a “woman of large 
property,” but helped by:  
a man I met in Covent-Garden market [who] told me he was going into the 
country to get some roots (it was in the winter time and cold indeed...); and he 
said if I chose to go with him, he’d give me half of whatever he earned… 
Sometimes before that I’d been two days without tasting anything…I went with 
this man after the roots two or three times; he took me to oblige me, and show me 
the way how to get a bit of food for myself… Sometimes when I got cold and was 
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tired, walking about and weak from not having had nothing to eat, I used to think 
I’d break a window and take something to get locked up; but I could never make 
my mind up to it; they never hurt me, I’d say to myself. (75-76) 
The “man in Covent-Garden market” uses his talent for scavenging and foraging as a way 
to care for the young bird’s-nest seller, an act that draws on the model of Christian 
stewardship, or the idea that one should use one’s available skills and resources for the 
benefit of others.68  Though the man lacks financial resources, his experiences as a 
scavenger enable him to provide stewardship over the young bird’s-nest seller, and his 
action transforms street scavenging into a form of Christian charity.  Furthermore, having 
been treated as a valuable member of society, the young man chooses not to steal because 
those who he would steal from “never hurt me.”  Much as waste circulates through the 
city, Mayhew suggests that the ethical and compassionate treatment of others enables 
such values to circulate among the poor. 
Throughout the text, Mayhew catalogues instances of the poor caring for one 
another, without the help of the wealthy or the parish.  A young orphaned “flower-girl,” 
for example, states that: “Mother died seven years ago last Guy Faux day.  I've got 
myself, and my brother and sister a bit of bread ever since, and never had any help but 
from the neighbours.  I never troubled the parish.”  Fears of the parish and the work-
house appear regularly in London Labour and the London Poor, and Mayhew is critical 
                                                          
68 As Susan Colón points out, “the concept of stewardship had very wide application to secular 
life no less than religious life” (104).  Texts like James Stirling’s The Stewardship of Life, or 
Studies on the Parables of the Talents (1873) argued that it was the responsibility of Christian 
reformers to improve the lives of the poor.  Susan Colón, Victorian Parables (Continuum, 2012), 
pp. 105-106.      
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of the “over-discipline” of the work-house, which he argues only prevents the poor from 
accessing the aid they need.69  Like the flower-girl, Mayhew describes a coal-whipper 
injured such that he could no longer work at his profession who is aided by his neighbors: 
“In this extremity a neighbour, a waterman, who had long known him, advised him to 
take to the purl business, and gave him not only the advice, but sufficient money to 
enable him to put it into practice.  The man accordingly got a boat, and was soon afloat 
among his old workmates” (95).  Mayhew traces a pattern of circulating resources and 
stewardship among the street cleaners and scavengers, who simultaneously compete over 
waste and work, and yet care for one another when needed.  He draws a parallel between 
these moments of stewardship and the valuation of waste.  Those used to treating dirt and 
waste as important also treat the “dirty” poor as valuable as well.  
 Notions of stewardship were not limited to human interaction, however, and 
Genesis grants humans a position of stewardship over the environment: “God said unto 
them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion 
over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that 
moveth upon the earth” (Genesis 1:28).  The precise definition of “dominion” has been 
                                                          
69 That said, Mayhew’s perspective on stewardship in many ways draws on Victorian attitudes 
towards charity, which were frequently suspicious of granting aid to those in need.  Mayhew 
engages at length with the thinking of John Stuart Mill on the subject, and like Mill, Mayhew is 
not immune to these Victorian anxieties.  Though he is critical of the “over-discipline” of the 
work-house, he suggests that it may be an appropriate institution for the able-bodied, for, in 
Mill’s words (which he quotes): “There are few things for which it is more mischievous, that 
people should rely on the habitual aid of others, than for the means of subsistence, and unhappily 
there is no lesson which they more easily learn."  Yet, Mayhew points out that for many – the 
disabled, elderly, very young, and those who simply cannot find work – there are few other 
options, and his interviews tend to emphasize the difficulty of finding other occupations for many 
laborers.   
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widely debated among environmentalists and Christians,70 but I am most interested in the 
slippage between the social and environmental connotations of stewardship, a slippage 
that Mayhew engages with in London Labour and the London Poor.  The text refuses to 
divide ecological concerns from social issues, underscoring the fact that the degradation 
of the environment most severely impacts the health and well-being of the poor.  
Recycling and transforming waste is, for Mayhew, more natural, not only because it 
returns energy to cycles of growth and decay, but also because it asks individuals to 
fundamentally reconsider the relationships between humans and their surroundings. 
III. Dirt, Boundaries, and Defining Nature  
In London Labour and the London Poor, for something to be “natural” it must be 
both part of the non-human world and also a sign of the interrelationships among species.  
Mayhew does not endorse a biocentric view of nature that sees humans as a troubling and 
destructive presence.  Rather, he suggests that a biocentric approach to nature 
counterintuitively leads to such problems, for in thinking of the natural world as 
something separate from the human world, it is conceptually transformed into a resource.  
Mayhew instead defines nature as the set of relationships among organisms; he points out 
that “man gets his bones from the rocks and his muscles from the atmosphere” – a truly 
“natural” system acknowledges those relationships and organizes itself accordingly.  For 
                                                          
70 Many environmental writers find the concept of “dominion” troubling, as it seems to grant 
superiority and control over nature to humans.  Lynn White, Jr. articulates this position, arguing 
that “By destroying pagan animism, Christianity made it possible to exploit nature in a mood of 
indifference to the feelings of natural objects” (1205).  “The Historical Roots of Our Ecological 
Crisis,” Science vol. 155, no. 3767 (March 10, 1967), pp. 1203-1207. 
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Mayhew, humans paradoxically distance themselves from the natural world most when 
they refuse to recognize the impossibility of any such distance.  This conceptual shift 
away from thinking of nature as the world of non-human species towards thinking of 
nature as a set of interconnections enables Mayhew to propose an ecological vision that 
understands the environment as co-constructed by human and natural forces.  Because 
waste is an inevitable product of both human and non-human processes of creation, it 
serves in London Labour and the London Poor as a symbol for the embeddedness of 
humans within the surrounding landscape. 
 Mayhew offers a Marxian portrait of the ways that labor shapes the human 
relationship to the environment.  While Marx argues that the abstractions of capitalism 
distance humans from their environment, in “Estranged Labour,” he suggests that labor 
can conversely re-establish ties between humans and the non-human world: “The worker 
can create nothing without nature, without the sensuous external world. It is the material 
on which his labor is realized, in which it is active, from which, and by means of which it 
produces.”  He states that “just as nature provides labor with [the] means of life in the 
sense that labor cannot live without objects on which to operate,” it also “provides the 
means of life in the more restricted sense, i.e., the means for the physical subsistence of 
the worker himself.”71   While humans depend on the external world as a means of 
creation, an act that should be emotionally and spiritually fulfilling divorced from 
capitalism, the impetus to create more through the division of labor separates humans 
                                                          
71 Karl Marx, “Estranged Labour,” Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 
(Prometheus Books, 1987). 
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from their labor, turning it and the natural world into a commodity.  Marx’s argument 
suggests that material objects have become divorced from their beginnings in nature – the 
object no longer represents or is understood as related to the natural world from which it 
came.  It is accordingly made dead, inorganic, and separated from the original value of 
the materials that went into it.  As such, the process of recycling is a process of 
revivification for objects, attempting to reconnect objects to their origins and put them 
back into a cycle of production, consumption, and decay in which they can once again 
become productive.   
 Like Marx and Mayhew, Ruskin understands nature as a set of relationships 
among species, and he extends this idea to his understanding of political economy.  In 
Unto this Last, he suggests that the category of the “natural” is defined by a principle of 
circulation, which extends to the circulation of wealth:  
the circulation of wealth in a nation resembles that of the blood in the natural 
body. There is one quickness of the current which comes of cheerful emotion or 
wholesome exercise; and another which comes of shame or of fever. There is a 
flush of the body which is full of warmth and life; and another which will pass 
into putrefaction. 
     The analogy will hold, down even to minute particulars. For as diseased local 
determination of the blood involves depression of the general health of the 
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system, all morbid local action of riches will be found ultimately to involve a 
weakening of the resources of the body politic.72 
For Ruskin, wealth can circulate in ways that are natural and “full of warmth and life,” or 
it can stagnate, leading to “putrefaction.”  He argues that political economy fails as a 
science by treating humans as mechanical, rather than organic, objects, separating out 
decisions about wealth from their moral and ethical context.  Instead, Ruskin suggests 
that wealth cannot be understood in mechanical terms: it needs to be imagined as part of 
the natural, material world in order to be restored to its full context.    
 Where discussions of wealth too often rely on a separation of the human and the 
natural, Ruskin further argues that rigid conceptual and geographical boundaries between 
the human and the non-human world lead to a troubling vision of nature as waste space.  
In some ways, Mayhew and Ruskin approach filth and pollution from very different 
perspectives; while Mayhew is fascinated by the management of garbage, Ruskin instead 
argues that degraded environments lead to degraded societies and degraded artwork.73  
Ruskin’s The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century (1884) reads London’s smog as a 
sign of future devastation, and Fiction, Fair and Foul (1894) argues that art produced in 
contaminated spaces is itself polluted, while connecting “fair” art with progress and 
sanitation.74  Ruskin was somewhat famously against dirt and disorder, writing in Fors 
                                                          
72 John Ruskin, Unto this Last and Other Essays on Political Economy (Ward, Lock, & Co., 
1912). 
73 Ruskin was critical of Dickens for exactly this reason, arguing that his interest in “vice and 
gloom” and the contaminated slums was representative of “foul fiction.”  See Schülting, p. 3; 
John Ruskin, The Ethics of the Dust: Fiction, Fair and Foul (New York, 1894). 
74 Schülting, p. 3.  
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Clavigera: “Do you not know how refreshing it is, even to put one’s room to rights, when 
it has got dusty and decomposed?  If not other happiness is to be had, the mere war with 
decomposition is a kind of happiness.”75 
Yet, even as Ruskin fights against dirt, he argues that the way a society disposes 
of waste is profoundly important.  As Keith Hanley points out, Ruskin sees the need to 
cordon off sections of “pure” nature as a problem, one that counterintuitively leads to the 
pollution of nature as garbage and filth are moved from built to undeveloped spaces.  In 
other words, a rigid adherence to perfect cleanliness leads not only to a disconnect from 
the surrounding world, but to its degradation.76  For example, in Fors Clavigera, Ruskin 
describes a local church:  
Now, not a hundred paces from these seats there is a fine old church, with 
Norman door, and lancet east windows, and so on; and this, of course, has been 
duly patched, botched, plastered, and primed up; and is kept as tidy as a new pin.  
For your English clergyman keeps his own stage properties, now-a-days, as 
carefully as a poor actress her silk stockings.  Well, all that, of course, is very 
fine; but, actually, the people go through the churchyard to the path on the hill-
brow, making the new iron railing an excuse to pitch their dust-heaps, and 
whatever of worse they have to get rid of, crockery and the rest, -- down over the 
fence among the primroses and violets to the river, -- and the whole blessed shore 
                                                          
75 Fors Clavigera, Letter XVII, May 1, 1872.   
76 Allen MacDuffie argues that Ruskin worries about “the ability of economic action to inflict 
irreversible transformations upon the natural environment,” which “leads him, finally, to a vision 
of human-made global ecocide” (157).   
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underneath, rough sandstone rock throwing the deep water off into eddies among 
shingle, is one waste of filth, town-drainage, broken sauce-pans, tannin, and mill-
refuse.77   
In establishing a boundary between the built environment and “nature,” the natural world 
becomes detached, a waste space into which garbage and pollution may be thrown 
without compunction.  Michael Wheeler, in an analysis of Fors Clavigera, argues that 
capitalism, which produces an excess of unnecessary “rubbish,” depends on defining 
“nature as waste.”  He writes: “in order to evade the monstrous reflection of its 
[capitalism’s] excess such an economy demanded an other, fenced off, area into which it 
could cast out its devils.”  For people to continue purchasing new and increasing amounts 
of disposable goods, capitalism “needed to preserve the idea of nature as waste, so that it 
could appropriately manage its own waste by dumping it out there.”78  In Ruskin’s view, 
capitalism cannot simultaneously continue the unmitigated production of goods and 
conceive of nature as more than either a waste space or a resource.  Under industrial 
capitalism, societies find themselves trapped in a conceptual loop which closes them off 
from their surroundings: capitalism treats nature as a resource, and because it uses these 
                                                          
77 John Ruskin, “Letter LII,” The Complete Works of John Ruskin: Fors Clavigera, Vol. 2, 
Philadelphia, 1891, p. 377.  Ruskin points out similarly that in Bolton Park, “at the loveliest bend 
of the river…I found myself again among broken crockery, cinders, cockle-shells, and tinkers’ 
refuse…The filth must be regularly carried past the Abbey, and across the Park, to the place 
(382).  Keith Hanley argues, “Ruskin did not simply see it as a matter of clearing the debris away 
efficiently…The problem for him was that its being left there in the first place symptomised the 
malaise of a culture that had lost contact with a way of knowing and responding to the physical 
world that had, for example, produced the works of the greatest English Romantic nature poet and 
painter.” “The discourse of natural beauty,” Ruskin and Environment: The Storm-Cloud of the 
Nineteenth Century, p. 34.  
78 Hanley, p. 32. 
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resources to produce ultimately disposable goods, the natural world must be also be 
treated as waste space which can be used to store refuse.       
Ruskin further suggests that geographic and conceptual boundaries between 
humans and nature limit human awareness of their surroundings, dulling them to the 
presence of profound filth pushing up against those boundaries.  In Fors Clavigera he 
writes:   
I went down to the brook-side to see the bridge; and found myself instantly, of 
course, stopped by a dung-hill, -- and that of the vilest human sort; while, just on 
the other side of the road, -- not twenty yards off, -- were the new schools, with 
their orthodox Gothic belfry – all spick and span – and the children playing 
fashionably at hoop, round them, in a narrow paved yard – like debtor children in 
the Fleet, in imitation of the manners and customs of the West End.  High over all 
the Squire’s house, resplendent on the hill-side, without sound alike of belfry, and 
brook.79 
Ruskin highlights the strangeness of the “spick and span” school sharing space with a 
dung hill, the children seemingly unbothered by its presence.  Though these spaces are 
geographically adjacent, Ruskin suggests that a rigid conceptual border between human 
and non-human leaves the school children unresponsive to the filth in their presence.  Yet 
Ruskin reminds his reader that the children are nevertheless turned into “debtor children,” 
their connection to the surrounding world destroyed.  As Ruskin points out, the corollary 
to ruining natural spaces is that they become that much harder to care about, leaving 
                                                          
79 Fors Clavigera, p. 381. 
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humans even more detached from their environments.  Capitalism accordingly makes it 
increasingly difficult for individuals, towns, and cities to fully understand the many ways 
in which their lives are shaped by the natural world; it does not actually separate humans 
from nature, but only creates the illusion that they can be separated.   
Ruskin asks his readers to understand filth not only as a social issue, but also as a 
force for re-imagining the boundaries between humans and nature.  While filth can 
encourage humans to conceptually and physically limit their contact with the 
environment, both Ruskin and Mayhew suggest that filth can also serve to better illustrate 
the interconnections between people and the physical world in all its many forms.  
Though neither author advocates for a dirtier or less sanitary world, both argue that the 
way a society understands the place of filth has important ramifications for how that 
society treats both its people and its surroundings.  For each writer, the way that filth is 
intellectually conceived of is just as important as the material treatment of filth.  In the 
coming chapters, I turn my attention to Victorian novels and poetry to examine how these 
genres imagine filthy and disordered environments with respect to questions of class, 
capitalism, and England’s future.  Like Mayhew and Ruskin, these authors envision 
contaminated landscapes not as inherently degraded spaces, but often as places that 
challenge normative boundaries between the wealthy and the poor, the human and the 
non-human.  
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Chapter Two 
Bone Dust and River Meat:  
Bones, History, and Stewardship in Our Mutual Friend  
 
 In an early work of juvenilia written around 1825, a young Dickens wrote a letter 
to a school friend, Owen Peregrine Thomas:   
Tom,  
I am quite ashamed I have not returned your Leg but you shall have it by Harry to 
morrow.  If you would like to purchase my Clavis you shall have it at a very 
reduced price. Cheaper in comparison than a Leg.   
        Yours &c 
        C. Dickens 
P.S. I suppose all this time you have had a wooden leg.  I have weighed yours 
every Saturday night.80   
In this letter, Dickens playfully refers to their Latin school books as body parts and 
bones, a comparison that highlights the connection between bones and ancient history, 
and one that also puts bones into circulation, turning bodies into commodities.   
The letter presages the many references to bones and body parts found in Our 
Mutual Friend (1864): Silas Wegg’s wooden leg, the bones and bodies in Mr. Venus’s 
taxidermy shop, and even the dead bodies that float through the Thames.  Bones are a 
                                                          
80 The Selected Letters of Charles Dickens, edited by Jenny Hartley (Oxford University Press, 
2012), p. 1.  The letter is one of the first two earliest pieces of Dickens’s juvenilia.   
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particularly resonant form of waste in Dickens’s final completed novel.  They inhabit a 
middle ground between memorial and trash – they are remnants, potentially disgusting, 
and yet often emotionally weighted and deeply symbolic, even sacred.  For the 
Victorians, bones carried a variety of resonances; they called to mind bodies, death, dirt, 
sanitation, waste, fossils, and the passage of time.  One of the central images of the novel 
is the dust heap, which Dickens describes as a “geological formation,” made of “coal-
dust, vegetable-dust, bone-dust, crockery-dust, rough dust, and sifted dust – all manner of 
Dust” (13).  Although the dust heaps are composed of many materials, bone-dust takes on 
heightened significance in light of the themes of life and death that permeate the novel.  
The text centers on the inheritance of the dust heaps by the young John Harmon, who 
fakes his own death before resurrecting himself to claim his inheritance, and the novel 
features a number of additional deaths, near deaths, and rebirths.  Dickens further 
emphasizes the importance of bones through the character of Mr. Venus – the taxidermist 
and “articulator of bones” – who transforms human skulls, teeth, ribs, arms, legs, and 
various other body parts into profit.  In Our Mutual Friend, however, leftover bones and 
scraps have more than economic value – they have psychological and ethical value for 
the individual as well.    
 Waste and trash provide narratives of individual lives, and bones, the last 
remaining pieces of bodies, offer a particularly vivid example of this.  The twenty-first 
century environmental philosopher Deborah Bird Rose points out that for Australian 
Aborigines, the act of hiding one’s waste, standard in developed nations, is cause for 
suspicion, calling it, “the equivalent of sneaking around the country.”  She writes:  
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The remains of people’s action in [a] country tell an implicit story of 
knowledgeable action…the remains are evidence of the reciprocity between 
country and people…Antisocial people who do not announce themselves, and use 
special techniques to avoid leaving tracks or traces, are up to no good. These are 
people who intend harm and who have something to hide.81   
The notion of waste as a track or story is particularly helpful in understanding the way 
that Dickens portrays waste in Our Mutual Friend.  In the novel, to engage with dirt and 
trash is to refuse to “sneak around” (to use Bird’s phrase).  If the desire to hide waste is 
an attempt to lie or to hide, then the ability to engage with waste offers opportunities for 
greater self-awareness, understanding, and ethical and social behavior.  For Dickens, 
waste and filth are not inevitable problems of civilization, but rather central to 
understanding and shaping it.     
 Refuse and dirt held a complicated place in nineteenth-century society, 
simultaneously filthy and yet immensely valuable.  Kate Flint argues, for example, that in 
the Victorian period, “Dust was a paradoxical substance.”  While it was understood as a 
carrier of disease, it was further seen as a metaphorical social “equaliser,” and yet also “a 
factor in establishing hierarchies.”  She continues: “Its long-standing equation with the 
most reductive form of matter to which we must all return – ‘dust to dust’ – ensured that 
                                                          
81 Deborah Bird Rose, “Decolonizing the Discourse of Environmental Knowledge in Settler 
Societies,” Culture and Waste: The Creation and Destruction of Value, edited by Gay Hawkins 
and Stephen Muecke (Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 2003), p. 62.   
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its evocation was full of metaphorical opportunities.”82  Our Mutual Friend explores the 
many resonances of dirt and dust, portraying the dust mounds as something both 
contaminating and generative.  Michelle Allen points out that in Our Mutual Friend, 
Dickens is invested in the imaginative possibilities of waste.  As Allen writes, “Through 
Lizzie’s story, we come to understand that a degraded waste space may have positive 
meanings for the individuals who reside there.”83  This chapter builds on Allen’s insights 
by suggesting that pollution not only offers the power to “release the imagination,” as 
Allen argues, but also offers profound connections to history and narrative that enable the 
individual to better understand themselves and the world in which they live.  For 
Dickens, dirt is both something that reveals and is yet unsanitary; as such, refuse is bound 
up not only with history, but with social responsibility and stewardship.  In the novel, he 
suggests that by engaging directly with filth and pollution, individuals can develop a 
greater sense of compassion and empathy.   
Like Our Mutual Friend, Robert Browning’s Mr. Sludge, “The Medium” (also 
published in 1864),84 investigates the link between refuse, dirt, and knowledge.  Though 
the poem has often been read as a response to the Victorian interest in mesmerism, 
Browning’s investigation of the nature of truth and art is carefully intertwined with 
                                                          
82 Kate Flint, The Victorians and the Visual Imagination (Cambridge University Press, 2000), pp. 
40-41.  Flint points out that the Victorians were not only aware of the economic value of dust, but 
also its aesthetic value, as dust was understood to create beautiful “atmospheric effects” (41-42).      
83 Allen, p. 96. 
84 Robert Browning: Selected Poems, edited by John Woolford, Daniel Karlin, Joseph Phelan  
(Longman, 2010).  Though published in Browning’s 1864 Dramatis Personae, the poem was 
originally written in the winter of 1859-60, several years after attending a séance on July 23, 1855 
led by the medium Daniel Dunglas Home.  For a detailed account of the séance’s events, see 
Daniel Karlin, Browning’s Hatreds (Oxford University Press, 1993).   
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discussions of filth and sludge.  Though Browning was not as concerned with sanitation 
as Dickens was, in the poem he develops a connection between filth, knowledge, and art 
that further imagines waste as a central component of the quest for knowledge.  Read 
with Our Mutual Friend, these two texts illustrate a nineteenth-century vision of refuse 
that understands waste as an important expression of the individual, and as a key to a 
more fully developed understanding of Victorian society.  Our Mutual Friend, one of 
Dickens’s most polluted novels, and Mr. Sludge, “The Medium,” then offer a surprisingly 
ecological vision of Victorian waste, one that embraces and values waste not only as 
something that can be recycled, but as a crucial way of making sense of history, the self, 
and the interchange between that self and the environment. 
I. Treating Dirt Morally: Recycling and the Problem of “national 
fastidiousness”   
The image of London as a dirty, sooty, and smoke-filled city was popularized by 
Dickens’s writings, and even those who have not read his works are most likely still 
aware of this version of the Victorian city.  As Judith Flanders points out, the term 
“Dickensian” has come to mean “squalor…wretched living conditions, oppression and 
darkness”85 as much as it also connotes humor and domesticity.  In the vast works of 
Dickens, dirt, filth, and waste take many forms, from the pollution in the Thames, to the 
smoke in the air, to the prostitutes and beggars who walk the streets.  As I have said in 
                                                          
85 Judith Flanders, The Victorian City: Everyday Life in Dickens’s London (St. Martin’s Press, 
2012), p. 1. 
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the introduction, waste was an exceptionally complex idea for the Victorians, with many 
layered and interrelated resonances.  The term waste is then both imprecise and highly 
suggestive, encompassing the many meanings that this term would have had for the 
Victorians.86  In this chapter, I am interested primarily in waste as material trash, though 
dust and sewage are equally important in the context of Our Mutual Friend.  I have 
chosen to focus on Our Mutual Friend because, as Dickens’s last completed novel, it 
presents a portrait of Dickens’s response to waste after a lifetime of writing and thinking 
about these issues.  Furthermore, Our Mutual Friend was written at a crucial point in 
London’s sanitary history; in 1863, London’s new sewer system was being constructed, 
and the Thames was in the process of being embanked.87  The novel engages then with 
dirt in a particularly sustained way, and while the vision of waste it presents is not set 
apart from other writings of Dickens, it is perhaps the most carefully developed and 
considered response to refuse among his novels.     
                                                          
86 It should be noted that the Victorians did not necessarily think of dust in twenty-first century 
terms as something in powder form, but rather, as Leslie Simon points out, as “something 
altogether more general: rubbish, refuse, trash” (219).  She continues, “Waste did not have to be 
broken entirely down in order to qualify as dust to Victorians, and we find that this gives the 
image of the dustheap a certain level of complexity: what appears to be homogenous is actually 
miscellaneous, as used up and discarded things continue to bear marks of distinction, even when 
heaped into a seemingly undifferentiated mass.  The dustheap, in nineteenth-century parlance, is 
not one body of useless matter, but an accumulation of many bodies, alike, perhaps, only in being 
deemed useless” (“Bleak House, Our Mutual Friend, and the Aesthetics of Dust,” Dickens 
Studies Annual, vol. 42 (2011), p. 219).  The heterogeneity of dust is important for my argument, 
because it emphasizes the way that dust registered on multiple levels – the different components 
of dust in the mounds imbue them with many valences.  
87 Deirdre David, Fictions of Resolution in Three Victorian Novels: North and South, Our Mutual 
Friend, Daniel Deronda (Columbia University Press, 1981), p. 53.  Judith Flanders additionally 
points out that in 1861, All the Year Round published depictions of the sewers that included 
descriptions of the various types of waste to be found underneath different neighborhoods; for 
example, blood was found in the sewers underneath the meat markets, and various chemicals ran 
underneath factories (The Victorian City, 225). 
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Dickens’s reactions to dirt have historically been contextualized within Victorian 
sanitary concerns.  This chapter responds to and builds on the work of scholars like 
Pamela Gilbert, David Plotkin, and Lauren Goodlad who have examined Dickens’s 
interest in clean and orderly domestic spaces.88  Plotkin, for example, argues that for 
Dickens, “[n]eatly ordered homes and proper families are necessary for the cultivation 
and growth of English children.”  He further suggests that domestic disorder and filth 
would threaten “the notion of what it means to be English.”89  Recent efforts to 
understand Dickens’s ecological thought have engaged with such scholarship by 
examining Dickens’s interest in environmental toxicity.  John Parham, for example, 
argues that in the work of Dickens, “a degraded physical environment equates to a 
hazardous human one – a Victorian ‘risk society.’”90  Jesse Oak Taylor has more recently 
focused on the role of smog in the novel, arguing that smoke abatement was particularly 
difficult to enact in London because the predominant source of smoke was the domestic 
                                                          
88 See Pamela Gilbert, Mapping the Victorian Social Body (SUNY Press, 2004), in which she 
argues that both Bleak House and Our Mutual Friend utilize discourses surrounding the Thames, 
sewers, and “leaky” bodies to address “the development of the disciplined, self-contained subject, 
and the clean, modern city” (112).  See also David Plotkin, “Home-made Savages: Cultivating 
Children in Bleak House,” Pacific Coast Philology, vol. 32, no. 1 (1997), p. 17-31; Lauren 
Goodlad, “Is There a Pastor in the ‘House’?: Sanitary Reform, Professionalism, and Philanthropy 
in Dickens’s Mid-Century Fiction,” Victorian Literature and Culture, vol. 31, no. 2 (2003), p. 
525-553.  Similarly, in Cleansing the City, Michelle Allen suggests that the process of the 
Thames embankment offered an image of a “renewed social order.”  She argues that the river 
provides not only an image of the cleansing of pollution, but also, because of its fluidity, “an 
image and a means of mobility” (91).   
89 Plotkin, p. 17.  Mrs. Jellyby of Bleak House is perhaps the most memorable example of this at 
work.  Her spectacular failure to manage either her own home or her children leads to great 
familial suffering and unhappiness. 
90 John Parham, “Dickens in the City: Science, Technology, Ecology in the Novels of Charles 
Dickens,” 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, Issue 10: Dickens and 
Science (2010).   
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hearth.  He writes: “the hearth anchors the household, but it also situates that household 
within much larger systems, from the climate of the metropolis to the depths of deep time 
that bubble up in its midst.”  Images of the hearth accordingly “reconfigur[e] private 
space against the backdrop of geological history.”91  Dickens was active in the 
nineteenth-century sanitation movement,92 and though he would not have advocated for 
contaminated, filthy, or even disorganized living spaces, there is a strand in his writing 
that is fascinated by the many ways in which waste is also valuable, both economically 
and psychologically.  For Dickens, the desire for safe and healthy homes does not 
necessarily entail the vilification of dirt, but rather understands dirt as a constant, material 
presence in daily life that demands to be negotiated.  Filth and dust are not villains, but 
                                                          
91 Taylor, The Sky of Our Manufacture, p. 52. 
92 For more on Dickens’s role in the sanitary movement, see Goodlad.  Goodlad argues that Bleak 
House responds to the failure of the Public Health Act of 1848 to manifest real social change, and 
she suggests that Dickens instead proposes a model of “pastorship in a society of allegedly self-
reliant individuals” (526).  I use the term “stewardship” in this chapter because of the ecological 
resonances of the word.  In the subsequent chapter on Richard Jefferies, I will draw on a similar 
notion of stewardship in exploring his depictions of waste.  Dickens saw filth as a public health 
concern and one that affected not only the poor, but citizens from every socioeconomic level. In a 
speech to the Metropolitan Sanitary Association in 1850, for example, he argued against land 
owners who claimed that cleaning up their neighborhoods and parishes was simply too expensive.  
He writes: “With regard to the objectors on the principle of self-government, and that what was 
done in the next parish was no business of theirs, he should begin to think there was something in 
it when he found any court or street keeping its disease within its own bounds, or any parish 
keeping to itself its own fever or its own smallpox, just as it maintained its own beadles and its 
own fire-engine” (The Speeches of Charles Dickens, edited by K.J. Fielding (Clarendon Press, 
1960), p. 107).  A little more than a year later, in a subsequent speech to the Sanitary Association 
(1851), Dickens argues: “That no one can estimate the amount of mischief which is grown in dirt; 
that no one can say, here it stops, or there it stops, either in its physical or its moral results, when 
both begin in the cradle and are not at rest in the obscene grave” (The Speeches of Charles 
Dickens, p. 127).  In both speeches, however, Dickens places the moral questions associated with 
dirt squarely in the hands of the wealthy.  The presence of filth and dirt does not make the poor 
immoral; instead, the immoral individuals are those who continue to allow the less-fortunate to 
live in such conditions. 
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rather forces that shape the kinds of narratives told about the wealthy, the poor, and 
London as a whole.   
For the Victorians, and for Dickens especially, the discourse surrounding dirt, 
filth, and dust was interwoven with larger social and political questions concerning the 
poor, urban geography, and industrial capitalism.  In Our Mutual Friend, the dust 
mounds comprise the bulk of the Harmon fortune, and by emphasizing the tremendous 
financial value of the dust, Dickens counterintuitively links the mounds not with the 
lower classes and the poor, but rather with England’s wealthiest.  The mounds, the source 
of the Harmon fortune, are piles of garbage waiting to be sold – a literalizing of the 
concept of “filthy lucre.”  The novel establishes clear links between money, dirt, and 
waste which are, as Patrick Brantlinger and Richard Higgins argue, “as old as money 
itself.”93  Brantlinger and Higgins persuasively demonstrate that the rise of consumer 
society made the equation between money and waste a “central element of 
socioeconomic theory,” as the emphasis within the Victorian economy was increasingly 
on the individual’s consumption of goods.94  They argue that “From the 1850s on, 
numerous novelists in Britain as well as America expressed versions of Veblen’s theme 
of conspicuous consumption while suggesting that wealth and waste were in some sense 
identical, or at least opposite sides of the same coin.”95  Many productive readings of Our 
Mutual Friend have emerged from the dust-money equation, and in this vein readers of 
                                                          
93 Patrick Brantlinger and Richard Higgins, “Waste and Value: Thorstein Veblen and H.G. 
Wells,” Criticism, vol. 48, no. 4 (2006), p. 454.  
94 Brantlinger and Higgins, p. 454.  See also Christopher Herbert, “Filthy Lucre: Victorian Ideas 
of Money,” Victorian Studies, vol. 44, no. 2 (2002), p. 185-213.  
95 Brantlinger and Higgins, p. 464. 
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the novel have made much of the fact that, as Humphrey House points out, “dust” was a 
Victorian euphemism for human excrement, and excrement was “an important (and, as 
manure, financially valuable) component of the mounds.”  House suggests that when 
critics point to this fact, their argument “is most often…essentially moralistic: that money 
and excrement are alike because (more or less) they are worthless, bad.”96  Similarly, 
Kenneth Muir writes that the mounds “symbolise the rotten foundations of riches and 
their power to corrupt,”97 and more recently, Leon Litvack declares that dust in Our 
Mutual Friend is “an emblem of all the negative aspects of the Victorian capitalist 
economy.”98   
The dust-money equation, while integral to understanding Dickens’s critique of 
consumer capitalism and wealth, tends, however, to treat the dust of the novel as largely 
symbolic.  Yet, if the dust is taken in its material reality, the waste-money equation 
further suggests that economic systems have real and practical implications for both the 
way that waste is handled, and for the ways that individuals understand their relationship 
to waste.  Dickens suggests that capitalism depends on the constant production of waste, 
not only in the form of industrial byproducts but also in the excess and unneeded goods 
that are central to consumer capitalism.  Under this system, both wealth and waste are 
amassed, a connection that is underscored in Our Mutual Friend by the presence of the 
                                                          
96 Humphrey House, The Dickens World (Oxford University Press, 1941), p. 179. See also Earle 
Davis, The Flint and the Flame: The Artistry of Charles Dickens (University of Missouri Press, 
1963); Michael Steig, “Dickens’ Exremental Vision,” Victorian Studies, vol. 13, no. 3 (1970), p. 
339-354. 
97 Kenneth Muir, “Image and Structure in Our Mutual Friend,” Hard Times, Great Expectations, 
and Our Mutual Friend: A Casebook, edited by Norman Page (MacMillan Press, 1979), p. 190.   
98 Leon Litvack, A Companion to Charles Dickens, edited by David Paroissien (Wiley-Blackwell, 
2011), p. 438.   
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dust mounds – piles of valuable trash.  Dickens is horrified by such accrual (as in the 
portrait of the unredeemed Scrooge, for example, in A Christmas Carol), and the novel 
further suggests that capitalism disassociates individuals from the waste that they 
produce.  By emphasizing the need for constant consumption (for example, the “bran-
new” Veneerings, about whom I will say more shortly), Dickens argues that capitalism 
demands the constant disposal of objects in order to make room for the new.  Things that 
are old or dirty must be removed from the domestic sphere, relocated out of sight and 
consideration in order to make room for new possessions that will themselves eventually 
be thrown away.   
The increasing amounts of waste generated by rising population growth and a 
surge of people relocating to urban centers led, however, to a fundamental shift in the 
way that Victorians related to dirt.  In “A Way to Clean Rivers,” (published in the journal 
Household Words, which was edited and run by Dickens), Henry Morley argues that 
Londoners have become increasingly distanced from the waste and dirt that households 
produce, a shift that has blinded people to the possible values of this refuse.99  He 
suggests that for earlier generations, “Filth soaked into the ground under our houses, or 
was dug thence periodically, and disposed of by hand-labour for economic purpose; baths 
were in less general use.”  Accordingly, small towns required only a “modest water 
supply,” and produced “no very large quantity of offensive refuse.”100  However, the 
                                                          
99 Henry Morley, “A Way to Clean Rivers,” Household Words, 10 July 1858. 
100 Though it is worth pointing out that this passage reflects a certain idealization of the past and 
of the “natural” state of agricultural communities that underplays the realities of pollution prior to 
industrialization. 
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move to urban areas has transformed the relationship between people and the waste that 
they produce: “The question as to the right way of dealing with town sewage is a new 
one, begotten of the new condition of town life.”  Morley continues, “But, since we have 
discovered the great danger of dirt…we seek to wash out of any decent town the whole 
mass of the filth generated in it.”101  In other words, dirt has gone from something that 
was handled locally and was highly visible to something that was to be removed from 
sight.  Industrialization and development then not only render dirt unacceptable, but 
demand its invisibility as well.   
Ironically, the desire to remove waste and filth from domestic spaces leads to 
greater problems with pollution.  Under this system, waste accumulates in a highly visual 
way along river banks, streets, and in dust heaps, yet the waste now in sight no longer 
belongs to the viewer, but to an unknown other, further transforming the relationship 
between the individual and waste from something private and local to something public.  
Morley argues that the rivers are polluted now “as never before have rivers been polluted 
since the world was made.”102  Similarly, in “Dirty Cleanliness,” this point is further 
articulated: “It is a paradox, but a certain fact, that by selfishly over-pampering our 
national fastidiousness, our traditional neatness, and our insular delicacy, we have utterly 
polluted and defiled one of the noblest watercourses in the world.”103  As such, in “A 
                                                          
101 Morley, p. 79. 
102 Morley, 80. 
103 Edmund Saul Dixon, “Dirty Cleanliness,” Household Words, 24 July 1858, p. 121.  The article 
displays a well-developed ecological sensibility, as it argues that pollution kills the very fish and 
water plants that are best suited to deal with lesser amounts of pollution naturally.  The article, as 
well as “A Way to Clean Rivers,” suggests that ecological thinking can be employed to better 
deal with the problem of waste – the article argues that by refusing to think about the biotic 
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Way to Clean Rivers,” Morley writes, “These rivers represent the difficulty that has to be 
met before the new order of things can be regarded as established with a proper harmony 
in all its parts.”104  For the Victorians, the inability to properly manage waste meant that 
society could not be fully orderly and functioning – both the concentration of waste in 
rivers and urban centers as well as attempts to contain that waste revealed how central the 
issue of dirt was to the functioning of England, and also the impossibility of ever fully 
cleansing the city.   
However, “A Way to Clean Rivers” additionally underscores the economic value 
and material usefulness of waste, arguing that there is a “defect of sense in throwing it 
away.”  Morley continues: “a colossal sewer carrying the waste of London far away to 
the salt-water fishes may secure the main object in view [cleaning the city], as burning a 
house may roast a pig.”105  In other words, the desire to cleanse the city is equivalent to 
burning it down, as the waste that is removed is valuable and, in fact, necessary for the 
continuation of human life.  In “Dirty Cleanliness,” Dixon argues that “The object must 
be to get rid of them [waste] usefully,” and he continues by pointing out that waste is 
essential to the production of agriculture, and that the removal of all waste would lead to 
“sterility, famine, and the death of the human race.”106  Not only is total cleanliness 
impossible, but such a reality would have terrifying consequences.107  The attempt to 
                                                          
community as a whole, the Victorians have made the problem worse than it otherwise needs to 
be. 
104 Morley, p. 80. 
105 Morley, p. 80. 
106 Dixon, p. 122. 
107 Again, the author displays highly ecological thinking as he points out that “The physical circle 
whose laws we are compelled to obey, whether we like them or not, is a never-ending round of 
absorption, digestion, assimilation, and rejection.”  In other words, the human race is made of the 
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fully cleanse the landscape of refuse and filth can only lead to the eventual collapse of 
English society.   
As the Victorians increasingly came to recognize that filth and waste could never 
be fully eliminated, they looked to methods for reusing or repurposing that waste as a 
way of mitigating its polluting effects.  Critics of Our Mutual Friend like Catherine 
Gallagher and Allen MacDuffie have been particularly interested in the role of recycling 
in the novel.  In her influential reading, Gallagher suggests that the connection between 
waste and economics is fundamental to the text, yet the significance of the novel’s dust 
complicates and questions the wealth-dirt equation which it most immediately signifies.  
She points out that because the “associations made here between dust, hoarded wealth, 
and death are presented by the blasé Mortimer as sentimental commonplaces,” the reader 
is encouraged to challenge them.108  Instead, she suggests that “[d]espite the death versus 
life metaphors in the passages that introduce us to the dustmen, the transmission of life 
into inorganic matter and thence into money is not consistently presented as life 
destroying in the novel.”  She continues, “On the contrary, it is portrayed as a sanitizing 
process and one in which a pure potential called ‘Life’ is released.”109  
Both Household Words and All the Year Round (also edited by Dickens) offered 
articles exploring the value of recycling, often arguing that a properly managed nation 
also properly made use of its waste.  For Dickens, the ability to transform leftover 
                                                          
waste from previous generations, animals, etc. which is now being reused to create new life forms 
and new energy.  The Victorians cannot break free from this circle on which they depend.   
108 Catherine Gallagher, Body Economic, p. 92.   
109 Gallagher, Body Economic, p. 93. 
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materials into usable products spoke to a household’s (or a nation’s) ability to transform 
the chaos of waste into orderly and useful material.  Historian Tom Crook argues that the 
nineteenth-century discourse surrounding the disposal of dirt and sewage “reflected a 
heightened sense of the possibilities contained in dirt should it be correctly governed,” 
offering the potential for “national regeneration.”110  For example, the 1852 article 
“Penny Wisdom” states that “the waste fragments of skin, bone, tendon, ligature, and 
gelatinous tissue of the animals slaughtered in Parisian abattoirs” could make a gelatin 
that could then be made “to receive very rich and beautiful colours.”111  These waste 
materials could also be used to clarify wine, to make certain types of paper, or even in the 
production of artificial flowers.  The article suggests: “In good sooth: when an ox has 
given us our beef, and our leather, and our tallow, his career of usefulness is by no means 
ended; we can get a penny out of him as long as there is a scrap of his substance above 
ground.”112  The article underscores a commitment to what we would now call recycling, 
                                                          
110 Tom Crook, “Putting Matter in its Right Place: Dirt, Time and Regeneration in Mid-Victorian 
Britain,” Journal of Victorian Culture, vol. 13, no. 2 (2008), p. 207. 
111 George Dodd, “Penny Wisdom,” Household Words, 16 Oct. 1852. 
112 There are numerous examples of this kind of writing in both Household Words and All the 
Year Round.  In “Important Rubbish,” John Capper argues that the byproducts of smelting could 
be used to create building tiles so durable that “Time would have little effect on [them].” 
(Household Words, 19 May 1855).  Similarly, “What’s the Use of That?” goes through the 
various uses of waste, highlighting the many possible uses of discarded materials and the 
potential economic value of waste in products otherwise thrown away.  The article highlights the 
wastefulness of most people, and the disinterest that most people give to their waste, but suggests 
that this is a mistake and that most waste could be used far more profitably, benefiting both 
individuals and the nation as a whole (All the Year Round, 1 Nov. 1862).  Catherine Gallagher 
points out that in “Dust; or Ugliness Redeemed” (generally acknowledged as an important 
inspiration for Our Mutual Friend), the author R. H. Horne suggests that decaying compost will 
be transformed into fertilizer for future crops (Gallagher, Body Economic, p. 107; “Dust; or 
Ugliness Redeemed,” Household Words, 13 July 1850).   
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and a rejection of the concept of waste – waste exists only in a system which fails to 
identify the potential uses and values of all materials.  The articles in Household Words 
and All the Year Round accordingly suggest that recycling waste not only meant that 
waste could have monetary value, but also meant that humans could live in greater 
harmony with the natural world, achieving a state of greater balance in which 
consumption was regulated by the transformation and reuse of material goods.   
Both “Important Rubbish” and “Penny Wisdom” use ideas of recycling to re-
incorporate waste back into a capitalist system, while emphasizing the usefulness of 
goods in addition to their financial value.  In doing so, these articles not only emphasize 
the way that capitalism can distance the individual from the practical usefulness of 
material objects (rather than just their monetary value or their value as signifiers of 
wealth in the social world), but also suggests that waste and recycling can be powerful 
antidotes to this problem within industrial capitalism.  The dust mounds in Our Mutual 
Friend can be simultaneously destructive or valuable depending on the light in which 
they are viewed – the elder John Harmon, for example, is destroyed by his greed and his 
inability to see the dust mounds as anything but money.  Mr. Boffin, by contrast, initially 
perceives the mounds as beautiful (a point to which I will return); only when he pretends 
to view the mounds purely as a form of financial wealth does he begin to resemble the 
greedy and angry John Harmon.  Our Mutual Friend then suggests that capitalism 
disrupts the connection between individuals and waste when that waste is only viewed as 
potential money.  J. Hillis Miller defines paper money in the nineteenth-century as “the 
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attribution of value to what is without value in itself: paper, gold, dust, earth, mud.”113  
By seeing the dust mounds only as potential paper money, the mounds themselves 
become something without “immediate value.”  Focusing on the usefulness of the dust 
once it can be recycled, however, restores that “immediate value” to the mounds.  The 
process of recycling then allows individuals to understand waste within a capitalist 
context, while still offering an alternate framework for valuing goods, mounting a 
critique of capitalism from within the system.     
Focusing on the “immediate value” of recycled materials emphasizes local spatial 
scales and short time spans, but recycling was also linked conceptually with the temporal 
and spatial scales of thermodynamics and entropy.  Allen MacDuffie points out that the 
rise of fossil fuels and the discovery of the laws of thermodynamics shaped the way that 
the Victorians thought about repurposing refuse. MacDuffie writes that, “Our Mutual 
Friend…stages a conflict between this older model of cyclical decay and regeneration 
and a modern, entropy-centered economy in which waste represents not unused potential, 
but the end of transformation itself.”114  MacDuffie continues, “While Dickens is 
interested in the ways in which seemingly spent forms of energy can be ‘restored to life,’ 
he is just as interested…in the ways in which fictions of a fully recyclable, cyclical 
economy have been awkwardly grafted upon a system of non-renewable resource 
exploitation.”115  MacDuffie’s argument helpfully addresses the notion that not all waste 
                                                          
113 J. Hillis Miller, Victorian Subjects (Duke University Press, 1991), p. 70.   
114 MacDuffie,  p. 126. 
115 MacDuffie, 127.  MacDuffie suggests that the transition from the older model of decay and 
regeneration to a new model based on entropy is tied to the rise of fossil fuels over the course of 
the nineteenth-century.  As MacDuffie argues, “the by-products of fossil-fuel expenditure – soot, 
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is created equal, nor would it have been perceived that way by Victorian readers – fossil 
fuels were imagined as finite resources because they were produced over such large time 
spans and could not be recycled easily.  I would argue, however, that the increasing 
anxiety about entropy, and about the eventual end of transformation and use implied by 
entropy, led writers like Dickens to consider alternate forms of value for waste that were 
not economic and material, but rather ethical and philosophical.  By associating waste 
with history and narrative, Dickens is able to identify value for refuse that does not 
depend on future transformations and repurposing, but is instead interested in 
understanding waste as a narrative of the past and of the self.  
II. Bones, Narrative, and Empathy  
The process of recycling moves refuse through time – waste produced in the past 
becomes new material on which the future is built (a process that stands at odds with the 
more static images of dust heaps, junk piles, and so on).  Dickens links waste with history 
in Our Mutual Friend by focusing on bones as a form of waste that draws together 
strands of dirt, bodies, history, narrative, and paleontology.  As I mentioned in the 
introduction to this chapter, bones are a deeply resonant category of waste, and the 
Victorians invested them with symbolic and philosophical weight.116  Christopher Hamlin 
                                                          
smoke, and dust – do not return to a vital condition through ‘natural’ cycles of decay and 
renewal…To focus on the circulation of energy through agriculture, bodies, and sewage, as the 
sanitarians did, is to miss the irreversible dynamics of a new kind of energy economy” (126).   
116 Across the Atlantic, Henry David Thoreau saw bones as signifiers of vitality, moral living, and 
happiness.  In Walden (1845), for example, he aligns bones with deep moral and philosophical 
significance, writing that he will move to the woods in order to “suck the marrow out of life” 
(88).  Similarly, he later writes: “if you are restricted in your range by poverty, if you cannot buy 
books and newspapers, for instance, you are but confined to the most significant and vital 
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notes that bones and bodies were linked with the idea of the self, a connection which 
shaped the way the Victorians understood the filth of decaying bodies: “To the degree 
that we identified body with self, and saw self as – broadly speaking – good, this stuff of 
flesh, even when filthy, was good and intimate filth.”117  In day-to-day experience, the 
dead provided an immediate tie between the past, present, and even the future as the 
deceased made their way from the realm of the living to the afterlife.  In the burial 
practices of the early nineteenth century, the material corpse held a central role, 
remaining in the home to be washed, dressed, and prepared for burial by the surrounding 
community.118  As Ruth Richardson points out, there existed the “prevailing belief in the 
existence of a strong tie between body and personality/soul for an undefined period of 
time after death.”119  The body was then not simply the material remains of the 
individual, but a part of their being, and proper burial was an important part of ensuring 
that the deceased person made the transition to the afterlife successfully.   
                                                          
experiences; you are compelled to deal with the material which yields the most sugar and the 
most starch. It is life near the bone where it is sweetest. You are defended from being a trifler” 
(319-320, my emphasis).  Here, bones stand in for a more serious and meaningful life – only by 
living “near the bone” will the individual have access to the most “vital” experiences. Henry 
David Thoreau, Walden, edited by Jeffrey S. Cramer (Yale University Press, 2004).   
117 Hamlin, p. 6. 
118 Ruth Richardson, Death, Dissection, and the Destitute (University of Chicago Press, 1987), p. 
17.  Richardson notes that, “A “‘decent’ funeral was a composite ritual.  Other than the coffin and 
religious service, most of its components were provided within a community – without recourse 
to undertaker or churchman.  Apart from the burial service, it was composed of secular rituals – 
which included physical attention to the corpse, watching, waking and viewing the corpse, some 
form of refreshment, and lay ceremonial surrounding the transport of coffin to church and grave” 
(17). 
119 Richardson, p. 7. 
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For Dickens, the process of burying the dead was not only symbolically important for 
the departed, but for the health of the community.120  In Our Mutual Friend, Betty 
Higden’s funeral draws together Lizzie Hexam, John Rokesmith, Bella Wilfer, and 
Sloppy, uniting the various narrative threads of the novel.  Her death and funeral, free 
from the isolating and demeaning confines of the workhouse, enables a shared communal 
experience.  Bella Wilfer is particularly transformed by this event, as she comes to 
recognize her “mercenary” nature.  Lizzie Hexam is also changed by the experience; 
though the novel opens with her horror at the dead bodies she encounters in the Thames, 
she is able to care for Betty Higden during her death in a moment of compassion.  The 
funeral then ensures that Betty herself does not die alone, but rather as part of a 
community, and it further embeds Bella and Lizzie in that community as well.     
Funerals identify not just the individual, but their body as a locus of social relations 
and social practices.  In Our Mutual Friend, Dickens employs bones to suggest that waste 
is not just valuable as something to be reused or repurposed, but also as a connection to 
history that provides an ethical grounding and greater understanding of the self and 
English society more generally.  In the novel, Dickens portrays the disavowal of waste as 
inherently problematic; he depicts it as an attempt to hide unflattering realities and as a 
                                                          
120 The discourses surrounding dead bodies shifted over the course of the century.  According to 
Bill Luckin, the apocalyptic language of the 1840s emphasized the miasmatic threat of corpses, 
but by the 1860s, discussions of the dead had shifted towards imagining the body as a commodity 
around which funereal services could be sold.  Luckin suggests that this change is the result of 
declining mortality rates and improved sanitation, as well as a move towards burial practices that 
were increasingly performed by hired professionals rather than by family members in the home.  
Bill Luckin, Pollution and Control: A Social History of the Thames in the Nineteenth Century 
(Adam Hilger, 1986), p. 20. 
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refusal to engage with the social and political issues of class, urban geography, and 
sanitation that are bound up with the disposal and circulation of waste in the Victorian 
city.  The characters in the novel can be categorized according to how they respond to 
waste – there are those who refuse to acknowledge its existence, others who make their 
living from it and understand only its economic value, and still others who understand 
both its economic and moral significance. The novel opens with two individuals who 
profit from filth – Gaffer Hexam and his daughter Lizzie row along the Thames, looking 
for dead bodies from which they can steal money or other valuables.  They are members 
of a class that Dickens describes as “those amphibious human-creatures who appear to 
have some mysterious power of extracting a subsistence out of tidal water by looking at 
it.”121  The Hexams live by the Dock near the river, a place that Dickens describes as 
“where the accumulated scum of humanity seemed to be washed from higher grounds, 
like so much moral sewage” (19).  In this depiction, waste travels downwards, moving 
from top of the social and economic hierarchy to the bottom, flowing from the wealthy to 
the poor.  Yet, it is not simply sewage that moves in this way, but specifically “moral 
sewage” that travels along this path.  As such, it is not only dirt and waste that flow away 
from the wealthy, but decency and integrity as well.  “Moral sewage” draws on ideas 
espoused by the nineteenth-century social and sanitary reformer Edwin Chadwick, who 
argues that exposing the poor to pollution, foul water, and disease leads to an 
“improvident” population.122  While Dickens, like Chadwick, is horrified by the 
                                                          
121 Charles Dickens, Our Mutual Friend (J.M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., 1975), pp. 69-70. 
122 Edwin Chadwick, Report on the sanitary conditions of the labouring population of Great 
Britain (1842). See also Michelle Allen, who defines “moral sewage” as “the recognized danger 
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conditions in which London’s poor are forced to live, he nevertheless refuses to link filth 
with moral failings.  The people living by the river are not themselves the morally 
culpable ones – rather they live amongst “moral sewage” that has been washed down 
from the higher grounds where the wealthy live.  They live amid the refuse of those more 
privileged – the true moral sewage is that which belongs to the wealthy.  But this image 
also suggests that the morality that is wasted by the rich has been washed down toward 
the less fortunate – to live among waste is to live morally in this equation.  
Dickens underscores the way that filth is fraught with moral questions by initially 
linking waste with the human bodies that Gaffer Hexam and his daughter retrieve from 
the Thames.  When Lizzie initially responds to a dead body with revulsion, her father 
accuses her of forgetting her connection to these bodies and to the river, saying: “As if it 
wasn’t your living!  As if it wasn’t meat and drink to you!”  Gaffer’s words draw together 
the worlds of waste and consumption – he and his daughter live by the bodies that they 
encounter, and he emphasizes the uncomfortable physical reality that the waste that 
surrounds us becomes a part of the body (a point to which I will return).  Yet Dickens 
also hints at the stories and history that reside in this waste; Lizzie’s horror stems from 
her inability to forget (or deny) the individuality and history of the body before her. 
While Gaffer Hexam is able to compartmentalize the various functions of the bodies from 
which they steal, for Lizzie, bodies are multivalent entities that bear meaning in multiple 
                                                          
of moral pollution” – the “taint” that affects one group or person can be passed on to others, 
simply by proximity.  Thus Miss Potterson refuses to allow Rogue Riderhood and Gaffer Hexam 
into her public house because their associations with the Harmon murder would bring pollution 
and shame to the establishment (100).   
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registers – bodies are her livelihood and her food, but they also carry with them histories 
and stories. The first images of refuse are then accordingly imbued with a past and a 
narrative that remains untold within the confines of the novel, but that is nevertheless 
rendered visible by Lizzie’s horror.      
In Our Mutual Friend, efforts to distance oneself from waste are also efforts to 
distance oneself from history.  In contrast with the Hexams and their connection with dirt 
and filth, Dickens presents the Veneerings, “bran-new people in a bran-new house in a 
bran-new quarter of London.  Everything about the Veneerings was spick and span new” 
(5).  Veneers cover over, they are thin, shallow, and repel the outside world.  In contrast, 
filth oozes and seeps through the built environment, resisting the efforts at containment 
and deflection which veneers signal.  The Veneerings desire immaculately clean and new 
surroundings, but in doing so, Dickens suggests that they also deprive themselves of a 
connection to the past.  Without a sense of history, the Veneerings lack purpose, 
direction, and empathy.  The question of inheritance is central not only to Our Mutual 
Friend, but to the Victorian novel more generally, and while the past was often viewed as 
a threatening or controlling force, James Marlow argues that “Dickens arrived at the 
position that one ought to retain rather than obliterate the past.”123  Marlow points out that 
in Dickens’s fiction, the past controls “the present through its deposit of material 
influence – that is, the individual is shaped by the tangible, visible world in which he 
finds himself.”124  The physical world of objects, waste, and dirt then shapes the present, 
                                                          
123 See James E. Marlow, Charles Dickens and the Uses of Time (Susquehanna University Press, 
1994), p. 48.   
124 Marlow, p. 39.   
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and to reject this dirt is to reject and hide from the knowledge that the past has to offer.  
Like the Veneerings, the Lammles also attempt to appear “bran-new” as they try to 
disguise the fact that they are bankrupt beneath an external appearance of wealth.  
Tellingly, Dickens places a metaphorical skeleton at the center of their home that 
connotes their true financial failure.  He writes: “The handsome fittings and furnishings 
of the house in Sackville Street were piled thick and high over the skeleton up-stairs, and 
if it ever whispered from under its load of upholstery, ‘Here I am in the closet!’ it was to 
very few ears”(241).  The boney presence beneath the home’s surface gestures not only 
towards the reality of the Lammle’s financial circumstances, but also towards the way 
that dirt, and accordingly meaning and morality, have been hidden away.    
The metaphorical skeleton that hides in the home of the Lammles is paralleled by 
the literal skeletons that inhabit Mr. Venus’s shop, skeletons that call to mind the 
Victorian fascination with natural history and geology.  For the Victorians, bones were a 
form of waste closely related to history – fossils and archaeology were meant to be a way 
of bringing deep time and geological history “alive,” both within the context of public 
museums125 and the popularity of amateur fossil hunting.126  In his review of Hunt’s 
Poetry of Science, Dickens writes that in the rocks, Science:  
                                                          
125 For example, the natural history departments of the British Museum, of which the 
paleontologist Richard Owen was made Superintendent in 1856.  Owen oversaw the construction 
of a new facility to house the natural history collection, and the new museum was opened in 
1881.   
126 For more on the popularity of amateur geological fieldwork and specimen collection, see 
Michael Freeman, Victorians and the Prehistoric: Tracks to a Lost World (Yale University Press, 
2004), pp. 110-113.   
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has found and read aloud, the great stone book which is the history of the earth, 
even when darkness sat upon the face of the deep.  Along their craggy sides she 
has traced the footprints of birds and beasts, whose shapes were never seen by 
man.  From within them she has brought the bones, and pieced together the 
skeletons of monsters that would have crushed the noted dragons of the fables at a 
blow.127 (my emphasis)   
Dickens’s description of the powers of science not only links bones to the history of the 
earth, but further understands the pursuit of science as the practice of reading these bones 
as a narrative of the earth’s history, one that is both scientific and fantastical.  The 
reading of the rocks is not a purely empirical act, but one that is deeply imaginative and 
invested in the creation of narrative as much as it is in the understanding of facts.  In Our 
Mutual Friend, the dust mounds similarly provide access to historical monsters, though in 
the novel these monsters take the shape of the miserly John Harmon and capitalist figures 
like him.  Literary scholar Howard Fulweiler argues that in Our Mutual Friend the dust 
heaps are a “fossil record of Victorian London,”128 providing a history of the city, but 
also connecting dust with the geological record.  Dickens makes this connection explicit 
when he describes the dust mounds as a “geological formation,” like “an old volcano” 
                                                          
127 Qtd in Adelene Buckland, “‘The Poetry of Science’: Charles Dickens, Geology, and Visual 
and Material Culture in Victorian London,” Victorian Literature and Culture, vol. 35, no. 2 
(2007), p. 681.    
128 Howard W. Fulweiler, “‘A Dismal Swamp’: Darwin, Design, and Evolution in Our Mutual 
Friend,” Nineteenth-Century Literature, vol. 49, no. 1 (1994), p. 62.  He additionally points out 
that when Silas Wegg digs in the mounds for a will, it is very much akin to the Victorian 
paleontological search for the secret of inheritance (62).    
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(12).129  By drawing out the connections between bone-dust and fossils, Dickens reminds 
the reader that bones, even the bones that end up in the garbage, are connected to history.  
Yet as a narrative of history, bones are not dead waste, but rather trash that exerts a 
continual shaping force on the present.  As Fulweiler points out, the novel is interested in 
questions “parallel to the biological questions Darwin attempted to answer… How is the 
past being transformed into the future?”130  Dickens accordingly asserts that waste and 
dirt reflect the visual and tactile presence of the past within the present, and that the 
management of and response to England’s garbage are central to shaping England’s 
future.   
 For the Victorians, bones further provided an imaginative link between 
paleontology and the future-oriented process of industrialization, suggesting that the 
course of industrializing England was not just one of wiping away England’s agrarian 
past, but of accessing its deeper history as well.  Michael Freeman has argued 
convincingly that for the Victorians dinosaurs were conceptually connected with the 
railroad – if the railroad was an important image of engineering and industrialized 
England, the dinosaur was a symbol of the burgeoning fields of geology and 
                                                          
129 Fulweiler points to an 1863 review of Lyell’s The Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of 
Man in which the writer describes: “heaps of waste oyster-shells, cockle-shells, and waste of 
other edible shell-fish, mixed with bones of divers eatable beasts and birds and fishes…The 
Danes call these mounds – which are from three to ten feet high, and some of them a thousand 
feet long by two hundred wide – kitchen-middens.” (“How Old Are We?” All the Year Round, 7 
March 1863.    
130 Fulweiler, p. 66.  See also Sally Ledger, “Dickens, Natural History, and Our Mutual Friend,” 
Partial Answers: Journal of Literature and the History of Ideas, vol. 9, no. 2 (2011), pp. 363-378, 
in which she argues that the novel incorporates influences from Richard Owen, Charles Lyell, 
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, and “most emphatically” Darwin (364).   
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paleontology.131  Even more directly, however, the creation of railroads made fossils 
previously buried out of sight visible; as the railways were cut in the 1840s, iguanodons 
and ichtyosauri emerged from the soil.132  In Kingsley’s 1870 Madam How and Lady 
Why, he noted that the digging of the railways had made visible fossils of ancient 
creatures: “I keep looking, not only at the railway cuttings, where the bones of the old 
worlds are laid bare, but at the surface of the ground; at the plains and downs, banks and 
knolls, hills and mountains; and continually asking Mrs. How what gave them each its 
shape.”133  Even earlier, in 1848, Tennyson suggested to a friend that “standing by a 
railway at night, the engine must be like some great Ichthyosaurus.”134  In Bleak House, 
Dickens perhaps most famously links dinosaurs with the industrialized city:  
London.  Michaelmas Term lately over, and the Lord Chancellor sitting in 
Lincoln’s Inn Hall.  Implacable November weather.  As much mud in the streets 
as if the waters had but newly retired from the face of the earth, and it would not 
                                                          
131 Freeman, Victorians and the Prehistoric, 4.  
132 Freeman, Victorians and the Prehistoric, 48.   
133 Qtd in Laurence Talairach-Vielmas, Fairy Tales, Natural History and Victorian Culture 
(Palgrave MacMillan, 2014), p. 28.  Similarly, in Thomas Hardy’s 1872 A Pair of Blue Eyes, his 
protagonist Henry hangs from a cliff, confronted with the fossils that appear in the bedrock: 
“Opposite Knight’s eyes was an imbedded fossil, standing forth in low relief from the rock. It was 
a creature with eyes. The eyes, dead and turned to stone, were even now regarding him. It was 
one of the early crustaceans called Trilobites. Separated by millions of years in their lives, Knight 
and this underling seemed to have met in their place of death. It was the single instance within 
reach of his vision of anything that had ever been alive and had had a body to save, as he himself 
had now.”   
134 Diary of Mrs. Rundle Charles, July 24, 1848.  See Humphrey Jennings, Pandaemonium 1660-
1886: The Coming of the Machine as Seen by Contemporary Observers (Icon Books, Ltd., 2012).   
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be wonderful to meet a Megalosaurus, forty feet long or so, waddling like an 
elephantine lizard up Holborn Hill.135   
Fossils and bones are then strangely interconnected with the nineteenth-century 
industrialized city, and these bony remains are linked with images of industrial waste and 
detritus as well as deep time.136  In Our Mutual Friend, Dickens utilizes this connection 
in order to recover waste from its seemingly quotidian status.  In the novel, the refuse of 
the industrial city is not something to be “swept away,” but rather something to be 
examined and studied as a meaningful narrative of modern history.      
 In the novel, Mr. Venus the taxidermist is the figure most closely associated with 
bones.  Critics like Fulweiler and Nicola Bown have pointed out that Mr. Venus may 
have been inspired by Dickens’s real life friend Richard Owen, a prominent nineteenth-
century paleontologist and biologist often referred to as “the Great Dissector.”137  Owen 
was the first director of the Natural History Museum, and he is particularly known for 
coining the term “dinosauria.”  Owen and Dickens knew each other well and developed a 
                                                          
135 Charles Dickens, Bleak House (J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1966), p. 1.  Buckland further points 
out that Dombey and Son employs geologically inflected language, particularly when describing 
the building of the railroad.  She suggests that the narrator views the piles of building materials 
and broken bits and pieces as “fossils scattered out of place” (“Poetry of Science,” p. 685).  In the 
novel, the railroad provides access for the city to the “geographically-distant places and the 
temporally-distant monsters that lurk beneath its soils” (685). 
136 A connection that remains popular today in the phrase “fossil fuels.” 
137 See Nicola Bown, “What the Alligator Didn’t Know: Natural Selection and Love in Our 
Mutual Friend,” 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, vol. 10 (2010) and 
Fulweiler, “A Dismal Swamp.”  Fulweiler also points to several interesting inspirations for the 
dust mounds in Our Mutual Friend.  He suggests that the mounds resemble Darwin’s description 
in The Origin of Species of “the accumulation of innumerable slight variations” from which 
evolution proceeds.  As Fulweiler argues, “Like the geological record, the mounds are composed 
of old bones as well as other disparate objects whose position and value in the mounds have no 
plan.  Instead, they simply accumulate.  All of society contributes to the pile, and the dustheap 
accumulates slowly by chance and random selection” (61).  
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close friendship, reading one another’s work and visiting one another’s homes.  In an 
1853 letter to George Lewes, Dickens wrote: “I have the greatest regard for, and 
admiration of, Owen.”138  Household Words published multiple articles promoting 
Owen’s idea of the archetypal form, and it is clear that Dickens’s was quite familiar with 
Owen’s theories.139  In Our Mutual Friend, the presence of Mr. Venus links the 
skeletons, bones, and sundry body parts in his shop with geological and paleontological 
studies popular at the time.  The skeletons that he trades in are reminders of the fossil 
record and debates about evolution, deep time, and extinction that were central to 
Victorian scientific thought.  Richard Owen was well known for his ability to identify a 
species from a single bone.  When given a small fossilized bone, Owen accurately 
predicted that the bone belonged to a large extinct bird, the Moa (a prediction that was 
borne out by the subsequent discovery of additional fossils).  In Our Mutual Friend, Mr. 
Venus has a similar talent to Owen’s, telling his friend Silas Wegg: “if you was brought 
here loose in a bag to be articulated, I’d name your smallest bones blindfold equally with 
your largest, as fast as I could pick em’ out, and I’d sort ‘em all, and sort your wertebrae, 
in a manner that would equally surprise and charm you” (78).140  Venus’s ability to name 
each bone enables him to transform a “bag of bones” back into a complete skeleton.  The 
ability to read a single bone for information about the remainder of the skeleton suggests 
                                                          
138 Letter to George Lewes, 25 February 1853.  The Selected Letters of Charles Dickens, p. 254.  
139 Buckland, p. 680.  Buckland further points out that Dickens’s letters show that he decided to 
participate to a planned lecture series hosted by the anti-Sabbatarian Sunday League only when 
he knew that Owen would also participate.  The lecture series was never held, but the 
correspondence demonstrates the close relationship between the two men (680).   
140 Fulweiler suggests that Dickens may also have had Darwin in mind, arguing that Mr. Venus’s 
shop and its strange assortment of bones is a “comic analogue to Darwin’s description of bones 
patterns among widely varied mammals” (63).  
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a narrative approach to paleontology – each bone tells one part of a larger story and when 
brought together, the bones offer a more complete chronicle.  In his shop, Venus’s 
abilities allow him to restore bones to a state of seeming animation, turning them from 
scraps and remnants into commodities.   
But waste is not simply valuable as a commodity; rather, Dickens again 
underscores the idea of “moral sewage,” eventually revealing Mr. Venus to be a moral 
and empathetic articulator of bones when he confesses his plan to help Silas Wegg steal 
the dust-mound fortune from the worthy Boffins.  Though Mr. Venus initially appears to 
be a threatening presence, much like his partner Silas Wegg,141 Dickens reveals that 
Venus is in “exceedingly low spirits” not because he is inherently treacherous, but 
because he is in love with Pleasant Riderhood, a woman who has thus far rejected his 
advances.142  Venus states: 
And so a man climbs to the top of the tree, Mr. Wegg, only to see that there’s no 
look-out when he’s up there!  I sit here of a night surrounded by the lovely 
trophies of my art, and what have they done for me?  Ruined me.  Brought me to 
the pass of being informed that ‘she does not wish to regard herself, nor yet to be 
regarded, in that bony light!’ (79).                                         
 
                                                          
141 Victorian scholar Harry Stone describes Mr. Venus as a “potent cannibalistic deity surrounded 
by his greasy trophies” (158), and argues that Mr. Venus’s tone is threatening when he suggests 
both to Wegg and to a young boy who enters the shop that he could articulate them. The Night 
Side of Dickens: Cannibalism, Passion, Necessity (Ohio State University Press, 1994), p. 158. 
142 Our Mutual Friend, p. 79. 
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        Fig. 1: Marcus Stone, Mr. Venus Surrounded by the Trophies of His Art,  
Ch. Seven, “Mr. Wegg looks after himself.” 
 
The revelation that Mr. Venus, or Mr. Love, cannot himself find love renders his situation 
profoundly comic and undermines the seemingly threatening nature of his occupation. 
Instead, Dickens locates Mr. Venus and his shop at the center of the discourses 
regarding Darwinism, dirt, and the social order that structure the novel as a whole.  An 
illustration of Mr. Venus’s shop emphasizes a sense of natural disorder and decay; though 
this is a vision of the dead and inanimate world transformed back to life – Mr. Venus is, 
after all, a taxidermist – it is also one of the natural world in disarray, connecting the shop 
to the themes of ecological interconnection that operate throughout the text.  As George 
Levine writes, “Dickens is the great novelist of entanglement, finding in the mysteries of 
the urban landscape those very connections of interdependence and genealogy that 
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characterize Darwin’s tangled bank.”143  He argues that Dickens’s “tendencies to 
multitudinousness” bring him close to Darwin’s vision of the “tangled bank” and a more 
chaotic and disordered, yet very much interconnected natural world.144  While for 
Dickens the natural world resists being orderly, this sense of disordered interconnection 
is central to his ethical understanding of filth.  Dirt in the novel, in the forms of the 
polluted Thames and the dust mounds, links together the many inhabitants of the text, and 
provides a point of mutuality that is central to the social order.  In his store, Mr. Venus is 
surrounded by the chaos of the natural world, but at the center of the image he is the 
lonely figure searching for greater connection and love, a connection that can be found 
only when he begins to treat the dust mounds with the ethical consideration they require.  
While the avaricious Silas Wegg looks away from Mr. Venus in the illustration, the 
skeletons in the lower left-hand corner look towards him, a subtle hint at the possibilities 
of future happiness found away from Wegg’s influence.    
At the end of the novel, Venus’s decision to protect the Boffins ensures that the 
Harmon fortune goes to the worthy younger John Harmon and his wife Bella Wilfer, a 
move that transforms the dust mounds into generative and beneficial waste and further 
protects the future of English society.  Venus’s character is further rewarded for his moral 
choice with the promise of marriage to his beloved Pleasant Riderhood, suggesting that 
his “bony light” has become more appealing due to his actions.  This suggestion of a 
future marriage provides a place for Mr. Venus (and any potential descendants) in the 
                                                          
143 George Levine, p. 119.  
144 Levine, p. 119. 
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future of England as well.  In a novel fascinated with inheritance and evolution, the 
assurance of Venus’s future lineage underscores that his consideration and empathy are 
able to survive, while the greedy and conniving Silas Wegg is literally thrown into a dust 
cart, a representation of dirt divorced from conscience.  Conversely, Mr. Venus’s 
character brings together morality and refuse, suggesting that those who understand both 
the economic and ethical value of waste have the necessary grounding for a highly 
developed sense of integrity and goodness.   
 Dickens’s understanding of social responsibility is grounded in a vision of care 
and stewardship that rejects competition and greed as the basis for the social order.  
While Dickens does not appear to have been resistant to Darwinian natural selection as a 
scientific principle (though, as I have noted, he was supportive of Richard Owen, whose 
theories famously opposed Darwin’s), he nevertheless refuses to accept natural selection 
as a dominating principle in human society.  Fulweiler writes that Dickens instead 
believed that a “generosity of spirit…should inform the human world and should be the 
basis for making wills and proper inheritance to pass on to the future.”145  Similarly, 
Nicola Bown states that Mr. Venus is ultimately “redeemed by love” after he gives up the 
attempt to destroy the Boffins, and she suggests that the “saving power of love” operates 
as a response to the “dismal swamp” of Darwinian natural selection.146   
Both Bown and Fulweiler focus on Darwinism and natural selection in their work, yet 
their interest in compassion, empathy, and love speak not only to Victorian scientific 
                                                          
145 Fulweiler, p. 69.   
146 Bown, p. 11.  
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discourse, but to the place of refuse and dirt in the novel as well.  Our Mutual Friend 
suggests that dirt and filth create a unifying aspect of the social order that demands 
cooperation and shared vision.  Dirt is a moral concern precisely because it impacts all 
levels of society, and because it demands care for those who are most impacted.  The 
narrative aspect of waste further suggests that actions have consequences – they cannot 
be erased but have afterlives.  For Dickens, waste is not a category of the abject and 
depraved, but rather a social category that requires stewardship over one another as a 
governing principle of social organization.   
III. Living Waste and Porous Boundaries 
Mr. Venus’s articulation of bones underscores the way that seemingly dead and 
decaying waste “lives” in Our Mutual Friend.  Bones are a living and growing organ – 
though they initially seem fixed and hardened, in fact bone is portrayed as something 
more malleable.  Myra Hird, a scholar of contemporary landfills, argues that the waste 
found in landfills is actually alive due to the presence of bacteria.  Landfills, she argues, 
are more accurately described as “flows,” stochastic and unpredictable, and impossible to 
contain because they are living.147  In Our Mutual Friend, Dickens underscores the way 
that waste lives as it is circulates throughout London and resists containment, infiltrating 
both the environment and human bodies.148  Dickens describes London as: “Animate 
                                                          
147 Myra Hird, “Waste, Landfills, and an Environmental Ethic of Vulnerability,” Ethics and the 
Environment, vol. 18, no. 1 (2013), p. 107.   
148 Michael Slater points out that the letter from young Dickens which opens this chapter “goes to 
the heart…of that fascination with the borderline between the animate and inanimate that is 
central to so much Dickensian comic writing” (3).  The line between life and death is central to 
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London, with smarting eyes and irritated lungs” (398).  While Dickens foreshadows more 
current ecological concerns with toxicity, public health, and the boundaries of the body, 
in Our Mutual Friend the environment invades the body in a way that is potentially 
threatening, but also enables characters to live with a greater sense of reciprocity between 
themselves and the natural world (bringing to mind Gaffer Hexam’s point that the river is 
“meat and drink” for him and his family).   
Bones in particular offer a vision of the complicated relationship between the 
individual and the environment because they contain visual reminders of the porous 
boundary between the body and the landscape.  In 1862, the journal All the Year Round 
published an article titled “Bone-making,” which links food and environment with bones.  
The article tells a story in which a London doctor notices that the bones of a roasted pig 
are bright red – a redness caused by the pigs’ tendency to eat the “madder-refuse” that 
comes from the local dye works.  Intrigued by this story, a Dr. Duhamel subsequently 
attempts to recreate the experiment, except this time he alternates between feeding the pig 
madder for a period of time with feeding the pig ordinary un-dyed food.  Accordingly, 
“its bones displayed layers of red covered by layers of white.”149  The article, with which 
Dickens as editor would have been familiar, highlights the interchange between body and 
waste – bones portray the way that waste not only enters the body, but transforms it, 
residing within the body and dissolving the boundary between inside and outside.  The 
                                                          
Our Mutual Friend, but while most critics have focused on the deaths and rebirths throughout the 
novel, as well as Mr. Venus’s taxidermy, the dust mounds and the Thames both offer examples of 
“living” waste. 
149 “Bone-making,” All the Year Round, 8 November 1862.  
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red and white bones of the pigs offer a narrative not just of their food, but of the kind of 
environmental toxins and chemicals to which they have been exposed – you are what you 
eat, and even in the order that you eat it.  Bone then offers a vivid and fascinating account 
of the history of the individual and their interactions with the environment.  The “bone-
dust” of the dust mounds in Our Mutual Friend is accordingly filled with such histories, 
drawing attention to the fact that the body is both made up of the environment and the 
waste in which they live, and that the future of the body is to become dirt – “from dust we 
are made and to dust we shall return.”   
The possibility of bodily contamination was particularly threatening in light of the 
fact that filth and refuse further drew together various geographic and social spaces in 
London; the body was not only subject to pollution from the outside world, but it was 
also subject to pollution that emanated from different places and classes beyond one’s 
own.  Ecocritical scholar Heather Sullivan points out that the mobility of dirt can reshape 
the way that individuals perceive the spaces around them.  She writes: “With dirt theory, 
one cannot focus solely on ‘place’ since the small scale earth-forms of dirt, dust, and sand 
are highly mobile aspects of our material surroundings.”150  Dirt challenges the ability to 
think of specific and bounded places, instead pointing to the interconnections between 
various spaces and locations, and for the Victorians, such intersections were often 
unnerving because they could not be controlled, regulated, or organized.  Yet Dickens 
suggests that such movement was at least partially the responsibility of capitalism.  In 
                                                          
150 Heather I. Sullivan, “Dirt Theory and Material Ecocriticism,” Interdisciplinary Studies in 
Literature and the Environment, vol. 19, no. 3 (2012), pp. 515-531.    
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Our Mutual Friend, capitalist systems paradoxically lead to the centralization and 
dispersal of waste. Waste is collected by those who desire to profit – the Harmon family 
brings dust together, Riah the money-collector gathers leftover fabrics for sale, and 
Venus’s shop houses leftover bones – but this waste is then redistributed throughout the 
city.  The circulation of dirt is not simply a failure of sanitary efforts, but is in fact built 
into capitalism’s treatment of waste.    
Still, even financial systems could not rationalize the dispersal and distribution of 
waste throughout the nineteenth-century city, and dust and dirt were forces that 
threatened the boundaries of the home.  They not only brought the outside in, but brought 
in the most disgusting and unwanted elements of urban London.  In the decorating and 
cleanliness manual Our Homes, and How to Make Them Healthy, architect Robert Edis 
writes:  
Household dust is, in fact, the powder of dried London mud, largely made up, of 
course, of finely-divided granite or wood from the pavements, but containing, in 
addition to these, particles of every description of decaying animal and vegetable 
matter.  The droppings of horses and other animals, the entrails of fish, the outer 
leaves of cabbages, the bodies of dead cats, and the miscellaneous contents of 
dust-bins generally, all contribute…and it is to preserve a harbor for this 
compound that well-meaning people exclude the sun [by excessive drapery], so 
that they may not be guilty of spoiling their carpets.151   
                                                          
151 Robert Edis, “Regulation and Control of Daylight Illumination,” Our Homes, and How to 
Make Them Healthy, edited by Shirley Forster Murphy (London, 1883), p. 398. 
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Such manuals focused on the abject and disgusting in their descriptions of dirt to 
emphasize the need for strong and solid barriers between the home and the outside world.  
In Bleak House, Dickens similarly emphasizes the way that dirt and waste erode the 
boundaries between public and private spaces, and he also argues that dirt is a force that 
connects classes and geographic spaces in the novel, revealing connections that others 
attempt to erase.152  Tom-all-Alone’s, for example, is a space that is constantly being 
infiltrated by dirt and filth from the outside world. It is a  
ruinous place...a black, dilapidated street, avoided by all decent people, where the 
crazy houses were seized upon, when their decay was far advanced, by some bold 
vagrants who after establishing their own possession took to letting them out in 
lodgings.  Now, these tumbling tenements contain, by night, a swarm of misery.  
As on the ruined human wretch vermin parasites appear, so these ruined shelters 
have bred a crowd of foul existence that crawls in and out of gaps in walls and 
boards; and coils itself to sleep, in maggot numbers, where the rain drips in; and 
comes and goes, fetching and carrying fever and sowing more evil in its every 
footprint than Lord Coodle, and Sir Thomas Doodle, and the Duke of Foodle, and 
                                                          
152 Throughout Bleak House, Dickens argues that urban spaces were far more interconnected than 
they at first appeared. For example, in the novel Dickens underscores the connections between the 
crossing-sweeper Jo and the wealthy Dedlocks by juxtaposing Chesney Wold and the slum Tom-
all-Alone’s: “What connexion can there be between the place in Lincolnshire, the house in town, 
the Mercury in powder and the whereabout of Jo the outlaw with the broom, who had that distant 
ray of light upon him when he swept the churchyard-step?  What connexion can there have been 
between many people in the innumerable histories of this world who from opposite sides of great 
gulfs have, nevertheless, been very curiously brought together!” (202).   
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all the fine gentlemen in office, down to Zoodle, shall set right in five hundred 
years – though born expressly to do it. (202)   
Tom-all-Alone’s resists its boundaries, its influences oozing out into the street, its 
contamination carried by each footprint that leaves the polluted space.  The boundaries 
are permeable in both directions as well – filth not only leaves the place, but is able to 
seep in – the rain “drips in,” and “foul existence” “crawls in and out of gaps in walls and 
boards.”  What distinguishes Tom-all-Alone’s as a place of poverty is the very gaps that 
allow the outside world in.  Within Bleak House, poverty is a condition marked by 
permeability and porousness.  The more accessible and porous a place (or a person), the 
greater their poverty.   
Yet, in Our Mutual Friend such permeability is not necessarily dangerous, but can 
enable the individual to understand their embeddedness within the environment and the 
social responsibility this entails.  Mr. Boffin, “the Golden Dustman,” lives in such a state 
of embeddedness – not only does he live in a “dusty” house amid the mounds themselves, 
but dust is central to nearly every description of his character, and pervades his physical 
and philosophical being.  Boffin is an admirable, kind, and moral figure and his ability to 
integrate dust into his sense of self leaves him not polluted, but rather comfortable in the 
world and aware of the multiple values of the dust mounds.  He takes pleasure in what he 
perceives as their beauty, stating, “I may sell them, though I should be sorry to see the 
neighborhood deprived of ‘em too.  It’ll look but a poor dead flat without the Mounds” 
(175, my emphasis on “dead”).  Boffin not only associates the mounds with the “beauty 
of the landscape,” but also suggests that without them, the landscape will be dead, 
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highlighting the aliveness of this waste and its contribution to the vibrance and vitality of 
the place.   
 Mr. Boffin embraces the aliveness of waste and its ability to draw people and 
groups together across classes and places, and his compassion and empathy for others 
reflects a “dusty” social order based on stewardship and care.  Boffin’s highly developed 
understanding of dirt’s mobility and value provide him with a strong sense of his 
connection to the world around him and his interconnections with others.  In Dickens’s 
writings, material garbage simultaneously creates sanitary and health concerns, yet it also 
provides a conceptual framework for negotiating those problems.  The moral and ethical 
questions associated with filth are the province of the wealthy not only because they have 
the resources to help address the problem, but also because dirt cannot be contained to a 
single geographic location or among a single class of people.  As Dickens points out, it is 
nearly impossible to keep “disease within its own bounds,” and although the wealthy 
inhabitants of London may wish to see themselves as exempt from such problems, they 
are not.153   
For Dickens, the future of England rests with those who can live comfortably with 
waste, who understand the connection between waste, history, and the self.  The novel 
ends with several marriages and hints at future marriages.  Dickens suggests that Mr. 
                                                          
153 Dickens’s portrayal of this view of waste echoes 21st century responses to refuse, which 
frequently see pollution as a problem of developing nations, whose efforts to modernize have led 
to rising levels of environmental pollutants (e.g. China and India).  In this view, the “enlightened” 
first world works to clean up the contaminated environment while facing threats of pollution from 
nations that seek to industrialize.  A novel like Our Mutual Friend, however, suggests that in such 
dynamics, the onus to find solutions to contemporary problems like climate change, drought, and 
sanitation lies with those who possess the greatest access to resources, further demonstrating the 
novel’s ecological ethics.    
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Venus (Mr. Love), redeemed by his confession to Boffin, will eventually marry Pleasant 
Riderhood, a woman who initially did not want “to be regarded, in that bony light” (79).  
Lizzie Hexam’s friend, the disabled doll-maker Jenny Wren, ends the novel on the cusp 
of marriage to, tellingly, a man named Sloppy who operates a dust cart.  Like Mr. Venus, 
Jenny transforms scraps and remnants back into representations of life, and she has a 
well-developed understanding of the value of garbage. Though Jenny is industrious and 
compassionate, her poverty and her disability mark her as a marginalized “waste” 
individual within the social hierarchy.  Yet Jenny’s morality and hard work further 
emphasize the value of waste, and her marriage to Sloppy ensures the place of dirt and 
refuse in England’s future evolution.   
Similarly, Lizzie Hexam ends the novel married to Eugene Wrayburn, the 
embodiment of waste, a man who drifts through the novel without aim, describing 
himself as someone who has never been of use to anyone (221).  Lizzie, often read as the 
most moral character in the novel, initially faces the bodies in the Thames with horror, 
yet at the end of the text she has learned to negotiate the tension between filth, history, 
and ethics, and she pulls the nearly drowned Eugene Wrayburn from that same river, 
saving his life.  When Lizzie and Eugene are married, Eugene is finally able to make 
himself useful at the close of the novel.  Although initially Eugene appears to be the 
character most redeemed by their union, Lizzie has also learned to better live with waste, 
restoring Eugene to a position of usefulness and reincorporating him back into the world.  
Lizzie and Eugene’s marriage is a marriage of morality and waste, which has now been 
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integrated into the domestic sphere, and consequently the heart of the English social 
order.   
IV. Mr. Sludge, “The Medium”: Contamination and Insight 
In the same year that Our Mutual Friend appeared, Robert Browning published 
Mr. Sludge, “The Medium,” a poem that narrates the confessions of a charlatan medium, 
Mr. Sludge, who uses the mutable nature of truth to build a defense of his actions.  While 
Mr. Sludge, “The Medium” does not focus on bones in particular, the poem nevertheless 
links its exploration of truth and knowledge with the discourse surrounding dirt and 
waste.  This section will suggest that waste was not only associated with history, deep 
time, and narrative in the Victorian imagination, but that waste was also conceptually 
linked with art and imagination, further highlighting the productive and creative 
possibilities inherent in filth and refuse.  Browning’s poems often deal with the 
underworld of Victorian society, dramatizing the experiences of liars, thieves, and 
murderers, and his poems frequently depict corrupted and defiled landscapes.154  Though 
Mr. Sludge, “The Medium” has received relatively little critical attention, the poem 
                                                          
154 Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came is one particularly noteworthy example.  Harold 
Bloom, in his reading of Childe Roland argues that Childe Roland “dies in the courage of 
knowing – he too sees, and he knows, and so dies with a full intelligenc” (642).  He writes: “One 
of Wordsworth’s central insights is that to see without love, to see by knowing, is to deform and 
break, and Roland would thus exemplify a terrible Romantic truth” (642).  Yet he qualifies this 
argument suggesting that in Roland’s search for knowledge, the meaning of his quest is actually 
“a search for love” of earlier poets (643).  While Bloom’s reads Childe Roland in relation to the 
idea of the anxiety of influence, his reading nevertheless suggests that knowledge is related to 
things that are broken – in other words, in this earlier poem, knowledge leads to brokenness.  Yet 
in the later poem, Browning seems to reverse this idea, suggesting instead that brokenness can 
reveal knowledge.   
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reveals how intimately the discourses surrounding knowledge and dirt were bound 
together for the Victorians.  Sludge has historically been read by critics as “a figure of the 
corruption of art,”155 yet Sludge does not necessarily capture the fall of art, but rather the 
artistic value to be found in sludge, ooze, and waste.  Daniel Karlin writes that in Mr. 
Sludge, “The Medium,” Browning “took up the dungball” and “discovered in it a core of 
slimy truth, an authentic fallen awareness, even a debased poetics (or poetics of 
debasement).  This is a traditional and powerful reading of the poem.”156   
My own reading of this poem builds on Karlin’s point to argue that Mr. Sludge, 
“The Medium” aligns dirt with insight and understanding.  Mr. Sludge is frequently 
sarcastic in the poem, but he nevertheless articulates a sharp understanding of the 
problematic nature of truth, while also suggesting that dirt offers a nuanced perception of 
the surrounding world.  Browning’s poem establishes a link between dirt and art; early in 
the poem, he makes this slippage explicit, arguing that mediums provide what would 
normally be called “lies,” but that these lies are actually something more beautiful and 
compelling: 
Now mark! To be precise— 
Though I say, “lies” all these, at this first stage, 
’T is just for science’ sake: I call such grubs 
                                                          
155 June Sturrock writes that: “To view Sludge…as a figure of the corruption of art…has become 
almost a critical cliché” (24).  “How Browning and Byatt Bring Back the Dead: ‘Mr. Sludge, the 
“Medium”’ and ‘The Conjugial Angel,’” Partial Answers: Journal of Literature and the History 
of Ideas, vol. 7, no. 1 (2008), pp. 19-30. 
156 Daniel Karlin, Browning’s Hatreds (Clarendon Press, 1993), pp. 61-62.  Sturrock suggests that 
Karlin’s reading is representative of the tendency to read Mr. Sludge as a figure of corrupted art, 
yet I read Karlin’s argument as valuing the “slimy truth” as authentic knowledge, even if it is 
“fallen.”   
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By the name of what they’ll turn to, dragonflies. 
Strictly, it’s what good people style untruth; 
But yet, so far, not quite the full-grown thing: 
It’s fancying, fable-making, nonsense-work— 
What never meant to be so very bad— 
The knack of story-telling, brightening up 
Each dull old bit of fact that drops its shine.  (184-193)157 
Browning describes lies as “grubs,” yet reminds the reader that grubs turn into 
dragonflies, a way of “brightening up” the world.  Grubs, though apparently disgusting 
and dirty, are, as Mr. Sludge argues, actually the keepers of beauty and artistic 
transformation.  In the poem, Browning not only links Mr. Sludge’s lies with narrative 
and art, but also quite literally with waste in the name “Sludge.” If Mr. Sludge is meant to 
produce art, he is also a producer of waste; this alignment is not to the detriment of art, 
but rather an expression of the value of dirt.   
Sludge additionally argues that his “lies” nevertheless offer other, significant 
truths: “Sludge knows and sees and bears a hundred things/ You all are blind to,—I ’ve 
my taste of truth,/ Likewise my touch of falsehood,—vice no doubt,/ But you ’ve your 
vices also: I ’m content.”158  Isobel Armstrong argues that Sludge’s claims to “special 
                                                          
157 Robert Browning: Selected Poems.    
158 Later he similarly argues: “I’m ready to believe my very self—/ That every cheat’s inspired, 
and every lie/ Quick with a germ of truth.”  Furthermore, the line between truth and lie becomes a 
line between story-telling and facts, yet this transformation allows Browning to elide the 
distinction between narrative and fact.  Stories are not lies and often considered to be the bearers 
of important spiritual and philosophical truths (as in allegory, fables, fairy tales, etc.). 
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insight” are called into question by his status as a self-professed charlatan, and Armstrong 
suggests that the poem parodies positions that Browning had himself taken in earlier 
poetry.159  Armstrong writes that Mr. Sludge, “The Medium” “sharply exposes the 
problems which the claim to authentic insight involves – the nature of truth, the limits of 
knowledge.”160  While Armstrong helpfully articulates the problematic nature of truth in 
the poem, I am particularly interested in the way that Browning elides the distinctions 
between narrative, truth, and waste.  For Browning, knowledge is always partial and 
contingent, and the insights that filth reveals are accordingly limited as well.  However, 
Mr. Sludge argues that waste, often overlooked, offers valuable knowledge that is missed 
by those who only value the clean and the aesthetically beautiful.  Though Mr. Sludge 
questions the nature of established and empirical truth, his metaphors suggest that dirt 
provides additional perception and understanding, and he develops a connection between 
waste and art that illuminates the value of dirt rather than dismissing the value of art.  
Throughout the poem, Sludge rebels against the world of the upper-classes and its    
insistence on cleanliness.  He points out that his work has allowed him to straddle two 
classes, feeling at once that he belongs to the lower world, while also participating in the 
world of the upper classes.  Yet he describes this world of luxury as restraining, as 
something that turns him into a child: 
                                                          
159 Isobel Armstrong, “Browning’s Mr. Sludge, ‘The Medium,’” Victorian Poetry, vol. 2, no. 1 
(1964), p. 3.   
160 Armstrong, p. 2.  She argues that Sludge first “undermin[es] the notion of intellectual 
certainty” (4) by pointing out that the empirical evidence that had been used as proof of Sludge’s 
powers can also be used to disprove them, meaning that certainty is never really possible (3).     
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I ’ve felt a child; only, a fractious child 
That, dandled soft by nurse, aunt, grandmother, 
Who keep him from the kennel, sun and wind, 
Good fun and wholesome mud,—enjoined be sweet, 
And comely and superior,—eyes askance 
The ragged sons o’ the gutter at their game, 
Fain would be down with them i’ the thick o’ the filth, 
Making dirt-pies, laughing free, speaking plain, 
And calling granny the grey old cat she is. (391-399)  
For Mr. Sludge, living among the wealthy keeps him from “wholesome mud,” and he 
states that he would rather be with the “ragged sons o’ the gutter…i’ the thick o’ the 
filth.”  Karlin argues that: “Sludge starts out as a real child, who rises from the gutter to 
find himself ‘Sweet and clean, dining daintily, dizened smart’… But he never progresses 
from there: the condition of the petted child becomes a metaphor in which he is trapped 
and his real gifts betrayed and perverted.”161  Accordingly, Sludge is most himself among 
the ooze and dirt – this is where he is most at home, and where he has the greatest access 
to truth.  He associates such derelict spaces with “speaking plain,/ and calling granny the 
grey old cat she is.”  In other words, it is those living among filth who are able to 
understand and describe the world most clearly, who know the world most fully and best.   
                                                          
161 Karlin, p. 66. 
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 Mr. Sludge’s argument points to the fact that dirt and knowledge cannot be 
separated – to engage with a search for truth is to find something potentially dirty, 
possibly even disgusting.  Mr. Sludge frequently describes information in terms of dirt, 
for example comparing a “drift of facts” to “smut”:  
…Do you live in this world’s blow of blacks, 
Palaver, gossipry, a single hour 
Nor find one smut has settled on your nose, 
Of a smut’s worth, no more, no less?—one fact 
Out of the drift of facts, whereby you learn 
What someone was, somewhere, somewhen, somewhy?  (500-505) 
And later, information is described: 
…His trade was, throwing thus 
His sense out, like an ant-eater’s long tongue, 
Soft, innocent, warm, moist, impassible, 
And when ’t was crusted o’er with creatures—slick, 
Their juice enriched his palate. “Could not Sludge!” (539-543)162 
                                                          
162 Along these lines, Browning later uses the image of dirt as a warning sign of future trouble – 
in other words, reading dirt is a way to better prepare oneself for what comes ahead (and failing 
to do so is a mark of foolishness). He writes: 
Liars find ready-made for lies they make,  
As hand for glove, or tongue for sugar-plum. 
At best, ’t is never pure and full belief; 
Those furthest in the quagmire,—don’t suppose 
They strayed there with no warning, got no chance 
Of a filth-speck in their face, which they clenched teeth, 
Bent brow against! (695-700) 
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Though both images portray information in terms of disgusting filth or insects, Mr. 
Sludge suggests that this information is of great value.  It is initially something that he 
can trade as a medium, but more importantly, it also allows him to see the world more 
clearly than his employers.  Mr. Sludge’s narrative is always suspect, asking the reader to 
question the sincerity and reliability of his claims, yet even the process of reading the 
poem re-enacts Browning’s point about the desire for knowledge.  Even for readers of the 
poem, the search for truth is bound to lead to figures like Mr. Sludge, bound to lead to 
dirt. 
 Browning mocks those who resist this notion, arguing that novels and narratives 
are simply “dung-heaps” transformed into commercially valuable art – only by denying 
the existence of all things slimy, oozing, and disgusting can such art be made palatable to 
the masses.  Browning writes:   
Then there’s the other picker-out of pearl 
From dung-heaps,—ay, your literary man, 
                                                          
Sludge continues the comparison with ant-eaters later in the poem as well, advising readers to: 
…Be lazily alive, 
Open-mouthed, like my friend the ant-eater, 
Letting all nature’s loosely-guarded motes 
Settle and, slick, be swallowed! Think yourself 
The one i’ the world, the one for whom the world 
Was made, expect it tickling at your mouth! 
Then will the swarm of busy buzzing flies, 
Clouds of coincidence, break egg-shell, thrive, 
Breed, multiply, and bring you food enough. (1058-1066) 
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Who draws on his kid gloves to deal with Sludge 
Daintily and discreetly,—shakes a dust 
O’ the doctrine, flavours thence, he well knows how, 
The narrative or the novel,—half-believes, 
All for the book’s sake, and the public’s stare, 
And the cash that’s God’s sole solid in this world! 
Look at him! Try to be too bold, too gross 
For the master! Not you! He’s the man for muck; 
Shovel it forth, full-splash, he ’ll smooth your brown 
Into artistic richness, never fear! 
Find him the crude stuff; when you recognize 
Your lie again, you’ll doff your hat to it, 
Dressed out for company!  (746-760) 
Mr. Sludge points out that artistic efforts to dress up dirt fail to provide true 
representations of the world – art that “smooths” filth into beauty is a “lie,” one that 
readers will pay for, but one that fails to capture any truth or knowledge worth 
possessing.  A similar line of argument is pursued in “Fra Lippo Lippi,” (1855) in which 
Browning argues against the idealized representations of the world he sees as being 
demanded by the church: “Give us no more of body than shows soul!”   Instead, 
Browning’s speaker suggests that a more realistic vision of the world offers opportunities 
for meaningful reflection and greater knowledge: “Can't I take breath and try to add life's 
flash,/ And then add soul and heighten them three-fold?”  He continues: 
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For, don't you mark? we're made so that we love 
First when we see them painted, things we have passed 
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see; 
And so they are better, painted—better to us, 
Which is the same thing. Art was given for that… 
In Mr. Sludge, “The Medium,” while Sludge’s tone is ironic throughout the passage, his 
irony is not a response to the value and importance of art, but instead a response to the 
way that many artists refuse to engage with slime, ooze, and dung heaps.  He suggests 
that such a refusal fails to recognize that mess and disorder can be sources of artistic 
creation and inspiration as much as beauty.163  Browning further underscores the moral 
and ethical concerns at issue; to fail to recognize the moral dirt – lying, cheating, greed, 
among others – at the heart of human behavior, to dress these qualities up in narrative to 
make them palatable and “clean” is not only to fail in seeing the world clearly, but is to 
condone such realities.  By refusing to deal with filth, Mr. Sludge suggests, art refuses to 
deal with the most pressing and difficult moral questions.   
                                                          
163 Browning is similarly critical of perfection in “Andrea del Sarto”:  
  I, painting from myself and to myself,  
Know what I do, am unmoved by men's blame  
Or their praise either. Somebody remarks  
Morello's outline there is wrongly traced,  
His hue mistaken; what of that? or else,  
Rightly traced and well ordered; what of that?  
Speak as they please, what does the mountain care?  
Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp,  
Or what's a heaven for? 
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Sludge’s argument suggests that cleanliness is socially desirable because it asks 
little of individuals; dirt, by contrast, is difficult – it requires effort and sacrifice in order 
to negotiate its place in the social order. 
 Sludge suggests that science is better able to assimilate filth.  Science increasingly 
offers access to the truths harbored inside of things seemingly insignificant and 
disgusting, suggesting that humans are learning to read the small and microscopic for 
signs of God’s presence in the universe.  He writes that “the world wears another aspect 
now:/ Somebody turns our spyglass round, or else/ Put a new lens in it: grass, worm, fly 
grow big:/ We find great things are made of little things” (my emphasis).164  Browning is 
not simply focused on small things, however, but on repulsive things as well – a worm, a 
fly.  He continues: 
… Talk of mountains now? 
We talk of mould that heaps the mountain, mites 
That throng the mould, and God that makes the mites. 
The Name comes close behind a stomach-cyst, 
The simplest of creations, just a sac 
That’s mouth, heart, legs and belly at once, yet lives 
And feels, and could do neither, we conclude, 
                                                          
164 This sentiment echoes an earlier article published in Household Words, “Nature’s Greatness in 
Small Things”: “They were the Titanic forces and grander features of nature which evoked the 
admiration and the worship of the earliest tribes of men.  As we descend along the stream of time, 
we may discover a growing perception of the greatness of small things; the marvelous power of 
minor organisms to work immeasurable changes, and the exquisite beauty of minute structure” 
(Ernest Abraham Hart, “Nature’s Greatness in Small Things,” 28 November 1857).  
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If simplified still further one degree: 
The small becomes the dreadful and immense.  (1114-1122) 
The small is not necessarily clean, beautiful, or comfortable – it can be dreadful, but 
science offers access to that dreadfulness.  The mold and mites that Sludge describes do 
not offer an empirical or absolute truth, but even in their disgustingness they offer access 
to realities about the workings of the universe not previously available.  Browning 
suggests that the new discoveries in science have not only transformed the sense of scale 
by which the world is understood, these discoveries have also transformed the value of 
dirt and waste – mold and mites previously deemed abject and repulsive increasingly 
provide new discoveries and greater knowledge.    
 Finally, Sludge argues that in this new framework, what appears to be of value to 
others is useless to him, and what seems like dirt to others is gold in his understanding.  
Ironically, Sludge states that he will “take the fact, the grain of gold,/ And fling away the 
dirty rest of life.”  At the conclusion of the poem, Sludge returns to his charlatan persona, 
examining his ability to trick those around him.  The “grain[s] of gold” that he finds amid 
the dirt provide him with the ability to convince others of his abilities – these “sparkling 
fact[s]” are valuable only because they convince others, not because they communicate 
real insight.  Sludge begins to redefine what constitutes dirt – dirt is no longer something 
abject, filthy, or disgusting, but only that which is not useful to him.  What is useful to 
Mr. Sludge, as a medium is the faked and counterfeited; in such a system, dirt and the 
insight it offers must be thrown aside in order to create the kinds of illusions his clientele 
demand.    
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 The poem ends with Sludge failing to convince his patron, and deciding to find 
others to work for, asking “Is he the only fool in the world?”  This question casts both the 
argument that has preceded it and Mr. Sludge’s sincerity into doubt.  Yet Browning raises 
the question – is Sludge a teller of truth, or is he to be associated with waste, depravity, 
and lying?  How can one tell the difference between the two?  While Sludge moves back 
and forth between different arguments, in the end suggesting that he has only been 
attempting to extract money from his client, the poem itself plays his game – is the text 
offering real pieces of wisdom disguised as trash?  Or is any wisdom dispensed by 
Sludge meant to be ignored because of his questionable moral standing?  I would suggest 
that the poem asks the reader to recognize the potential for truth and knowledge within 
that which would outwardly appear to be waste.  By presenting genuinely thoughtful 
arguments, Sludge’s statement belie his claims that they are lies.  Instead, Mr. Sludge, 
himself a part of the slimy underworld, offers real insights masked as filth; Browning 
asks his reader to look to dirt for the perception that it can provide, rather than dismissing 
it as useless waste.   
V. Conclusion 
In both Our Mutual Friend and Mr. Sludge, “The Medium,” Dickens and Browning 
challenge standard notions of the nineteenth-century as dirt averse, instead identifying 
links between refuse, knowledge, and history that position waste as necessary in efforts to 
develop fully formed ethical perspectives.  While Dickens is particularly interested in 
intersections of garbage and history, Browning argues that without dirt, genuine and 
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meaningful insight into the workings of the world is impossible.  Browning’s poem 
articulates a place for refuse, slime, and dirt within the process of artistic production, and 
though Our Mutual Friend similarly supports connections between dirt, vitality, and 
beauty, Dickens is primarily focused on the connections between dirt and social justice – 
in the novel, waste both causes social problems as it creates disease and discomfort, but 
also provides important access to history and greater self-awareness that link waste to 
ethical and compassionate social orders.  As such, Dickens begins to articulate a link 
between waste, stewardship, and capitalism that understands dirt not as a problem to be 
remedied, but as a central component of socially just political and economic structures.  If 
for Dickens (as well as for Browning) trash reveals a great deal about a society or place, 
then English society must negotiate waste in a thoughtful and just manner in order to 
ensure the progress and development of the nation. 
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Chapter Three 
Building a Future on Slime: 
Invisible Contamination in Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret 
 
 Near the conclusion of Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret (1862),165 
Lady Audley’s first husband, George Talboys, returns from the dead, inconveniently for 
her.  Lady Audley believes he has drowned after she pushed him into a well at Audley 
Court months prior.  Instead, Braddon reveals that George climbed back to the surface, 
emerging “wet through to the skin … covered with mud and slush, and green slime and 
black muck, from the crown of his head to the sole of his foot.”166  His return points to 
the slime and ooze that lie just beneath the surface of Audley Court.  Though the estate 
appears to be a “glorious” and “noble place,” beautiful, refined, and pastoral on the 
surface, the “mud and slush” of the well signal the oozy and disgusting reality that has 
penetrated this aristocratic space.  George’s resilience and ability to survive mark him as 
the slime-covered image of England’s future, while the tranquil and aristocratic Audley 
Court is tied to the nation’s feudal past.   
                                                          
165 The novel first appeared in 1861, published in The Robin Goodfellow from July to September 
1861, at which time the magazine closed.  Braddon initially set the novel aside in order to begin 
work on Aurora Floyd, however, she resumed writing and publishing Lady Audley’s Secret after 
readers urged her to finish it.  It appeared in The Sixpenny Magazine from January through 
December of 1862, and was also published in three volumes by the Tinsley Brothers in October 
1862.  For more on the publication history of the novel, see Robert Lee Wolff, Sensational 
Victorian: The Life & Fiction of Mary Elizabeth Braddon (Garland Publishing, Inc., 1979), pp. 4-
5.   
166 Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Lady Audley’s Secret (Oxford University Press, 1987), p. 419. 
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This chapter turns from the visibly dirty urban spaces of Mayhew and Dickens to 
a pastoral landscape that on the surface appears to be a clean, uncontaminated space, far 
more peaceful than modern London.  But as George’s slimy appearance suggests, that 
purity exists on a superficial level alone.  While Lady Audley’s Secret is less invested in 
depictions of actual material garbage and filth than Our Mutual Friend, the novel is 
centered on ideas of the past as a form of dirt that can be both shameful and generative.  
If, as I have suggested, waste is associated with history and narrative for the Victorians, 
Lady Audley is a figure with a dirty, shadowy past hidden beneath her beautiful 
appearance.  She is also, however, a figure of tremendous power and adaptability, with 
the ability to cross social and class boundaries.  The novel contrasts the stagnant 
peacefulness of the gentry with a conception of contamination as a figure for forces that 
are at once immoral and energetic.   
Here, the conceptions of cleanliness and dirt that I have been discussing map onto 
competing economic models.  Braddon uses the association between the adaptable and 
mobile Lady Audley and dirt to critique the ossified upper class, clean but stagnant.  
Braddon links England’s feudal past with “clean” pastoral and agrarian spaces, but 
undercuts these associations by suggesting that although these spaces are conceived of as 
“clean” and orderly in the national imagination, they are in fact decaying and inert.   Lady 
Audley’s Secret aligns England’s aristocratic social hierarchies with the class hierarchies 
of capitalism, portraying both social models as not only incapable of adequately caring 
for the needs of women and the poor, but also incapable of transforming when needed.  
Within such an system, Lady Audley is contaminated not only by her past as the 
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impoverished Helen Talboys, but also by her ruthless willingness to lie about her identity 
and even behave violently when needed to ascend to the upper classes.  Lady Audley is a 
particularly dangerous figure at Audley Court because she is able to hide these realities 
beneath a seemingly tranquil and beautiful appearance. 167   
Braddon uses the gothic disjunction between surface appearances and sordid 
behaviors to align slime and ooze with rebirth, class mobility, and survival.  As a work of 
sensation fiction, Braddon’s novel draws on many conventions of the gothic genre – 
secret identities, violence, mysterious disappearances – but locates them in an aristocratic 
and pastoral setting as opposed to foreign castles and gloomy dungeons.  Like many 
sensation novels, Lady Audley’s Secret is densely plotted, centered on the mysterious past 
of Lady Audley.  The novel opens with the marriage of the wealthy Sir Michael Audley 
to a local governess, Lucy Graham, who then becomes Lady of Audley Court.  Braddon 
also introduces Sir Michael’s nephew, Robert Audley, who visits Audley Court with his 
friend, George Talboys, a man who has just returned to England after several years only 
to find that his wife, Helen Talboys, has died.  George disappears shortly thereafter, and 
Robert, convinced that his friend did not simply leave without telling him, attempts to 
discover what has happened.  During his investigation, he comes to believe not only that 
Lady Audley was responsible for George’s disappearance, but also that she is George’s 
supposedly deceased wife.  Lady Audley eventually confesses both to being Helen 
                                                          
167 As Lynn Voskuil points out, Victorians held a belief in “somatic fidelity, the idea that the body 
necessarily and indisputably displays its inner truths, a notion that was closely tied to conventions 
of proper femininity” (613).  Lynn Voskuil, “Acts of Madness: Lady Audley and the Meanings of 
Victorian Femininity,” Feminist Studies, vol. 27, no. 3 (2001), pp. 611-639. 
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Talboys and to having faked her own death in order to be able to marry someone 
wealthier.  She additionally admits that she killed George (she believes), by pushing him 
down a well.  She is put into a mental institution, and George is revealed to have 
survived, having fled England in order to protect himself.  At the end of the novel, Lucy 
Audley dies in the institution, and Robert marries George’s sister, Clara.          
 Braddon associates both Lady Audley and George Talboys with dirt and 
pollution, but also with adaptability and survival which challenge England’s capitalist 
and aristocratic orders.  Lady Audley refuses to be contained by the class and gender 
hierarchies associated with capitalism, while George eventually becomes skeptical of the 
pursuit of wealth entirely, instead searching for a model of marital domesticity that is not 
predicated on financial stability, but rather on an ethic of care.  While many Victorians 
conceived of capitalism as a competitive order that led to the “survival of the fittest,”168 
this formulation tended to assume that wealthy (and white) English men were most fit.  
Braddon, however, portrays the lower class and tainted Lady Audley as better adapted for 
survival in such a system.  The ability to mask “unnatural” qualities offers a powerful 
means of resistance for the disenfranchised.  In the novel, dirt and disorder are less 
indicative of corruption and contamination than they are of adaptability and 
transformation.  
                                                          
168 Herbert Spencer, and not Darwin, coined the phrase “survival of the fittest” in his Principles of 
Biology in 1864.  He writes: “This survival of the fittest, which I have here sought to express in 
mechanical terms, is that which Mr. Darwin has called ‘natural selection’, or the preservation of 
favoured races in the struggle for life.” Herbert Spencer, The Principles of Biology, Vol. 1 
(London, 1864), pp. 444-445.  
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 Much like the violent and mad Lady Audley herself, the natural world in Lady 
Audley’s Secret hides a secret identity, one that is unnerving precisely because it is 
unreadable.  Braddon shows that conceptions of the English countryside as peaceful and 
idyllic are human constructs, ones that fail to understand the full complexity and chaos of 
the environment.  Read through an ecocritical lens, the text then expresses a radical 
Victorian vision of the environment that conceives of the “natural order” as expressly 
manmade, while the landscape resists easy categorization and control. 
This way of conceptualizing the natural world sensationalizes strains of thinking 
found both in Darwin’s The Origin of Species (1859) and in sensation novels more 
generally, which were interested in what could not be seen in the landscape.  Darwin 
suggests that the most important processes shaping the environment occur out of sight 
and over immense time spans; sensation novels similarly focus on unveiling hidden 
worlds.  These novels were both unnerving and thrilling because they suggested that 
under the veneer of middle-class respectability, the Victorian home housed adultery, 
insanity, and violence.  If trash was understood to reveal information about individuals, 
families, cities, and societies more generally, then Victorian critics were also concerned 
about what “dirty” sensation narratives might reveal about the English bourgeoisie.  
By linking Lady Audley and the natural world, Braddon articulates a specifically 
environmental perspective that locates knowledge and transformation with monstrous, 
contaminated, and unnatural spaces.   
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I. Braddon’s Anti-Pastoral 
Like the land on which it sits, Audley Court is also characterized by the tension 
between appearances and reality. In Lady Audley’s Secret, Audley Court represents one 
of England’s great estates, a home that reflects the natural order of the English nobility.169  
The estate, and its position in the English countryside, at first appear to speak to the 
home’s organic state – the rural landscape and gardens suggest that this home is simply 
another part of the natural order, that it is a reflection of English society at its best.  
Braddon’s description of the landscape initially captures a sense of nostalgia, a feeling 
that such places, though increasingly burdened by the pressures of industrialization, are a 
valuable element of English culture worthy of preservation.  She opens the novel: 
It lay low down in a hollow, rich with fine old timber and luxuriant pastures; and 
you came upon it through an avenue of limes, bordered on either side by 
meadows, over the high hedges of which the cattle looked inquisitively at you as 
you passed, wondering, perhaps, what you wanted: for there was no thoroughfare, 
and unless you were going to the Court you had no business there at all. (1) 
Braddon emphasizes the bucolic and remote qualities of Audley Court, a place that is 
removed from the business of the rest of the world, and yet, with its “fine old timber,” 
deeply connected to history simply through its connections to the English aristocracy. 
                                                          
169 Though it is necessary to point out that Sir Michael, as a baronet is not formally a member of 
the nobility.  That said, baronets were generally considered a part of the aristocracy, and Sir 
Michael’s title will be inherited by his nephew, Robert.  
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But the novel undermines this sense of pastoral “naturalness,” instead suggesting 
that the English class system represented by Audley Court is a static institution, ill-suited 
for evolution and change when needed.  In the chapters that follow, Braddon instead 
draws attention to the way that aesthetic modes like the pastoral and the picturesque offer 
an ideologically inflected vision of both the natural world and the English gentry.  For 
Braddon, generic and aesthetic conventions shape the way that the Victorians see the 
non-representational, material world around them; the modes of the pastoral and 
picturesque then acclimate audiences to a vision of the English countryside that 
emphasizes not only human dominance over a passive landscape, but also a clear social 
hierarchy which aligns power with the landowning class (rather than those who labor on 
the land itself).  
In Lady Audley’s Secret, Braddon’s interest in the pastoral is at once highly 
critical of the pastoral mode’s ideological implications, but also fascinated by the way 
that the pastoral refuses to separate the “wild” from the “domestic.”  As a mode of 
representation, the pastoral challenges the boundary between humans and their 
environment.  As Kevin Hutchings writes: “a pastoral view of nature complicates such a 
clear-cut distinction between nature and culture; for pastoral literature tends traditionally 
to focus on a ‘middle landscape,’ not the extremes of wilderness and civilization but the 
rural contexts where nature and humanity meet.”170  Braddon hints that the pastoral’s 
emphasis on the interrelationship between humans and nature can be recuperative if the 
                                                          
170 Kevin Hutchings, “The Modal Roots of Environmentalism: Pastoral, Prophecy, and Nature in 
Biblical and Early Romantic Discourse,” Genre, vol. 35, no. 1 (2002), pp. 1-24.   
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definition of nature is expanded to include spaces and organisms that do not traditionally 
belong in pastoral representations.  In Lady Audley’s Secret, Braddon is particularly 
interested in the way that modes like the pastoral are no longer understood as 
representations of the landscape – they have come to stand in for the nation itself. 171  For 
Braddon, this slippage is dangerous not only because it naturalizes the English social 
order, but also because it naturalizes class and gender hierarchies as well.        
The mode of the pastoral associates England’s disenfranchised laboring classes 
with the natural world, depicting both as passive objects subject to the control of others. 
As art historian and literary scholar Elizabeth Helsinger argues, landscapes “embodied 
the class distinctions” both of the condition of agricultural production in the eighteenth-
century countryside, but also of the “national political life rooted in it.”  She continues: 
“Those who owned and those who produced were assigned different roles by the 
landscape,” a division enforced by the use of the “single-point perspective, compositional 
framing, and manipulation of recession in an articulated space.”172  Accordingly, 
landscape art positions the viewer as landowner, gazing down at a landscape over which 
they have been granted control.173  By 1870, rural scenes had come to stand in for what 
Helsinger calls a “petrified (and often bogus) history” that omitted economic strain and 
social turbulence from images of England’s agricultural spaces.174  Rural scenes from this 
                                                          
171 As Elizabeth Helsinger points out, “The rural place described is a part of England that is made 
to stand for the whole nation, against the competing claims of other contemporary images, such 
as the city or the machine.”  Elizabeth K. Helsinger, Rural Scenes and National Representation: 
Britain, 1815-1850 (Princeton University Press, 1997), 13.     
172 Helsinger, Rural Scenes, p. 25. 
173 Helsinger, Rural Scenes, p. 25. 
174 Helsinger, Rural Scenes, p. 7.  
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period present images of a structurally static and hierarchical society that excludes not 
only the laboring classes but also women from the position of viewers over the landscape.   
Audley Court exists within an idealized and peaceful version of the natural world, 
but Braddon’s version of the landscape resists the “hierarchy of control” that Helsinger 
describes, instead shifting the balance of power away from the viewer.  The opening 
scene of Lady Audley’s Secret immerses both the reader and narrator within the 
landscape, but rather than allowing the reader to adopt a distancing gaze over the 
countryside, nature gazes back: “the cattle looked inquisitively at you as you passed, 
wondering, perhaps, what you wanted” (1).  In the novel, the natural world refuses to be 
contained as a passive object existing solely for human pleasure and consumption.  The 
gaze of the cattle signals to passerby, and by extension the reader, that they are out of 
place in this landscape – humans have only a tentative position in this out of the way 
spot.  The emphasis on “you” throughout this passage immerses the reader within the 
landscape being described; rather than gazing down upon the landscape from a position 
of power, the reader is placed in “an avenue of limes, bordered on either side by 
meadows” with high hedges, hemmed in and unable to take the distancing gaze that 
conventional landscape offers.   
Braddon complicates the political vision of the pastoral mode, suggesting that the 
comfortably removed gaze offered by depictions of landscape is a human illusion, one 
that the natural world itself is neither aware of nor concerned with.  In her description of 
Audley Court, she portrays even more cultivated and artificial landscapes as similarly 
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threatening, a reminder of the impossibility of fully containing the surrounding 
environment.  Braddon writes: 
A smooth lawn lay before you, dotted with groups of rhododendrons, which grew 
in more perfection here than anywhere else in the county. To the right there were 
the kitchen gardens, the fish-pond, and an orchard bordered by a dry moat, and a 
broken ruin of a wall, in some places thicker than it was high, and everywhere 
overgrown with trailing ivy, yellow stonecrop, and dark moss. To the left there 
was a broad graveled walk, down which, years ago, when the place had been a 
convent, the quiet nuns had walked hand in hand; a wall bordered with espaliers, 
and shadowed on one side by goodly oaks, which shut out the flat landscape, and 
circled in the house and gardens with a darkening shelter. (1) 
The home’s “broken ruin[s]” and overgrown ivy draw from the picturesque tradition of 
landscape painting, popular in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century.  While the 
French fashion was for symmetrical and geometric gardens, the increasingly popular 
English picturesque adopted a “style of gardening that mirrored and drew into its bounds 
the natural beauties of the landscape.”175  Such scenes emphasized a more rugged and 
irregular appearance, and commonly incorporated “gnarled trees, old mills, worn-out cart 
horses, ruins, gypsies, beggars, banditti, and rustic hovels.”176  Braddon, in contrast, 
                                                          
175 Stephen Bending, Green Retreats: Women, Gardens and Eighteenth-Century Culture 
(Cambridge University Press, 2013), p. 9. 
176 Aeron Haynie, “An idle handle that was never turned, and a lazy rope so rotten”: The Decay 
of the Country Estate in Lady Audley’s Secret,” Beyond Sensation: Mary Elizabeth Braddon in 
Context, edited by Marlene Tromp, Pamela K. Gilbert, and Aeron Haynie (State University of 
New York Press, 2000), p. 66. 
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emphasizes the elements of the seemingly natural landscape that are man-made; the 
smooth lawn, dry moat, and espaliers all convey evidence of human hands at work.  
Despite this, the oaks offer a gloomy and intimidating presence, shifting the balance of 
power from human cultivation to the looming forces of nature overshadowing the estate.    
 Though the English picturesque garden attempted to imitate a natural world that 
was perceived to be “wild” and “overgrown,” 177 this version of the natural world was far 
from natural.  It was instead carefully manipulated into a stylized and aesthetically 
pleasing version of wilderness that incorporated a level of “overgrowth” that was 
contained, shaped, and curated.  John Dixon Hunt argues that in the early eighteenth 
century, “the idea that gardens somehow represented the natural world anew in forms 
devised, revised, and augmented by artifice was a commonplace.”178  The early emphasis 
on geometry and symmetry meant that human involvement remained obvious – these 
gardens reflected the natural world shaped by human hands.  With the rise of Capability 
Brown’s interest in natural forms, however, “forest could only too readily be taken to be 
just forest.  A new insistence upon and taste for naturalness had effectively collapsed the 
distance between medium and message.”179  These landscapes suggested the ability of the 
                                                          
177 Haynie, p. 66.  
178 John Dixon Hunt, Greater Perfections: The Practice of Garden Theory (University of 
Philadelphia Press, 2000), p. 81. 
179 Hunt, 81.  As Hunt points out, however, there were some, like Jane Austen, who recognized 
the tenuous boundary between naturalness and representation in eighteenth-century gardening 
fashions.  For example, in Emma, Austen draws attention to the way that an English garden 
reflects not only the natural world but also English culture.  Upon seeing the gardens at Donwell 
Abbey, Emma says “it was a sweet view – sweet to the eye and the mind, English verdure, 
English culture, English comfort, seen under a sun bright, without being oppressive” (qtd in Hunt, 
81).  By drawing together the ideas of “verdure” and “culture,” Austen underscores the role of 
human effort in creating this “sweet view.”   
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landowner to master nature, even seemingly “wild” nature.  In such scenes, the tension 
between wilderness and garden suggested the ability of the aristocracy to control and 
contain natural forces, to shape them into a landscape that was both beautiful and suitable 
for human residence, but one that still appeared to be a part of nature. 
Accordingly, what at first appears to be a sign of the natural quality of the English 
social order is revealed to be based on not only on a desire to control and contain any 
natural surroundings, but also on a false version of the natural world that values 
containment and stasis over transformation and evolution.  The idyllic and pastoral 
Audley Court similarly attempts to mask the human efforts which have created this 
“peaceful place,” and in doing so further attempts to evoke a similarly peaceful, though 
imagined, past.  Terry Gifford writes that, “Pastoral is essentially a discourse of retreat 
which may…simply escape from the complexities of the city, the court, the present, ‘our 
manners’, or explore them.”180   Similarly, Stephen Bending argues that the genre 
“contrasts a simpler life imagined to exist in the past with the complexity of the modern 
age.”181  He continues: “the pastoral mode is the articulation of longing, the desire for 
simplicity, innocence, sensuous pleasure, and freedom from death and mutability.”182  
                                                          
180 Terry Gifford, Pastoral (Routledge, 1999), p. 46.  William Empson defines the pastoral genre 
as a process of “putting the complex into the simple” (22).  Some Versions of Pastoral, 1935 
(New Directions Paperback, 1974).   
181 Bending, p. 54. 
182 Bending, p. 56. He further argues that the pastoral mode has specifically gendered 
implications: “the nature of pastoral is no mere theoretical abstraction; rather, in embracing its 
pleasures or in feeling its sense of loss, in acknowledging the limits of fantasy and in accepting its 
appeal, women’s confrontation of pastoral’s disparate forms meant confronting also their sense of 
themselves in the world, their power, the inevitable curtailment of that power, and their 
willingness, or need, to embrace such limitations whether as piety, or duty, or self-control” (57).  
Though this chapter does not focus at length on the gendered concerns of Lady Audley’s Secret 
(which have been thoroughly addressed by numerous scholars of Braddon’s work), the pastoral’s 
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Audley Court at first appears to express a nostalgic desire for a more “natural” and 
peaceful past, yet Braddon draws attention to the way that nostalgia ignores and obscures 
the more gothic resonances of the estate’s history.  She writes that in the past, “the place 
had been a convent, the quiet nuns had walked hand in hand.”  This peaceful image draws 
on gothic, rather than purely pastoral conventions, and Victorianist Saverio Tomaiuolo 
argues that in “traditional Gothic fictions convents were either the emblems of secrecy 
(as in the Dominican convent of the Spirito Santo where Schedoni lives in Radcliffe’s 
The Italian), corruption, death (in the convent of St Clare in The Monk) or places of 
repentance (in The Castle of Otranto).”183  Braddon further underscores notions of 
                                                          
ideological concerns negotiate not only questions of class, but gender as well.  Braddon’s use of 
the pastoral signals the way that such conventions delineate “proper” femininity; in paralleling 
women with a cultivated and orderly vision of the natural world, pastoral texts naturalize 
expectations that women will be similarly cultivated (as opposed to wild), productive, and 
aesthetically pleasing.   
183 Citing Foucault, Tomaiuolo further points out that in the seventeenth century, hospitals housed 
the mentally ill along with those suffering from physical ailments.  These hospitals “imitated the 
working rhythms and the attitudes of religious institutions such as convents” (27).  In Lady 
Audley’s Shadow: Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Victorian Literary Genres (Edinburgh University 
Press, 2010).  As Tomaiuolo notes, when Robert leaves Lady Audley at the asylum of 
Villebrumeuse, he tells her: “I have done that which I thought just to others and merciful to you 
… You will lead a quiet and peaceful life as many a good and holy woman in this Catholic 
country freely takes upon herself” (391).  Audley Court’s history as a convent is then associated 
with madness, surveillance, and restraint.  Braddon parallels the estate with Villebrumeuse and in 
doing so, further underscores the notion Audley Court is, for Lady Audley, as much a prison as it 
is a home.  Similarly, Elizabeth Langland has argued that Audley Court is a site of “confinement” 
and “continual surveillance” for Lady Audley, who, like the house, must be constantly available 
for “public viewing” (9-10). “Enclosure Acts: Framing Women’s Bodies in Braddon’s Lady 
Audley’s Secret,” Beyond Sensation: Mary Elizabeth Braddon in Context.  These readings are 
primarily interested in the gendered concerns of surveillance and confinement, yet these issues 
also speak to concerns about class mobility.  While Lady Audley is confined to Villebrumeuse, 
the first doctor to see her, Dr. Mosgrave, asserts that “there is no evidence of madness in anything 
that she has done…She committed the crime of bigamy, because by that crime she obtained 
fortune and position.  There is no madness there” (377).  Lady Audley’s efforts at social mobility 
only appear insane from the perspective of Audley Court and the English gentry, whose 
continued supremacy depends on the ability to contain and prevent such mobility.  
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secrecy and corruption, continuing: “Of course, in such a house, there were secret 
chambers: the little daughter of the present owner, Sir Michael Audley, had fallen by 
accident upon the discovery of one” (3).  The home’s history does not speak to a 
comforting past of quiet and idyllic religious practice, but rather to a history of secrecy 
and containment.   
If nostalgia is an interest in escaping not only the “complexity” of the present, but 
as Bending argues, mutability, then the nostalgia of the pastoral mode is also invested in 
escaping the uncertainty and variability of the present.  Though Braddon uses the word 
“peace” frequently in her descriptions of the estate, she does not use the term until she 
introduces Audley Court itself.  Earlier descriptions of the surrounding landscape do not 
contain this word.  The home is a place where “Peace seemed to have taken up her 
abode” (2).  Furthermore, at Audley Court, peace is found to be: 
setting her soothing hand on every tree and flower, on the still ponds and quiet 
alleys, the shady corners of the old-fashioned rooms, the deep window-seats 
behind the painted glass, the low meadows and the stately avenues--ay, even 
upon the stagnant well, which, cool and sheltered as all else in the old place, hid 
itself away in a shrubbery behind the gardens, with an idle handle that was 
never turned and a lazy rope so rotten that the pail had broken away from it, and 
had fallen into the water. (2) 
Though the picturesque landscape may be inspired by “wild” nature, Braddon depicts a 
wildness confined and constrained into a peaceful attitude as the stasis and stagnation of 
the home spreads out to its surroundings.  The description of Audley Court emphasizes 
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that the house has had this effect on the countryside; in other words, it is not that the 
landscape is “naturally” peaceful, but rather that peace has been imposed on the 
environment by the home.    
Braddon, however, plays with the various resonances of the term “peace,” 
associating it not only with restful and calm qualities, but also with implications of death.  
In Lady Audley’s Secret, peacefulness leads to decay – action, transformation, and 
evolution are necessary for thriving environments, and peace is likened to stagnation and 
stasis.  When George Talboys first visits the lime-walk at Audley Court, he remarks, “It 
ought to be an avenue in a churchyard…How peacefully the dead might sleep under this 
somber shade!” (66).  Later, in a chapter ominously titled “Buried Alive,” Robert tells 
Lady Audley that at the asylum at Villumbreuse she will “lead a quiet and peaceful life” 
(391).  And when she eventually dies, she is described as “resting in peace.”  Braddon not 
only aligns peace with death, but also suggests that this peaceful version of the natural 
world is a false veneer that covers over a more unpredictable and changeful landscape.  
For the Audley estate to be a peaceful place indicates that it is simultaneously a 
domineering force hiding beneath a picturesque façade and a dead (or dying) institution 
that no longer belongs in the English countryside. 184  Similarly, by rendering the 
                                                          
184 Aeron Haynie similarly describes Audley Court as “the symbol of the health and integrity of 
the Audley family” (64).  He continues: “Braddon’s novel illustrates mid-Victorian concerns over 
the sanctity of the aristocratic country estate, the fear that it could be metaphorically invaded and 
contaminated by the middle class” (64).  He focuses on questions of productivity, writing: “Lady 
Audley’s success in penetrating the estate results from a weakness in the Audley family and their 
estate: a lack of productivity.  The estate is described as ‘neglected,’ ‘stagnant’ and in ‘disuse.’ 
Robert Audley – the heir apparent of the estate until his uncle remarried – is presented as an 
indolent bachelor, engaged in the feminine pursuits of reading novels.  Even Robert’s cousin, 
Alicia, is described as an inefficient, comical housekeeper.  This lack of productivity – and the 
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landscape “peaceful,” Braddon argues that such estates have not simply cultivated the 
natural world into a picturesque view, rather, they have controlled and deadened it. 
Audley Court establishes a dichotomy between a “peaceful” and static pastoral 
landscape and a more dynamic but chaotic, even contaminated, natural world.  In Lady 
Audley’s Secret, the desire for bucolic and picturesque landscapes becomes instead a 
desire for an unchanging and stagnant natural world.  In contrast, Darwin offers the 
“tangled bank” as a vision of healthy, productive, and evolving nature (a point to which I 
will return shortly).  Natural selection and evolution depend on random chance and 
unpredictability; without the ability to introduce genetic variation into the landscape, the 
possibility for species to better adapt to their surroundings is inhibited.  Though Audley 
Court is an image of stagnant and decaying peace, Braddon locates an image of rapid 
change at the edge of the property:   
At the end of this avenue there was an old arch and a clock tower, with a stupid, 
bewildering clock, which had only one hand--and which jumped straight from one 
hour to the next--and was therefore always in extremes. Through this arch you 
walked straight into the gardens of Audley Court. (1) 
The image of the clock suggests the possibility of rapid transformation and unexpected 
shifts.  While Audley Court exists in a static state, this eerie clock is stochastic and 
                                                          
artificial naturalness of the Audley estate – designates their gentility and places them within the 
tradition of the “picturesque” aesthetic movement” (66).   
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chaotic, hinting at the possibility of future uncontrollable changes and revolutions lurking 
on the periphery of the land.185   
Lady Audley herself represents the possible evolution of Audley Court, yet she is 
a terrifying figure for Sir Audley’s nephew, Robert.  Throughout the novel, Robert 
suspects Lady Audley of having killed his friend, George Talboys, and his efforts to 
prove her guilt structure the narrative.  For Robert, what is most terrifying about Lady 
Audley is her ability to transform and adapt – she moves from being Helen Maldon to 
Lucy Talboys, and finally to Lucy Audley.  This constant state of evolution stands in 
contrast to Audley Court’s state of decay, and Robert comes to fear that she will destroy 
his family’s home and by extension, the family’s very existence.  In a series of 
nightmares, he envisions the collapse of Audley Court:  
In those troublesome dreams he saw Audley Court, rooted up from amidst the 
green pastures and the shady hedgerows of Essex, standing bare and unprotected 
upon that desolate northern shore, threatened by the rapid rising of a boisterous 
sea, whose waves seemed gathering upward to descend and crush the house he 
loved.  As the hurrying waves rolled nearer and nearer to the stately mansion, the 
sleeper saw a pale, starry face looking out of the silvery foam, and knew that it 
was my lady, transformed into a mermaid, beckoning his uncle to destruction.  
                                                          
185 The clock is reminiscent of catastrophism, a school of thought that argued that evolutionary 
change occurred in response to catastrophic, sudden, and unanticipated events (for example, a 
volcano, an earthquake, a flood).  See Chapter 3 of this dissertation for a more extensive 
description of connections between catastrophism and pollution.  See also George Levine, 
Darwin and the Novelists: Patterns of Science in Victorian Fiction (Harvard University Press, 
1988), particularly pp. 7-8; Michael Freeman, Victorians and the Prehistoric: Tracks to a Lost 
World (Yale University Press, 2004), pp. 66-72. 
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Beyond that rising sea great masses of cloud, blacker than the blackest ink, more 
dense than the darkest night, lowered upon the dreamer’s eye; but as he looked at 
the dismal horizon the storm clouds slowly parted and from a narrow rent in the 
darkness a ray of light streamed out upon the hideous waves, which slowly, very 
slowly, receded, leaving the old mansion safe and firmly rooted on the shore. 
(246) 
Robert sees the home no longer standing atop a bucolic and peaceful landscape, but 
instead, submerged and drowned.  The image is a particularly strange one, with Lady 
Audley herself as a mermaid peeking from the waves.  The dream leaves the house safe, 
once again established on shore, but the anxiety about being buried beneath the waves 
remains.  Lady Audley herself is portrayed as living underwater, a monster more at home 
in the depths than on the surface.  It is not only a portrait of a threatening and unnerving 
natural world, but one that emphasizes the anxiety over depth and surface.  In order for 
Audley Court to be safe, it needs to remain on top of the landscape as the dominant force.  
Buried beneath the waves, the house risks being crushed and destroyed.  From an 
environmental perspective, Robert’s dream presents a fear that the natural world will 
overtake the English countryside and that the estate (and English aristocracy more 
broadly) will not be able to maintain control.  Furthermore, Robert’s anxiety that the 
monstrous Lady Audley will drown or bury the house speaks to the threat that evolution 
poses to a pastoral ideology.  Lady Audley, originally from the lower classes of British 
society, is better suited to transformation and change when needed, making her a 
formidable force against a social order based on stasis. 
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The depths in Robert’s dream are very much associated with the natural world 
and particularly with a strange and unusual natural world – while the surface is 
characterized by a predictable and safe rural space, the space below the waves is 
characterized by mermaids and dread.  In Lady Audley’s Secret, unnatural spaces, 
especially depths, are associated with metamorphosis.  In Robert’s dream, it is worth 
noting that the house does not descend from the surface – instead the waves rise up to 
cover the estate.  What was once the surface becomes the bottom, and what was once 
below (the water) now becomes the surface.  In this strange inversion, the natural world 
becomes the dominant force in the dream, bringing an alternate vision of the natural 
world into view.  Robert’s anxieties about the home parallel Braddon’s earlier description 
of Audley Court as laying “low down in a hollow.”186  In the novel, low and underground 
spaces are associated both with decay, dirt, and filth, but they are also the spaces that 
exist below veneers, and as such are associated with truth and reality.  In other words, 
Audley Court, while it appears to conform to the bucolic and peaceful surface that 
Braddon depicts, lays “low down” below this surface, actually reflecting a more chaotic 
version of history.  Braddon makes use of these topological signifiers to introduce us to 
the criminal nature of an estate where “Peace seemed to have taken up her abode” (27).   
I. Sensation Novels and Unnatural Knowledge   
Sensation novels as a genre were routinely described as trash, and their depictions of 
bigamy, murder, insanity, and adultery (among a multitude of other sins), were 
                                                          
186 This downward imagery is later paralleled by the image of the well and by Lady Audley’s 
efforts to kill her first husband George by pushing him down it. 
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categorized as dirt and filth.  For example, one anonymous critic described sensation 
novels as “highly seasoned garbage,” 187 and another referred to the genre as a “virus 
[that] is spread in all directions.”188  An article in The North British Review comparably 
claimed that such texts portrayed “revolting topics,”189 while another worried that they 
might even be “something worse” than garbage.190  In her famous assault on the genre, 
Margaret Oliphant argued that the rise of sensation fiction marked a departure from the 
“sanity, wholesomeness, and cleanness” that had previously defined the English novel.191  
For Oliphant and other likeminded reviewers, trashy fiction not only threatened to turn 
literature into literal garbage, but also endangered the moral health of English readers.  
While critics compared sensation fiction to garbage as a way of dismissing the genre, 
the comparison also pointed to the incredible metaphorical power that waste and trash 
had in Victorian society.192  Though trash and filth connote that which can be cast aside 
or disregarded, these terms also suggest forces which are difficult to completely control 
or remove.  Sensation novels threatened contamination, but they were also dangerous 
                                                          
187 Ellen Miller Casey, “‘Highly Flavoured Dishes’ and ‘Highly Seasoned Garbage’: Sensation in 
the Athenaeum,” Victorian Sensations: Essays on a Scandalous Genre, edited by Kimberly 
Harrison and Richard Fantina (The Ohio State University Press, 2006), p. 3. 
188 Quoted in Richard Fantina and Kimberly Harrison, “Introduction,” Victorian Sensations, p. ix.   
189 W. Fraser Rae, “Sensation Novelists: Miss Braddon,” The North British Review, September 
1865. 
190 Unsigned [H.L. Mansel], “Sensation Novels,” Quarterly Review vol. 113, (April 1863).  In an 
1866 letter from George Eliot to John Blackwood, she similarly worried that “the most carefully 
written books lie…deep undermost in a heap of trash.” Quoted in Mary Elizabeth Braddon, 
Aurora Floyd, edited by Richard Nemesvari and Lisa Surridge (Broadview Press, 1998), p. 12. 
191 Unsigned, [Margaret Oliphant], “Novels,” Aurora Floyd, p. 599.  Originally Blackwood’s 
Edinburgh Magazine (September 1867). 
192 If sensation fiction was dirty, it was also incredibly popular.  The Victorians expressed a 
similar obsession with garbage, a curiosity that was expressed not only in the steady stream of 
writing about trash, recycling, and cleaning, but later in the century in the form of sewer and slum 
tours. Trash was itself sensational – exciting and powerful.     
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because they were strangely fascinating and exciting.  Describing the love of sensation, 
one critic wrote: “There is something unspeakably disgusting in this ravenous appetite for 
carrion, this vulture-like instinct which smells out the newest mass of social corruption, 
and hurries to devour the loathsome dainty before the scent has evaporated.”193  Such 
critics worried that the depictions of crime, murder, and bigamy awakened an all-too-
natural love of filth and decay.  Accordingly, critics feared that sensation fiction not only 
described a secretly corrupt world of domestic intrigue, but that it revealed to the reader 
hidden instincts and impulses within his or her own self.194  These revelations 
transformed a fictional exterior world of vice and immorality into a suddenly exposed 
real interior world of actual “disgusting” appetites and prurience. 
Reviewers were shocked by the content of sensation novels, yet they were even more 
concerned about the potential for sensation fiction to contaminate and corrupt readers 
who exposed themselves to such texts.  Critics asserted that this genre could not be read 
with intellectual distance or skepticism – these books were capable of altering the world 
in which they existed.  In a particularly well known attack on sensation novels, W. Fraser 
Rae wrote: “Into uncontaminated minds they will instill false views of human conduct.  
Such notions are more easily imposed on the unwary than eradicated from the minds 
which have cherished them.”195  Critics feared that once corrupted, the mind could not be 
                                                          
193 Mansel, “Sensation Novels.” 
194 The comparison between dirt and sensation furthermore gestured towards the notion that trash 
and knowledge were counterparts in the nineteenth-century imagination.  By paralleling dirt and 
novels, reviewers portrayed garbage as its own form of narrative, equally capable of revealing 
disturbing information about the Victorian social order.   
195 Rae, “Sensation Novels.”  
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cleansed; for the Victorians, dirt and pollution threatened always to resist being washed 
away, to make their presence felt.196   
Yet, these novels threatened not only the mind, but the body as well.197   Sensation 
fiction was defined not only by its scandalous content, but more so by its ability to 
produce physical sensations and nervous reactions in the body itself.  In the Athenaeum, 
for example, Geraldine Jewsbury wrote that such novels would “curdle [readers’] blood, 
cause their hair to stand on end, give them ‘pins and needles’ in the region of the heart, 
and fix their eyes with a rigid stare for at least twenty-four hours.”198  Similarly, an 1863 
review by Rev. Henry Longueville Mansel notes that sensation novels are defined 
“according to what sensation they are calculated to produce.”199  Sensation novels were 
then particularly dangerous because of their power to transform the physical body and the 
mind of readers as they engaged with the text, and women were seen as particularly 
                                                          
196 Filth and garbage describe substances or objects that could, theoretically, be cleaned, thrown 
out, or removed from view, yet the comparison between sensation fiction and trash suggests that 
the Victorians were as anxious about trash as they were about dirty reading, nervous that neither 
shocking reading nor dirt could be easily scrubbed away.   
197 The Victorians feared that dirt and waste would exert a contaminating force in the form of 
miasma, dirty water, and other pollutants.  A vast amount of excellent scholarly work has been 
done on this enormous topic, and it would be nearly impossible to provide a full bibliography 
here.  Anthonly Wohl’s Endangered Lives: Public Health in Victorian Britain (Harvard 
University Press, 1983) and Christopher Hamlin’s Public Health and Social Justice in the Age of 
Chadwick: Britain, 1800-1854 both offer comprehensive and in-depth studies of the sanitary 
movement’s conceptualization of the relationship between dirt and disease.   
198 Geraldine Jewsbury, review of Stella, Athenaeum, 773.  Scholars have debated how the 
Victorians defined sensation fiction as a genre.  While Casey argues that content (murders, secret 
identities, bigamy, etc.) was the standard by which sensation novels were identified, Ann 
Cvetkovich alternatively argues that these texts were identified by the way that they affected the 
body.  Ann Cvetkovich, Mixed Feelings: Feminism, Mass Culture, and Victorian Sensationalism 
(Rutgers University Press, 1992).  See also Winifred Hughes, The Maniac in the Cellar: 
Sensation Novels of the 1860s (Princeton University Press, 1980); Lyn Pykett, The Nineteenth-
Century Sensation Novel (Northcote House Publishers, 2011); Patrick Brantlinger, "What Is 
'Sensational' About the 'Sensation Novel’?” Nineteenth Century Fiction, vol. 37 (1982), pp. 1-28.   
199 Quoted in Tomaiuolo, p. 5.   
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vulnerable to these influences.  Readers of such novels might not only be exposed to 
narratives of sexual impropriety and lust, but also ideas about social mobility and class 
instability that could prove dangerous.  Oliphant wrote that for women, “patronage of 
such books is in reality an adoption and acceptance of them.”200  Reading sensation 
novels meant allowing them to change both one’s physical state and one’s understanding 
of the world.   
Reviews of sensation fiction often emphasize not just the contaminating quality of 
such writing, but also its unnaturalness.  W. Fraser Rae describes Lady Audley as “at 
once the heroine and the monstrosity of the novel.”  He continues:  
In drawing [Lady Audley], the authoress may have intended to portray a female 
Mephistopheles; but if so, she should have known that a woman cannot fill such a 
part […] Her manner and her appearances are always in contrast with her conduct.  
All this is very exciting; but it is also very unnatural.  The artistic faults of this 
novel are as grave as the ethical ones.  Combined, they render it one of the most 
noxious books of modern times. [my emphasis] 201 
Like Rae, Margaret Oliphant was horrified by the way that sensation novels naturalized 
female sexual desire, writing that it was particularly troubling that “it is women who 
describe those sensuous raptures – that this intense appreciation of flesh and blood, this 
eagerness of physical sensation, is represented as the natural sentiment of English 
                                                          
200 Oliphant, “Novels,” p. 606. 
201 Rae, pp. 186-7.  
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girls.”202  These reviews juxtapose sensation novels with nature, suggesting that the 
events they portray are at odds with the “natural order.”   
 Part of what made these novels appear particularly “unnatural” is that they 
blended various (seemingly incompatible) genres, drawing together the gothic, the 
Newgate crime novel, and realism.  Texts like Lady Audley’s Secret were then monstrous 
hybrids, a blend of literary species that defied nature.  As Winifred Hughes argues, what 
was most unnerving about the sensation novel was the way that it enacted a “violent 
yoking of romance and realism,” two genres that had previously been understood as 
opposing approaches to fiction.203  Susan Bernstein furthermore points out that sensation 
fiction “assail[ed] the mimetic standard underwriting Victorian realism,” and was 
“branded by critics as false, unnatural, and unreal.”  She argues that while realism and 
domestic fiction offered “a conduct book” for middle-class women, “sensation fiction 
imparts ‘unnatural’ knowledge that dominant ideology finds repugnant to proper – that is, 
class-specific – gender training.”204  Bernstein’s definition of realism is perhaps 
oversimplified, and realism has been even more difficult for critics to define than the 
gothic.  As Caroline Levine writes, “no consensus has ever emerged among scholars 
about the essential qualities of a realist novel…Realism has variously been associated 
with the ordinary, the middle class, the present, historical consciousness, 
industrialization, the city, and the nation” among numerous other ways of defining the 
                                                          
202 Oliphant, p. 602.  
203 Hughes, p. 16. 
204 Susan D. Bernstein, “Dirty Reading: Sensation Fiction, Women, and Primitivism,” Criticism, 
vol. 36, no. 2 (1994), p. 232. 
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genre.205  While gothic and romantic texts featured exaggerated, even supernatural 
events, castles, ruins, and larger-than-life characters, realism, which had come to 
dominate the literary landscape in the 1840s and 1850s, emphasized everyday 
experiences and more familiar, believable settings and characters.  The blending of 
realism and the gothic in sensation fiction meant that the excesses and eccentricities of 
the gothic genre were embedded within a realist landscape such that the everyday world 
within these novels came to resemble a strange and warped vision of middle-class 
London.   
Dickens described this phenomenon in an 1867 letter discussing Wilkie Collins’ 
The Moonstone, calling the novel “wild yet domestic.”206  Domesticity and wildness are 
not so far removed for Dickens.  As Catherine Waters has pointed out, though his novels 
are associated with a vision of the “home as an enclave of family warmth and 
harmony,”207 in reality his works are most often concerned with “grotesque or fractured 
families” – orphaned children and dysfunctional families like the Jellyby’s in Bleak 
House abound in his fiction.208  Domestic spaces are routinely in disarray, resistant to 
order and regulation (though the more orderly ideal remains always in the background).  
His characterization of The Moonstone is rooted in the natural world, arguing that the 
novel draws together the human and the nonhuman spheres.  As Dickens reads it, the text 
                                                          
205 Caroline Levine, “Victorian Realism,” The Cambridge Companion to the Victorian Novel, 
edited by Deirdre David, 2nd Edition (Cambridge University Press, 2012).   
206 Letter to his sub-editor William Henry Wills, dated June 13, 1867.  Charles Dickens as editor, 
being letters written to William Henry Wills, his sub-editor.  Selected and edited by R.C. 
Lehmann (Smith, Elder & Co., 1912), p. 360.      
207 Catherine Waters, “Gender, family, and domestic ideology,” The Cambridge Companion to 
Charles Dickens (Cambridge University Press, 2006), p. 121. 
208 Waters, p. 120. 
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brings the natural world into the home – the “wild” has been incorporated into the 
“domestic.”  Yet this does not suggest that the novel is unnatural; rather, sensation fiction 
brings nature into the world of culture.  Dickens’s formulation argues that sensation 
novels are not chilling because they depict unnatural events, but rather because they 
refuse to juxtapose nature and culture, instead suggesting that “wild” nature permeates 
the seemingly orderly and “civilized” human world in ways that are unexpected and 
uncontrollable.  “Wild” in this context underscores the issue of uncontrollability, 
emphasizing by contrast that the domestic sphere is then one of attempted control.  
Moreover, Dickens’s phrase suggests that the distinction between the wild and the 
domestic, the orderly and the chaotic, the natural and the unnatural is nearly impossible to 
fully sort out. 
 Sensation novels like Lady Audley’s Secret accomplish the melding of the “wild 
and the domestic” in no small part through the portrayal of geography and landscape.  
Hughes asserts that, in contrast to gothic fictions, sensation novels brought the settings of 
the texts closer to home.  She writes: “All the commentators on the sensation novel – 
whether scathing or tolerant, obstinate or perceptive, contemporary or later – have seized 
unerringly on its single definitive feature: its introduction into fiction of ‘those most 
mysterious of mysteries, the mysteries which are at our own doors.’”209  While the gothic 
is characterized by a “certain remoteness of setting, wildly exotic,”210 sensation fiction 
locates murders, intrigue, and horror in the urban and suburban spaces of London.  This 
                                                          
209 Henry James, “Miss Braddon,” Notes and Reviews (Dunster House, 1921), p. 110.   
210 Hughes, p. 7. 
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movement back to the middle-class world of the readers of such novels not only made the 
murders, bigamy, and secrecy depicted that much more threatening, but also suggested an 
alternative view of the surrounding world which emphasized violence, chaos, and 
uncontrollability.  Although Lady Audley’s Secret focuses on the upper-class estate of 
Audley Court, it still insinuates that the seemingly ordinary bucolic landscape of the 
English countryside is actually far more “wild” than it is “domestic.”  And though the 
landscape might initially appear to be orderly and unthreatening, Braddon’s novel 
emphasizes that this sense of comfort and security is derived from a failure to fully know 
and understand the natural world.      
II. Darwin and Hidden Nature 
 Like Lady Audley’s Secret, Darwin’s The Origin of Species (1859), which 
appeared only three years before Braddon’s novel, was wildly popular and widely read.211  
And like the sensation genre, Darwin’s argument was shocking, even scandalous, for 
many readers.  In his 1868 defense of sensation fiction, the critic and journalist George 
Augustus Sala identified Darwin as a part of the sensation tradition, calling him a 
“sensational philosopher.”212  Darwin offers a model of nature similar to Braddon’s – that 
of a secret or hidden natural world that resists human control and ordering.  Braddon’s 
vision of the natural world is then best understood within the context of Darwin’s 
                                                          
211 The Origin was a bestseller. The publisher John Murray initially produced 1,250 copies and 
took orders for 1,500 even before the publication day, including 500 for a circulating library. A 
month later, he produced another 3,000 copies.   
212 George Augustus Sala, “On the ‘Sensational’ in Literature and Art,” Belgravia: A London 
Magazine (Feb. 1868), p. 457. 
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writings, which highlight the disjunction between appearance and reality central to Lady 
Audley’s Secret.  Darwin offers a gothicized view of the landscape213 that challenges the 
orderly and bucolic tropes of the pastoral and picturesque modes, instead often 
emphasizing the unseen and chaotic elements of the natural world.    
 For the most part, studies examining the connections between Darwinism and 
gothic fiction have tended to focus on the later nineteenth-century and fin-de-siécle 
narratives,214 though some helpful scholarship has examined Darwinism and the earlier 
sensation genre more specifically.  Susan Bernstein, for example, argues that the 
discourses surrounding Darwin and sensation fiction both addressed a “distress over the 
fusing of divisions,” not only among species, but among social boundaries and among 
different types of literature.215  She states that sensation fiction “denaturalizes realism,” 
                                                          
213 Scholars of the Victorian period have noted the gothic strain in Darwin’s writings and theories.  
In The Gothic Body, Kelly Hurley writes: “The narrative of Darwinian evolution could be read as 
a supernaturalist or Gothic one.”  She continues, pointing out that evolution, “described a bodily 
metamorphosis which, even though taking place over aeons and over multiple bodies, rendered 
the identity of the human body in a most basic sense – its distinctness from “the brute beasts” – 
unstable.” Kelly Hurley, The Gothic Body: Sexuality, Materialism, and Degeneration at the Fin 
de Siécle (Cambridge University Press, 1999).     
214 Much of the recent scholarship exploring connections between Darwin and the gothic mode 
has tended to examine fears of atavism and England’s evolutionary downfall.  For example, 
Alexandra Warwick argues that ideas about evolution and natural selection in the nineteenth 
century eventually “develop along pessimistic and alarmist lines, where a confidence in the 
process of natural selection to preserve the best is undermined by a suspicion that not all that 
persists through time is necessarily positive, and that far from evolution guaranteeing a steady 
march to perfection, is more strongly implies the possibility of retrogression, of degeneration.” 
“Victorian Gothic,” The Routledge Companion to Gothic, edited by Catherine Spooner and 
Emma McEvoy (Routledge, 2007), p. 35.   
215 Susan Bernstein, “Ape Anxiety: Sensation Fiction, Evolution, and the Genre Question,”  
Journal of Victorian Culture, vol. 6, no. 2 (September 2001), p. 255.  She writes that although 
there were “some suggestive resonances between the reception of sensation fiction and of The 
Origin of Species, what enlivens this correspondence is not direct links between, say, Darwin and 
serialised scandalous novels…, but an underlying anxiety about ambiguous boundaries” (251). 
She points out that “Reviewers tended to characterise sensation heroines…as suspect 
amalgamations of feminine human form and bestial passions” (259).  These heroines are linked to 
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and continues: “The world of sensation fiction is construed as arbitrary, equivocal, 
inexplicable, disorienting or, in the lexicon of primitivist discourse, boundless and 
uncontained.”216  While the Victorians were concerned about boundaries between species 
(as well as classes and genders), the notion of a “boundless” natural world also implies 
that the environment resists easy ordering, and is accordingly difficult to successfully 
read and interpret.217   
For the Romantics, and for the school of natural theology, the ability to read the 
landscape was a critical skill, but one that was still assumed to be possible.  In Where 
Nature Ends, Susan Lorsch argues that for the Romantics, “Nature is readable as long as 
God remains; as long as He has created the world, it is filled with significance.”218  
Natural theology imagined the landscape as an expression of God’s will on Earth; 
accordingly, every species and place had a divine purpose, even if that purpose was not 
always immediately knowable.  As the nineteenth century progressed, however, natural 
                                                          
an “animal nature” that threatens clear boundaries between species, revealing Victorian anxieties 
about taxonomy and the ability to order and categorize the natural world (259).   
216 Bernstein, “Dirty Reading,” p. 230.  Bernstein emphasizes that “‘natural’ and ‘real’ are both 
historically-driven and class or culture-specific.” 
217 In The Gothic Body, Kelly Hurley argues that scientific insights of the period rendered the 
human body increasingly readable, but also questioned the appearance of the “specialness” of 
humans. She writes: “The human being was not the distinctive creature that it appeared to be on 
the surface: its lowly origins could be traced by the zoologist, who dissected to find internal 
structural similarities between human and animal bone, muscle, and tissue; by the embryologist, 
who posited that ontogeny recapitulated phylogeny…by the microbiologist, who demonstrated 
that like all other organisms, humans were, in their most basic components, nothing more than 
globs of protoplasm” (56).  She continues: “With each new discovery about the human body 
came another blow to the idea of correspondence between appearance and reality.  Humans were 
increasingly contextualized as a part of the world in which they lived, not a unique species 
specially created to command and control its environment” (56). 
218 Susan Lorsch, Where Nature Ends: Literary Responses to the Designification of Landscape 
(Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1983), p. 15. 
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history increasingly replaced natural theology as the prevailing means of interpreting the 
natural world, and the environment became increasingly difficult to decipher.  Lorsch 
describes the “designification” of the landscape, arguing that “Unlike their romantic and 
religious predecessors, for whom nature is infused with meaning,” many Victorian 
writers “tend to find nature inherently meaningless and opaque.  Religion – indeed, God – 
is either dying or already dead, and nature can no longer been seen through to reveal a 
‘higher,’ spiritual reality; it is no longer transparent, no longer readable.”219  The 
scientific work of figures like Carl Linnaeus, Charles Lyell, T. H. Huxley, and Richard 
Owen (among many others) endeavored to reinstate the readability of the landscape, 
attempting to categorize and explain the workings of nature.  Darwin’s The Origin of 
Species, however, simultaneously offers organizing principles for the operations of the 
natural world (thus making it more “readable”), while suggesting that the placid outward 
appearance of the environment masks disorder and violence. 
In breaking down the correlation between appearance and reality, The Origin 
portrays the natural world as a mystery and the scientist as a detective.  Only with careful 
observation, attention to detail, and rigorous analysis can the detective scientist hope to 
make sense of the extraordinarily complex surrounding ecosystems.  Tomaiuolo argues 
that like The Origin of Species, detective fiction worked to “find a final coherence in the 
disorder and chance which seemed to rule everyday life.”220  He points out that for 
Darwin, the “attempt to find a reassuring ‘plot’ led to the vision of an ‘entangled 
                                                          
219 Where Nature Ends, p. 13. 
220 Tomaiuolo, p. 82. 
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bank.’”221  Darwin’s vision of the natural world emphasizes disorder over order – the 
image of the tangle is a chaotic, though beautiful, representation of the landscape, but 
also one that emphasizes inscrutability.  While larger processes of natural selection and 
evolution can be described, Darwin nevertheless portrays the environment as essentially 
opaque.222   
        In The Origin of Species, Darwin suggests that part of what makes natural 
selection so unsettling is that it reveals an alternative portrait of nature that asks us to 
think about nature not as what is directly in front of us, but as an aggregate of processes 
and events that are, for the most part, unseen.  He writes:   
Yet unless it be thoroughly engrained in the mind, the whole economy of nature, 
with every fact on distribution, rarity, abundance, extinction, and variation, will 
be dimly seen or quite misunderstood. We behold the face of nature bright with 
                                                          
221 Tomaiuolo, p. 82.  He further suggests that Darwin and Braddon both inscribe the universe 
with a sense of confusion and “chance.”  He writes that, “Although Darwin avoided moral 
questions and often described the grandeur of the world in its wonderful variety, he could not 
avoid noticing the primacy of struggle and confusion…This is similar to what takes place in Mary 
Elizabeth Braddon’s novels featuring amateur or professional detectives, where ‘retrograde 
investigations’ in the present (as Robert Audley calls them) reveal the presence of chaotic and 
morally compromising counter-stories in the past.  Although it was first rejected as a frustrating 
implication of Darwin’s scientific researches, ‘chance’ seemed to be for Braddon – and for 
Darwin as well – a disquieting occurrence” (82-83). 
222 Interestingly, this strain of thought continues to shape more contemporary environmental 
discourse, which often argues that the vast complexity of the environment means that humans 
cannot fully understand the implications of their actions.  The American ecologist and 
conservationist Aldo Leopold (an early contributor to the modern environmental movement), 
writes in A Sand County Almanac (1949): “The ordinary citizen today assumes that science 
knows what makes the community clock tick; the scientist is equally sure that he does not.  He 
knows that the biotic mechanism is so complex that its workings may never be fully understood.” 
(“The Land Ethic, A Sand County Almanac: with Essays on Conservation from Round River 
(Oxford University Press, 2001).  Nevertheless, in the more recent discourse surrounding climate 
change, claims of nature’s basic inscrutability have also been used to delay or dismiss the need 
for corporate and political action, arguing that humans do not yet understand global warming 
enough to act (Michael Crichton’s State of Fear, for example).   
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gladness, we often see superabundance of food; we do not see or we forget that 
the birds which are idly singing round us mostly live on insects or seeds, and are 
thus constantly destroying life; or we forget how largely these songsters, or their 
eggs, or their nestlings, are destroyed by birds and beasts of prey; we do not 
always bear in mind, that, though food may be now superabundant, it is not so at 
all seasons of each recurring year.223  
Darwin argues that beneath the beauty of the natural world is a more violent and 
threatening presence, one that emphasizes destruction and competition.  Yet, Darwin 
points out that this vision of nature is hidden from everyday view – only by remembering 
what is out of sight and by placing the landscape into a temporal context can the viewer 
fully understand the workings of nature.  For the Victorians, this vision of the natural 
world was particularly terrifying not only because of the violence, but because it was a 
violence that could not be seen.  Ordinary day to day perception was no longer sufficient 
to understand the surrounding environment, and in fact disguised the actual operations of 
nature. Darwin continues: 
It may metaphorically be said that natural selection is daily and hourly 
scrutinising, throughout the world, the slightest variations; rejecting those that are 
bad, preserving and adding up all that are good; silently and insensibly working, 
whenever and wherever opportunity offers, at the improvement of each organic 
being in relation to its organic and inorganic conditions of life.  We see nothing of 
                                                          
223 Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species: By Means of Natural Selection of the Preservation of 
Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life (Signet Classics, 2003), p. 62. 
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these slow changes in progress, until the hand of time has marked the lapse of 
ages, and then so imperfect is our view into long-past geological ages, that we see 
only that the forms of life are now different from what they formerly were. (80)  
In effect, this meant that humans were operating blindly in a system that resisted being 
understood, and furthermore was, at its heart, tumultuous and chaotic.  
 Like Darwin, Braddon is also interested in the way that preconceived notions of 
the natural world obscure the ability to accurately “read” the environment and understand 
the relationships among species and the landscape.  Darwin suggests that beauty and 
violence go hand in hand – beauty depends on violence, as natural selection leads to the 
beautiful, and beautifully adapted, creatures that inhabit the earth.  The beautiful and 
violent Lady Audley similarly challenges the notion that appearances are analogous to 
reality, instead suggesting that beauty makes violence more difficult to discern.  For 
Braddon, however, rather than positing either Lady Audley’s or the landscape’s 
unreadability as a source of anxiety, she instead argues that the ability to create an 
unreadable surface is a source of great power.224  Just as Audley Court has drawn on its 
cultural, economic, and political power to overwrite the past on which it is based, Lady 
                                                          
224 In contrast, Lisa Hopkins argues that while Darwinian natural selection and evolution are 
important presences in the text, the novel’s allusions to Milton and Shakespeare “contain the 
threat it poses” (11).  She writes: “Lady Audley’s Secret not only echoes Miltonic values in its 
apparent condemnation and demonization of deviant women, but also with its unwavering 
providentialism and its stern support for the English class system, can effectively be seen as 
offering a justification of the ways of God to man and a rebuttal of that counter-image offered by 
the Darwinian vision of the world as jungle” (48).  Giants of the Past: Popular Fictions and the 
Idea of Evolution (Bucknell University Press, 2004). 
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Audley uses the aesthetic expectations which such overwriting creates to achieve similar 
ends.   
III. Lady Audley and Adaptation 
Like the landscape, Lady Audley herself is also a secret-keeper, and both she and the 
natural world each possess a history or hidden identity that does not correspond with their 
appearance.  By paralleling Lady Audley with the land, the novel naturalizes the most 
terrifying elements of her identity, and further suggests that the natural world is subject to 
the same containment and control that she experiences. 225   Early in the novel, Braddon 
                                                          
225 Some critics might argue that by doubling Lady Audley and the natural landscape, the text 
suggests both that Lady Audley, and by association women in general, are closer to nature, and 
that nature is feminized in some ways.  This would at first seem like bad gender and 
environmental politics, for it instantiates the very claims that have historically contributed to the 
oppression of women and nature, the kinds of claims that ecofeminism seeks to dismantle.  Karen 
Warren, in her overview of ecofeminist criticism states that for some critics the feminizing 
language used to describe nature (e.g. Mother Nature) may be potentially harmful: “language that 
so feminizes nature and naturalizes women describes, reflects, and perpetuates the domination 
and inferiorization of both by failing to see the extent to which twin dominations of women and 
nature (including animals) are, in fact, culturally (and not merely figuratively) analogous” (259-
60).  I would point out, however, that the effect of this doubling is quite different from that to 
which critics usually object.  Warren states that when women are naturalized in language, they 
are “often described in animal terms (e.g. cows, foxes, chicks, serpents, bitches, beavers, old bats, 
pussycats, cats, bird-brains, hare-brained)” (259).  Such constructions are clearly misogynistic, 
but Lady Audley’s Secret suggests something quite different.  As Susan Griffin argues, when we 
speak about “traditional women’s cultures which are in practice, in modes of consciousness, and 
also sometimes even in ideas of themselves, less alienated from nature and more in concert with 
the processes of ecosystems” this is “quite another meaning of ‘closer to nature’”(215).  While it 
would be a stretch to argue that Lady Audley actively possesses an idea of herself as “less 
alienated from nature,” the effect of the doubling is not to disparage or demean Lady Audley’s 
femininity, but to suggest to the reader that a lessening of such alienation is possible, that women 
and nature can be enriched, rather than burdened by the comparison.  In Braddon’s formulation, 
nature is identified with increased subjectivity, and Lady Audley’s actions come to be associated 
with the natural.  Under a system of patriarchal oppression, it is only natural that a woman will 
rebel, possibly in violent and unpredictable ways.  Lady Audley, beautiful but also threatening, 
takes the form of the feminine and monstrous sublime.  Karen Warren, “Introduction,” 
Environmental Philosophy: From Animal Rights to Radical Ecology, edited by Michael 
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points to a human tendency to only see in one’s surroundings what is expected to be 
there.  The narrator describes Robert and George’s first attempt to see Audley Court (an 
attempt thwarted when the Audleys are revealed to have “gone to the races”), and in the 
midst of narrating their return to their inn, suddenly and strangely digresses: 
We hear every day of murders committed in the country.  Brutal and treacherous 
murders: slow, protracted agonies from poisons administered by some kindred 
hand; sudden and violent deaths by cruel blows, inflicted with a stake cut from 
some spreading oak, whose very shadow promised – peace.  In the county of 
which I write, I have been shown a meadow in which, on a quiet summer Sunday 
evening, a young farmer murdered the girl who had loved and trusted him; and 
yet, even now, with the stain of that foul deed upon it, the aspect of the spot is – 
peace.  No crime has ever been committed in the worst rookeries about Seven 
Dials that has not been also done in the face of that sweet rustic calm which still, 
in spite of all, we look on with a tender, half-mournful yearning, and associate 
with – peace. (54) 226 
The narrator then just as suddenly and abruptly returns to George and Robert’s story.  I 
have quoted this passage at some length to show that although this interruption is sudden, 
                                                          
Zimmerman (Prentice Hall, 1993); Susan Griffin, “Ecofeminism and Meaning,” Ecofeminism: 
Women, Culture, Nature, edited by Karen Warren and Erkal Nisvan (Indiana University Press, 
1997). 
226 The word “aspect,” may also be of interest here.  The Oxford English Dictionary defines 
“aspect” as both an appearance and as a way of looking at something.  In the first definition, an 
“aspect” is an appearance, “the look which one wears; expression or countenance; countenance, 
face.”  An “aspect” is also “the action of looking at anything; beholding, contemplation; gaze, 
view.”  The “aspect of the place” is thus simultaneously a face that may be looked at and viewed, 
but also something that may look back, recalling Braddon’s opening images of the cattle looking 
back at visitors to Audley Court.   
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it is also extended and repetitive. Both the repetition in this digression and its sudden 
nature give it added emphasis, and alert the reader that this is not simply a brief aside, but 
central to the novel.  This digression is usually read by critics as a commentary on Lady 
Audley, and while this is certainly the case, Braddon’s focus on physical spaces 
nevertheless brings with it specifically environmental resonances.  In misreading the 
landscape, humans not only fundamentally fail to understand their surroundings, but they 
also deny agency and subjectivity to the non-human world.  The narrator repeats the word 
“peace” throughout the passage, echoing the implications of calm, stasis, and death that 
are associated with this term elsewhere in the novel.  Braddon suggests that the tendency 
to find only peace in nature speaks to human efforts to define what is natural as only that 
which is calm, orderly, and manageable. 
 Braddon accordingly portrays the ability to hide realities and keep secrets as a 
form of resistance to such containment, both for the natural world and for Lady Audley.  
Later in the narrative, Robert Audley tells her:  
What do we know of the mysteries that may hang about the houses we enter?  If I 
were to go to-morrow into that common-place, plebeian, eight-roomed house in 
which Maria Manning and her husband murdered their guest, I should have no 
awful prescience of that bygone horror.  Foul deeds have been done under the 
most hospitable roofs, terrible crimes have been committed amid the fairest 
scenes, and have left no trace upon the spot where they were done.  I do not 
believe in mandrake, or in blood-stains that no time can efface.  I believe rather 
that we may walk unconsciously in an atmosphere of crime, and breathe none the 
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less freely.  I believe that we may look into the smiling face of a murderer, and 
admire its tranquil beauty. (141)227 
Robert’s comments are partially ironic, as he has come to harbor suspicions about Lady 
Audley’s involvement in his friend’s death.  They are also self-justifying, as he works to 
explain why he was previously able to love a woman of whom he is now suspicious.  But 
like the narrator, Robert understands the natural world as an unreadable text, one against 
which he is “powerless” (141).  Nature reveals nothing in its appearance, much like Lady 
Audley and the other secret-keeper of the novel, Phoebe Marks (described several times 
by Robert as “a woman who can keep a secret” [133]).   
 Robert’s comments cast beauty as an incredibly powerful force, one that shapes 
expectations, but one that also influences those in its presence to forgive even the most 
                                                          
227 Braddon includes a similar image in Aurora Floyd (1863), a novel which she began writing 
during a break in writing Lady Audley’s Secret.  In it, she writes: “How quiet are the tragedies of 
real life! That dreadful scene between the Moor and his Ancient takes place in the open street of 
Cyprus, according to modern usage. I can scarcely fancy Othello and Iago debating about poor 
Desdemona's honesty in St. Paul's Churchyard, or even in the market-place of a country town; but 
perhaps the Cyprus street was a dull one, a cul-de-sac, it may be, or at least a deserted 
thoroughfare, something like that in which Monsieur Melnotte falls upon the shoulder of General 
Damas and sobs out his lamentations. But our modern tragedies seem to occur indoors, and in 
places where we should least look for scenes of horror. Who can forget that tempestuous scene of 
jealous fury and mad violence which took place in a second floor in Northumberland Street, while 
the broad daylight was streaming in through the dusty windows, and the common London cries 
ascending from the pavement below?” (my emphasis). Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Aurora Floyd, p. 
289.  Similarly, in A Tale of Two Cities (published 1859, the same year as Darwin’s Origin of 
Species), Charles Dickens offers another image of secrecy and inscrutability: “A wonderful fact 
to reflect upon, that every human creature is constituted to be that profound secret and mystery to 
every other.  A solemn consideration, when I enter a great city by night, every one of those darkly 
clustered houses encloses its own secret; that every beating heart in the hundreds of thousands of 
breasts there is, in some of its imaginings, a secret to the heart nearest it…In any of the burial-
places of this city through which I pass, is there a sleeper more inscrutable than its busy 
inhabitants are, in their innermost personality, to me, or than I am to them?” 
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immoral actions.  Robert’s statement that we may “look into the smiling face of a 
murderer, and admire its tranquil beauty” is of particular interest, for in this sentence 
Robert mentions nothing about not knowing that the person is a murderer.  Rather, his 
statement implies that the beauty of a murderer may be admired, even when the true 
identity of this individual is known.  In context, Robert’s final comment of course implies 
that beauty is capable of hiding that which is threatening, but the slippage should not be 
overlooked.  Robert’s statement reminds the reader that the desire for unintimidating 
prettiness devalues reality.  To insist that the natural world be defined by pastoral beauty 
is then to deny the value of spaces that are dirty, disgusting, or even violent.  
 Braddon further highlights the transitory nature of beauty and the impermanence 
of the power it offers.  Lady Audley is aware of the way that appearances shape 
expectations, and she understands that this also means that as she ages, her appearance 
will begin to connote a different set of characteristics.  Her feminine youth and beauty 
may currently lead others to assume her obedience and passivity, but Lady Audley is 
keenly attentive to the fact that aging brings with it a far less flattering alternative 
stereotype, the crone.  She ruminates on secrecy and aging with her maid Phoebe: 
"Do you remember, Phoebe," she said, presently, relaxing her pace, "do you 
remember that French story we read—the story of a beautiful woman who had 
committed some crime—I forget what—in the zenith of her power and loveliness, 
when all Paris drank to her every night, and when the people ran away from the 
carriage of the king to flock about hers, and get a peep at her face? Do you 
remember how she kept the secret of what she had done for nearly half a century, 
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spending her old age in her family chateau, beloved and honored by all the 
province as an uncanonized saint and benefactress to the poor; and how, when her 
hair was white, and her eyes almost blind with age, the secret was revealed 
through one of those strange accidents by which such secrets always are revealed 
in romances, and she was tried, found guilty, and condemned to be burned alive?” 
(105-106) 
The story follows the narrative rhythms of a fairytale, and the old woman is described as 
an evil enchantress, able to bewitch Paris until her viciousness is revealed.  Much like 
this woman, Lady Audley similarly fears that the process of aging will transform her 
surface appearance, revealing the disjunction between inside and outside.228  She states 
that the woman’s crimes were revealed by “one of those strange accidents,” suggesting 
that the specific means of revelation is less important that her aging and transformed 
appearance, which will eventually give her away regardless of other circumstances.  Lady 
Audley is similarly vague about the crime itself; by ignoring the particulars of the crime, 
Braddon draws attention to the agency and power available in using appearance as a 
mask.  For Lady Audley, beauty offers the necessary screen by which she can act outside 
the boundaries of stereotypical femininity, but without this façade such power 
evaporates.229  By marrying Sir Michael Audley, however, she attempts to trade one 
                                                          
228 The same can also be said of Audley Court, which sees its exterior of respectability fading 
over time.  Appearance is a form of power in the text, yet like Lady Audley, Audley Court faces 
the loss of power with the loss of its surface appearance.    
229 Because Lady Audley’s class mobility depends on the fiction that her surface appearance is 
representative of her internal state, she is particularly sensitive to changes in the natural world 
which reveal the instability of its appearance.  For example, Braddon describes the arrival of 
autumn as a time when the “withered leaves slowly rotted away, mixing themselves with the 
tangled weeds that discoloured the surface of the water” (105).  Lady Audley responds to these 
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appearance for another; although she will eventually age, Lady Audley counts on 
Audley’s Court’s veneer of respectability to shield her in the future and ensure her social 
and economic security.   
While Lady Audley values her surface looks, it is the parts of her persona deemed 
less attractive – her opportunism, her aggression, and her cunning – that enable her 
transformation from Helen Maldon into Lucy Audley.  Lady Audley’s presence at the 
Court is then a threat to the stability of the English class structure,230 an indication that it 
can be infiltrated by forces far more adaptable and resourceful than it is.  Audley Court’s 
commitment to the picturesque means that it cannot absorb her contaminating qualities, 
and Braddon instead turns to other versions of the landscape to depict alternative images 
of the social order.  She locates much of the novel’s most secretive action in the lime-tree 
walk, a space that offers a vision of the self and the community that runs counter to the 
hierarchical organization of capitalism.  The lime, or linden, tree bears a great deal of 
symbolism.  Fred Hageneder describes the “traditional Dorflinde” or “village linden” in 
18th and 19th century Germany as being the “hub of village life,” the place where the 
community would congregate (208).231  The lime tree is thus not only associated with 
                                                          
changes by remarking: “How I hate this desolate month! … Everything dropping to ruin and 
decay … Shall I ever grow old Phoebe?  Will my hair ever drop off as the leaves are falling from 
those trees, and leave me wan and bare like them?” (105).  While Lady Audley worries about the 
effects of aging on her appearance, and recognizes the power that her beauty affords her, she also 
expresses anxiety that the change of seasons threatens to reveal the fragility of her own surface 
beauty.  As the greenery of the summer weather gives way to autumnal decay, the rot, mold, and 
decomposition are also revealed as a part of the natural world. 
230 As Aeron Haynie argues, “The sensation shock of the novel is not the attempted murder or 
Lady Audley’s bigamy, it is the fact that a poor but pretty girl from Wildersea could so easily 
become mistress of a country estate” (72).   
231 Fred Hagender, The Meaning of Trees: Botany, History, Healing, Lore (Chronicle Books, 
LLC., 2005), p. 208. 
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community, but more importantly, with a community that locates its “hub” in the natural 
world.  The linden was also the site of the local court of law, a custom dating back to 
“pre-Christian times, when tribal gatherings were held underneath sacred trees.”232  The 
linden had feminine associations, and was sacred to both “Freya, the Mistress of the 
Earth, and Frigga, the Mother Goddess and patroness of childbirth and fertility” (209).  
Interestingly, the feminine lime tree was known to represent mercy, as opposed to the oak 
tree which was associated with the God of Thunder (209).  The lime tree, featured 
prominently throughout Lady Audley’s Secret, thus carries connotations of femininity, 
community, judgment, and mercy.  These last two would seem ironic given that the lime 
is also the site of George’s near murder, hardly an act of mercy or reasonable judgment.  I 
would suggest, alternatively, that it is Lady Audley, and not George, who must be judged 
- that the use of the lime tree as a symbol implies to the reader that Lady Audley’s actions 
in the lime tree avenue should be understood within the context of a capitalist social order 
which treats lower class individuals, and particularly women, as objects of scorn; the 
novel asks the reader to accordingly judge Lady Audley, formerly Helen Maldon, with 
mercy and compassion.    
 The lime-tree walk in Braddon’s text further challenges the boundary between 
inside and outside, and between the body and the surrounding world, offering a vision of 
the self that is more embedded in both the community and the landscape.  By doubling 
Lady Audley with nature, Braddon blurs the distinction between the human and the non-
human world.  Ecocritic Gretchen Legler argues that such doubling offers an 
                                                          
232 Hagender, p. 209. 
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“emancipatory strategy” for reimagining the relationships between humans and nature.  
By blurring “self-other (human/nonhuman, I/thou) distinctions,” writers can reframe 
traditional hierarchies in which humans have an assumed right to dominate and govern 
both the natural world and other humans.233  The lime-tree walk, though it is depicted in 
terms of seclusion and cover, is nevertheless associated with doubled selves, putting 
pressure on clear distinctions between individuals and individual bodies.  Lady Audley 
and her servant, Phoebe, for example, are regularly described as remarkably similar in 
appearance, 234  and Phoebe is furthermore a witness to Lady Audley’s attempt to murder 
George Talboys at the well.  This shared experience, when joined with their similar 
appearances, begins to blur the distinctions between the two women.  This blurring is not 
directly related to nature, but represents a continuation of the interest in the obscuring of 
“self-other (human/nonhuman, I/thou) distinctions.”235   
                                                          
233 Legler, Gretchen.  “Ecofeminist Literary Criticism,” Ecofeminism: Women, Culture, Nature, 
edited by Karen Warren (Indiana University Press, 1997), p. 230. 
234 For example, in a conversation between the two women, Lady Audley comments: "Do you 
know, Phoebe, I have heard some people say that you and I are alike?" She continues: “you are 
like me, and your features are very nice; it is only color that you want. My hair is pale yellow shot 
with gold, and yours is drab; my eyebrows and eyelashes are dark brown, and yours are almost—I 
scarcely like to say it, but they're almost white, my dear Phoebe. Your complexion is sallow, and 
mine is pink and rosy. Why, with a bottle of hair-dye, such as we see advertised in the papers, and 
a pot of rouge, you'd be as good-looking as I, any day, Phoebe" (57-58). 
235 Legler, p. 230.  Anne Mellor locates a similar blurring in Coleridge’s poem “This Lime-tree 
Bower My Prison,” which may have provided a source of influence for the use of lime trees in 
Lady Audley’s Secret.  Mellor asserts that the poem, by suggesting that Coleridge and Charles 
Lamb may share experiences to the point of becoming one another, erases boundaries between 
“here and there … between his imprisoned self and the separated other, Charles Lamb.”  
Coleridge writes: “and I am glad/ As I myself were there!” and later “So my friend … may stand, 
as I have stood.”  The poem is thus interested in deconstructing a unified or impermeable 
understanding of the self as a singular body.  Rather, the self may extend through multiple bodies, 
and multiple selves may inhabit particular bodies.  The lime trees, while separating Coleridge and 
removing him from the surrounding world, simultaneously allow him to transcend these 
boundaries.  Although Braddon does not use the term “bower” to describe the lime-walk, it is 
perhaps not incidental that the lime-tree walk is described in terms similar to the definition of 
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In contrast to many of the other spaces in the novel, Braddon’s characterization of 
the lime-walk suggests that landscape will in fact reflect (in this case even predict) the 
events that have occurred there.  Described as a “chosen place for secret meetings or 
stolen interviews; a place in which a conspiracy might have been planned or a lover’s 
vow registered with equal safety” (3), the walk does in fact turn out to house secret 
meetings, conspiracies, and (seemingly) unseen violence.  Unlike Robert’s assertion that 
“foul deeds” leave “no trace upon the spot where they were done” (140), Braddon’s 
representation of the lime-tree walk suggests that landscape can be a readable text and 
that the natural world may bear the record of or mirror human activity.236   
The lime-walk inhabits, however, a particularly complex space, for while it 
operates as a readable text, it remains unreadable for the characters of the novel.  The 
symbolic meaning of the lime-walk is only revealed when Lady Audley, and then Luke, 
confess their own knowledge.  Even the narrator, whose descriptions of the lime-tree 
walk foreshadow events to come, cannot fully articulate that which the lime-walk knows.  
The lime-tree walk is not merely the witness to the human activities that occur there, but 
expressive of it; the mood and character of the place express a knowledge of those 
activities, and were Robert able to read the text the landscape presents him with, he 
would be much closer to understanding George’s disappearance than he initially is.  What 
                                                          
“bower,” which the OED defines as: “A place closed in or overarched with branches of trees, 
shrubs, or other plants; a shady recess, leafy covert, arbour.”   
236 In this regard, the landscape of Lady Audley’s Secret falls in line with more traditional gothic 
texts.  For example, in Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho, Montoni’s castle is described 
as a “gloomy and sublime object…invested with the solemn duskiness of evening.  Silent, lonely, 
and sublime, it seemed to stand the sovereign of the scene, and to frown defiance on all, who 
dared to invade its solitary reign” (227).  The descriptions of Castle Udolpho leave little room for 
optimism about the events that will take place there, and the reader is not disappointed.    
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the lime-walk knows is first, and most significantly, of George’s attempted murder, an 
event that fits in with the early descriptions of the “stagnant well … with an idle handle 
that was never turned, and a lazy rope so rotten that the pail had broken away from it” 
(2).  The lime walk and well are associated with decay, stagnation, and death, but also 
with knowledge and insight. 
IV. Slime, Transformation, and Insight 
While surface appearance carries great significance in Lady Audley’s Secret, Braddon 
nevertheless associates transformation and insight with underground and disgusting 
spaces.  George Talboys for example, experiences multiple transformations in slimy and 
muddy places.  Early in the novel, he is disinherited by his wealthy father whewn he finds 
out that George is engaged to Helen Maldon, the “penniless little girl … daughter of a 
tipsy old half-pay lieutenant” (18).  George decides that in order to earn his fortune and 
be able to provide for his new wife he will go to Australia to dig for gold.  He disappears 
abruptly from Helen’s life, leaving her behind with their newborn son, also named 
George.  Though the first three years are miserable, George eventually finds wealth:  
At last, one dreary, foggy morning, just three months ago; with a drizzling rain 
wetting me to the skin; up to my neck in clay and mire; half-starved; enfeebled by 
fever; stiff with rheumatism; a monster nugget turned up under my spade, and I came 
upon a gold deposit of some magnitude.  A fortnight afterwards I was the richest man 
in all the little colony about me. (22)   
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George’s life is initially changed by digging in the “clay and mire,” and Braddon 
suggests that the depths of the earth are filled with gold, literally and figuratively.  But 
George finds that the gold he discovers brings him little happiness; his newfound wealth 
alters his individual circumstances, but does not reflect a true challenge to a social system 
that places excessive value on financial wealth.  Lucy Audley is similarly motivated by 
economic interests, but as a “penniless” woman, she mines wealth by exploiting the value 
of her appearance, offering a far more frightening challenge to the status quo.   
When George returns to England, he finds an advertisement revealing that Helen 
is dead (having become Lady Audley in the three years since he left).  Like Lady Audley, 
who hides a secret beneath a seemingly innocent and childish façade, George also carries 
hidden “inner changes” as a result of his experiences.  While many critics have noted the 
parallels between Phoebe and Lady Audley, less attention has been paid to the way that 
Braddon parallels Lady Audley with her husband, George.  She writes:  
the big ex-dragoon had survived his affliction by a twelvemonth, and hard as it 
may be to have to tell it, he did not look much the worse for it.  Heaven knows 
what inner change may have been worked by that bitter disappointment!  Heaven 
knows what wasted agonies of remorse and self-reproach may not have racked 
George’s honest heart as he lay awake at nights thinking of the wife he had 
abandoned in the pursuit of a fortune which she never lived to share. (49) 
George goes on to compare himself to a soldier returning from war, suggesting that great 
traumas, secrets, and pasts can be contained within surfaces that show no hint of their 
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inner turmoil, much like the landscapes that show “no trace upon the spot” where 
violence has occurred: 
“Do you know, Bob,” he said, “that when some of our fellows were wounded in 
India, they came home bringing bullets inside them.  They did not talk of them, 
and there were stout and hearty, and looked as well, perhaps, as you or I; but 
every change in the weather, however slight, every variation of the atmosphere, 
however trifling, brought back the old agony of their wounds as sharp as ever they 
had felt it on the battle-field.  I’ve had my wound, Bob; I carry the bullet still, and 
I shall carry it into my coffin.” (49) 
Both George and Lady Audley have suffered deprivations and humiliations in their past, 
and both carry invisible traces of their histories.  And like Lady Audley, who flees her 
past when the opportunity arises, George also considers escaping initially, and then 
actually disappears after Lady Audley endeavors to kill him.  George might be forgiven 
for desiring to hide after Lady Audley’s attempts to murder him, but he also evades a past 
marriage that becomes threatening to his well-being, much as Lady Audley finds her 
marriage to him to be a threat to her current life.  I do not want to suggest that Braddon 
portrays the positions of George and Lady Audley as equivalent – far from it.  
Nevertheless, Braddon underscores the way that George and Lady Audley’s actions are 
judged on vastly different criteria.  Where George’s hidden traumas are a source of 
sympathy, Lady Audley’s hidden past is a contaminating and threatening force. 
 George fears depths in the novel, and, in an image that recalls Robert’s 
nightmares about Audley Court, he discusses his anxieties in terms of drowning: 
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but a feeling has come over me since my wife’s death, that I am like a man 
standing upon a long low shore, with hideous cliffs frowning down upon him 
from behind, and the rising tide crawling slowly but surely about his feet.  It 
seems to grow nearer and nearer every day, that black, pitiless tide; not rushing 
upon me with a great noise and a mighty impetus, but crawling, creeping, 
stealing, gliding towards me, ready to close in above my head when I am least 
prepared for the end. (63) 
George’s fears manifest when Lady Audley tries to kill him, a “pitiless” force “gliding” 
towards him that plunges him to the bottom of a well where he will drown.  Accordingly, 
Lady Audley is, herself, a force of nature, a “rising tide” that threatens those around her.   
 Yet George eventually emerges from the bottom of the well, now in possession of 
greater knowledge and understanding.  By paralleling George and Lady Audley as 
bearers of secret identities, Braddon suggests that they are controlled by similar economic 
and social forces that link family life to a form of slavery.  Lady Audley explains her 
actions by admitting that she is insane, yet, as Elaine Showalter argues, “Lady Audley’s 
real secret is that she is sane and, moreover, representative.”237  Lady Audley’s actions 
are a response to a social and economic system that limits the opportunities and options 
of both women and the lower classes.  When Lady Audley pushes George down a well, 
he experiences the same kind of entrapment that she has experienced in her marriage to 
him.  Braddon suggests that both George and Helen are enslaved by money – when 
                                                          
237 Elaine Showalter, A Literature of Their Own: From Charlotte Brontë to Doris Lessing 
(Princeton University Press, 1977), p. 167.   
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George leaves her in order to earn sufficient money to support her, he (unintentionally) 
supports her vision of a domestic life based on financial security.  The novel then 
parallels domestic spaces with England’s broader economic structures; marriage is, for 
Lady Audley, an alienating form of labor, just as George’s labors early in the novel leave 
him “half-starved” and “enfeebled.”  In an 1846 writing, Marx suggests that family life is 
itself a form of slavery, arguing that the division of labor is: 
based on the natural division of labour in the family and the separation of society 
into individual families opposed to one another…the nucleus, the first form, of 
which lies in the family, where wife and children are the slaves of the husband.  
This latent slavery in the family, though still very crude, is the first property, but 
even at this early stage it corresponds perfectly to the definition of modern 
economists who call it the power of disposing of the labour-power of others.238  
Braddon draws on a similar vision of family life: George is enslaved by the need for 
earnings, just as Lady Audley is trapped by a patriarchal system that keeps her dependent 
on him.   
George emerges from the well covered in “muck” and “slime,” having seen Lady 
Audley’s “true” self, but also what the need for money and security has done to her.  
When George is found, a local inn-keeper named Luke describes him as a: 
gentleman as was wet through to the skin, and was covered with mud and slush, 
and green slime and black muck, from the crown of his head to the sole of his 
                                                          
238 Karl Marx, The German Ideology, The Marx-Engels Reader, edited by Robert C. Tucker, 2nd 
Edition (W.W. Norton & Company, 1978), p. 159-160. 
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foot, and had his arm broke, and his shoulder swelled up awful; and was such a 
objeck [sic] that nobody would ha’ knowed him?  A gentleman … as sat by the 
kitchen fire, starin’ at the coals as if he’d gone mad or stupid-like, and didn’t 
know where he was, or who he was: and as had to be cared for like a baby. (419)   
George’s transformation in the slimy depths below Audley Court renders him 
unrecognizable, and he rises from the well a new person.  George is simultaneously the 
image of decay and new birth, returned to an infant state by his experiences, but also to a 
state of greater insight and understanding.  The chaos and mud that George encounters at 
the bottom of the well speak to the disorder and contamination that lies beneath the 
surface vision of domestic harmony, yet they also speak to the possibility for change and 
adaptation.     
George climbs out of the well, now aware that the gold found in the Australian 
muck is indeed contaminated, and that the link between domesticity and wealth is a form 
of burial.  When he and Robert are finally reunited at the close of the novel, after he 
returns from hiding in New York, he tells Robert:  
I had enough money to enable me to get on pretty well in my own quiet way, and 
I meant to have started on the Californian gold-fields to get more when that was 
gone.  I might have made plenty of friends had I pleased, but I carried the old 
bullet in my breast; and what sympathy could I have with men who knew nothing 
of my grief?  I yearned for the strong grasp of your hand, Bob; the friendly touch 
of the hand which has guided me through the darkest passage of my life. (444)   
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George decides not to return to the muck in pursuit of wealth, instead turning to Robert 
for companionship and support.239  The friendship between Robert and George is 
extraordinarily close, partly because Robert understands George’s “old bullet,” hidden 
from the view of others.     
 At the end of the novel, Lady Audley dies, Audley Court is “shut up,” and 
Braddon seems to return her characters to an only slightly revised version of the pastoral 
order that opens the novel.  Robert marries Clara Talboys, George’s brother, and they 
have two children.  The family lives in a bucolic “fairy cottage”: 
where amid the little forest of foliage, there is a fantastical dwelling-place of 
rustic woodwork, whose latticed windows look out upon the river.  Here, amongst 
the lilies and the rushes on the sloping bank, a brave boy of eight years old plays 
with a toddling baby who peeps wonderingly from its nurse’s arms at that other 
baby in the purple depth of the quiet water. (445) 
The conventional ending of the novel initially appears to contain Lady Audley, who dies 
locked away in the asylum at Villumbreuse.  Critics have debated whether this ending 
undermines the gender and class politics that structure the plot which comes before it.  
Elaine Showalter, for example, argues that “Lady Audley’s unfeminine assertiveness 
must ultimately be defined as madness” in order to “spare the woman reader the guilt of 
                                                          
239 The passage carries clear homoerotic overtones that are beyond the scope of this chapter.  For 
more on homosocial desire in the novel, see Richard Nemesvari, “Robert Audley’s Secret: Male 
Homosocial Desire in Lady Audley’s Secret,” Studies in the Novel, vol. 27, no. 4 (1995), p. 515-
528.   
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identifying with a coldblooded killer.”240  Aeron Haynie, however, suggests that while 
Lady Audley dies imprisoned, she has nevertheless successfully been “the catalyst for the 
destruction of Audley Court.”241  Indeed, Braddon titles the final chapter “Peace,” a term 
that comes heavily weighted with resonances of calm as well as death, seemingly 
referring to the death of Audley Court.  But Braddon’s use of the word peace at the 
ending of the chapter hints that the return to the domestic order for Robert and Clara may 
not be as forward looking as it appears.  While Lady Audley is ultimately contained, 
Braddon nevertheless subtly challenges Robert’s right to the future of England, instead 
suggesting that George, described as both a “baby” and as a vision of “mud and slush,” 
may offer an alternate path.  George is unmarried at the novel’s end (though Braddon 
suggests that this may someday change), and he is the only one who resists a return to the 
previous order, refusing both to return to the pursuit of gold and wealth, and to the pursuit 
of marriage, twin spheres that he believes are both confining and limiting in their current 
forms.   
The conclusion of the novel offers an alternative model of the pastoral as a way 
forward for England.  Audley Court, finally abandoned, suggests that the feudal and 
aristocratic models of society no longer function.  Instead, Braddon draws on links 
between the pastoral and stewardship to imagine new ways of organizing English society.  
As Foucault notes, the pastoral is linked to modes of power, but also care.  He writes: 
“The essential objective of pastoral power is the salvation of the flock…Pastoral power is 
                                                          
240 Elaine Showalter, “Desperate Remedies: Sensation Novels of the 1860s,” Victorian 
Newsletter, vol. 49 (1976), p. 4. 
241 Haynie, p. 72. 
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the power of care.  It looks after the flock… The shepherd is someone who…will see to it 
that things are best for each of the animals of his flock.”242  Braddon suggests that the 
feudal model of care suggested by Audley Court’s history is deeply broken, and that 
capitalism has warped contemporary social relationships, entrapping women in a 
transactional model of marriage. Though Lady Audley is capable of negotiating such a 
system, her perspective remains notably mercenary and self-interested through to the 
novel’s end.  Only her husband George demonstrates a clear compassion and care for 
others throughout the text.  It is George who stands in as an image of pastoral care and 
who remains at the end of the novel, while Lady Audley dies, isolated and imprisoned not 
only as a result of England’s social and gender inequalities, but also as a result of her own 
obsessive self-interest.  
Though Robert Audley and his progeny appear to be the future of England, 
Robert fails to read the surfaces of his environment and life clearly, and he is assured 
only “peace” in the future, with both its positive and threatening connotations.  Only 
George, having been immersed in the slime and filth underneath the earth’s surface, 
seems hesitant to re-enact the domestic vision central to England’s patriarchal, and 
capitalist future.  Braddon thus leaves the novel more open-ended than it might at first 
appear, indicating that George’s experiences in the ooze and muck provide him with the 
necessary experiences and knowledge to begin to shift the economic and domestic future 
of England towards a model of pastoral stewardship.  By leaving George unmarried and 
                                                          
242  Michel Foucault, Security, Territory Population: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1977-78, 
edited by Michel Senellart (Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), pp. 126-7. 
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his future life uncertain, Braddon capitalizes on the adaptability and transformative 
powers of Lady Audley, and the text leaves open the possibility that England’s future will 
be modeled on a vision of the environment that embraces dirt, slime, and stewardship.    
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Chapter Four 
 
Toxic Thames: The Natural World Out of Balance in After London 
 
In Richard Jefferies’s unfinished short story “The Great Snow” (1876),243 a 
devastating snowstorm hits London, bringing with it such an unprecedented accumulation 
of snow that trains stop running, telegraph posts fall, and drifts form high enough to bury 
the National Gallery and much of St. Paul’s Cathedral.  Without clear roads and railways 
to bring food to the city, the people of London soon begin to starve, and society rapidly 
descends into violence and chaos.  Though the snow is a “natural” phenomenon, the 
overwhelming snowfall transforms it into a form of dangerous pollution, not only 
bringing the city of London to a halt, but killing livestock, crops, and wildlife.  In 
Jefferies’s telling, the natural world behaves in unpredictable and unnerving ways – snow 
that initially appears tranquil unexpectedly throws the landscape and the city into a state 
of anarchy.      
Nine years later Jefferies once again characterizes the natural world as strangely 
self-polluting.  His dystopian narrative After London (1885) begins after an un-named 
catastrophic event – possibly a body in space – has caused the Thames to overflow.  
London has been transformed into a toxic swamp filled with corrosive vestiges of 
industrial capitalism.  The ground is “black, and burned,” and the air is poisoned by 
                                                          
243 Though this fragment was unpublished in his lifetime, critics such as Hugoe Matthews and 
Phyllis Treitel have identified it and the similarly plotted short story “Snowed Up: A Mistletoe 
Story (also written in 1876, also unpublished in his life) as important precursors to After London.  
“The Great Snow” is included as an appendix in After London, or Wild England, edited by John 
Fowles (Oxford University Press, 1980), pp. 243-248.      
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“gaseous emanations” and “yellow vapour.”  While London’s toxicity has industrial 
origins, Jefferies describes the countryside surrounding the city through images of natural 
excess: in the first section of the novel, weeds and briars overrun previously cultivated 
fields, swarms of rats consume remaining stores of wheat, and the animals, even the 
cows, become aggressive and dangerous.  The formerly bucolic English countryside, left 
to its own devices, becomes terrifyingly overgrown and chaotic.  The second part of the 
novel details the newly medieval society that has developed, and follows the protagonist, 
Felix Aquila, on a romantic quest that takes him to London’s remains as he attempts to 
establish a new home for himself in order to win the love of a woman, Aurora. 
In previous chapters, I have examined the ways that writers like Mayhew, 
Braddon, Dickens, and Browning valued pollution.  After London, however, highlights a 
growing concern visible in writings from John Ruskin to William Booth with 
understanding what constitutes pollution.  While the Victorian fascination with 
contaminated air, soil, and water was most obviously motivated by the sooty effects of 
industrialization, Darwinian ideas about evolutionary change also raised questions about 
the environment.  What role would man-made substances play in shaping the future 
evolution of English humans, non-humans, and the ecosystem as a whole?  At what point 
does the presence of waste shade into pollution?  While twenty-first century ideas of 
pollution tend to imagine it as something added into the environment by human beings, 
Jefferies instead suggests that pollution in the industrial age cannot be broken down into 
easy oppositions between natural and unnatural, organic and chemical, contaminated city 
and pure countryside.  For Jefferies, anything can become pollution when it appears at a 
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certain level of excess.  In the novel, the landscape’s tendency towards superabundance 
and homogeneity transform vegetative and animal life into contaminating forces.    
Jefferies juxtaposes toxic urban slime with rat-infested fields to underscore the 
ways in which industrial and natural forces simultaneously shape the evolutionary fate of 
all species.  For Jefferies, the natural and the man-made cannot be fully distinguished.  In 
this way, he anticipates Timothy Morton’s argument that imagining nature as a “pristine 
wilderness beyond all trace of human contact…reestablishes the very separation it seeks 
to abolish.”244  Jefferies’s affinity for the repulsive and unruly aspects of the natural 
world puts forward a model of unnatural nature.  His arresting vision of a toxic Thames 
puts pressure on strains of Victorian thought that portray the environment as balanced, 
predictable, and self-correcting.  Natural theological writings tended to posit nature as an 
orderly and hierarchical expression of God’s benevolent will, while Darwinian natural 
selection envisioned a secular but still ordered world in which competition among species 
maintained balanced and diverse ecosystems.  Jefferies, neither Christian nor Darwinist, 
imagines the non-human world as a disordered and unnervingly unpredictable force, 
challenging the notion that nature can be made to fit into reliable systems of order and 
categorization.  Heidi Scott has recently argued that Victorian literary narratives, 
including After London, “played a seminal role in sketching out the postmodern view of 
chaotic nature that would emerge in ecological science of the late twentieth century.”245  
This chapter builds on Scott’s claims, arguing that models of a chaotic and disordered 
                                                          
244 Timothy Morton, Ecology without Nature, p. 125. 
245 Heidi C.M. Scott, Chaos and Cosmos: Literary Roots of Modern Ecology in the British 
Nineteenth Century (The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2014), p. 3. 
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natural world envision pollution in terms of imbalance and superfluity.  I argue that 
Jefferies’s concerns about pollution not only articulate his fears about the future of the 
natural world, but also express anxieties about the way that the surpluses and excess of 
the natural world are reflected in the imbalances of capitalist economies.  After London 
points to the ways in which industrial capitalism and contamination transform the 
evolutionary course of England, moving the nation towards a degenerated landscape and 
a violent and uneducated people.  Similar fears are also evident in the enervated Eloi in 
H.G. Wells’s The Time Machine or the devastated country lanes in Ruskin’s “Fiction – 
Fair and Foul.”246   
Jefferies’s portrait of an overgrown and over-abundant nature challenges the 
principles of scarcity and demand that drive industrial capitalism.  Jefferies was deeply 
concerned about the environmental impacts of industrialization, arguing, like many 
Victorians, that its wasteful and polluting practices could not be sustained.  In After 
London, the superficially feudal society that emerges in the future closely resembles the 
capitalist society of the nineteenth century in its divisions between rich and poor.  While 
the environment transforms swiftly after the catastrophe, human society is much slower 
to change and adapt.  The wealthy temporarily evade the repercussions of disaster, while 
the poor are the first to suffer.  Jefferies argues that hierarchical social orders like 
capitalism are ill-suited to adaptation in the face of an unpredictable and rapidly evolving 
natural world.  The novel consequently suggests that cultural adaptation and progress are 
                                                          
246 Ruskin feared that children living in “unwholesome” industrial surroundings would develop a 
“languidly monstrous character.” “Fiction – Fair and Foul,” The Complete Works of John Ruskin, 
vol. 16 (New York, 1894). 
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decidedly environmental issues – humans best adapt and evolve when they engage in 
environmental stewardship and comprehend their role in transforming natural spaces and 
processes.  Jefferies accordingly participates in the Victorian tradition of looking to 
nature as a model for social organization and “natural laws” of government, but instead 
locates those laws in strange, disordered, and unnervingly profuse versions of the natural 
world.247  
Jefferies believed strongly in the power of the natural world to shape an 
individual’s ethical and philosophical outlook.  In The Dewy Morn (1884), he writes: “If 
you wish your children to think deep things – to know the holiest emotions – take them to 
the woods and hills, and give them the freedom of the meadows.”248  Though such 
statements have led some readers to see Jefferies as a “nature mystic,”249 this chapter will 
suggest that Jefferies in fact believed that the natural world was an important element in 
                                                          
247 As Barbara T. Gates points out: “as scientific discovery reordered the ways people saw nature, 
new ideas of how nature might be ordered in turn suggested ways in which society also needed to 
be revisioned.” “Ordering Nature: Revisioning Victorian Science Culture,” Victorian Science in 
Context, edited by Bernard Lightman (University of Chicago Press, 1997), p. 179.  Allen 
MacDuffie similarly points out that various ways of conceiving energy (as “usable resource” or 
“ambient energy circulating endlessly through the world”) have major repercussions for the way 
that human society thinks about the consumption of resources.  His argument highlights how 
discourses of nature are interwoven with discourses of industrialism and capitalism as well.   
248 Jefferies, The Dewy Morn: A Novel (London, 1884), p. 232. 
249 This is perhaps truer of earlier readers of Jefferies than it is for more recent scholars of his 
work.  In Henry S. Salt’s 1905 biography Richard Jefferies: His Life & His Ideals, he identifies a 
“mystic nature-worship” (Kennikat Press, 1905), p. 53.  In 1913, Norman Foerster argued that his 
reputation as a “pantheistic mystic” was unfair, nevertheless highlighting the popularity of this 
particular view of Jefferies. “The Vogue of Richard Jefferies,” PMLA, vol. 28, no. 4 (1913), p. 
532.  Even in 1967, Philip Drew compares Jefferies’s relationship with the natural world to 
Wordsworth, stating that Jefferies experienced his most “mystical” experiences in “contemplation 
of the hills, the sky and the stars, the sea and the sun” (“Richard Jefferies and the English 
Countryside,” Victorian Studies, vol. 11, no. 2 (1967), pg. 189.     
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forming just social and political organizations.  In After London, the model of 
environmental stewardship extends to the human world as well – spaces marked by 
pollution, excess, and waste serve as models for alternative economic and social orders 
that challenge the hierarchies built into capitalism.    In the text, he utilizes visions of 
“natural” excess and profusion to envision a social order that is not based on scarcity and 
demand, but rather on gifting and abundance.  Jefferies suggests that this method of 
social organization is tied to the ideas of stewardship that govern his vision of the 
relationship between humans and the environment.  By offering a vision of nature 
focused on disorder and unpredictability, Jefferies encourages his readers to reconsider 
the relationship between humans and their surroundings, proposing that human 
cultivation and stewardship are central to maintaining the order and productivity of a 
landscape that tends towards disorder and violence.     
Nineteenth-century ideas of Darwinian evolution and thermodynamics led to 
anxieties that humans had little control over the environment, but Jefferies’s conception 
of the tangled interrelationship between human and environmental forces is disturbing on 
two levels.  First, it imagines human beings as having too great an impact on large-scale 
environmental changes, an impact that they are only partially able to control.  Secondly, 
it suggests that distinctions between the manmade world and the natural world could 
completely break down, a notion that had terrifying repercussions for the stability and 
order of Victorian society.    
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I. Order and Disorder in the Non-human World 
After London opens with an image of an undifferentiated, unvaried natural world 
in the first years after the catastrophe: “The old men say their fathers told them that soon 
after the fields were left to themselves a change began to be visible.  It became green 
everywhere in the first spring, after London ended, so that all the country looked alike” 
(1).  Though this initially sounds like a bucolic paradise, the homogeneity of the 
landscape is in actuality terrifying.  It becomes clear that the landscape is instead 
dominated by a few species that have overtaken the countryside, a gothic environment in 
which boundaries are no longer intact.  In time, “brambles and briars had choked up and 
blocked the former roads, which were as impassable as the fields” (3).  “Legions of mice” 
destroy what few crops remain and “Nothing could keep them out, and if a score were 
killed, a hundred more supplied their place” (5).  Jefferies continues:  
By the thirtieth year there was not one single open place, the hills only excepted, 
where a man could walk, unless he followed the tracks of wild creatures or cut 
himself a path.  The ditches, of course, had long since become full of leaves and 
dead branches, so that the water which should have run off down them stagnated, 
and presently spread out into the hollow places and by the corner of what had 
once been fields, forming marshes. (3)  
In Jefferies’s telling, evolutionary change and natural selection are clearly at work, yet 
only a few particularly ruthless species are able to thrive, creating a cycle in which 
Darwin’s laws lead to increasing violence and disorder.   
Jefferies, born in 1848, was raised on a farm in Coate (near Swindon), and began his 
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literary career as an agricultural journalist.250  His early experiences in the countryside 
played a crucial role in nearly all of his writings, and he is best known for his essays on 
English rural life.  Because of his early focus on agriculture, game keeping, and the 
countryside, scholars have disagreed about how he defines nature in his writings, as 
something either rural and bucolic, or wild and threatening.  In Edward Thomas’s early 
study Richard Jefferies: His Life and Work (1909), for example, he reads the overgrown 
woods of After London as symbolic of the individual search for adventure and freedom, 
describing the forest in the novel as “pastoral” but with an “unforced, half-allegorical 
significance in the adventures of this new and sensitive mind.”251  Later scholarship by 
Philip Drew (1967) more emphatically argued: “Nature to Jefferies, it is fair to observe, 
was respectable English nature…  He does not…write about the wilder aspects of natural 
life…[His books] breath the spirit of peaceful rural observation which is at the root of his 
work.  He never offers us the mountains, the moors, the wastes of ice, the great deserts or 
the equally barren seas, nor does he show us the elements at their fiercest.”252 
Yet, many scholars of Jefferies have emphasized the violence found in the 
superficially tame natural world in his writings.  After London offers the clearest 
articulation of a strain in his works that addresses the weirdness and disorder of the 
                                                          
250 Jefferies began working for the local North Wilts Herald in 1866 at the age of seventeen years 
old (he would later also work for the Wiltshire and Gloucestershire Standard.  See Brian Taylor, 
Richard Jefferies (Twayne Publishers, 1982), p. 30.  In 1872, Jefferies published three articles in 
the Times on the “Wiltshire Labourer,” his first major break as a journalist and a writer.  He 
primarily worked as an agricultural journalist through the 1870s before turning to novel writing in 
the late 1870s.  See P.J. Perry, “An Agricultural Journalist on the ‘Great Depression’: Richard 
Jefferies,” Journal of British Studies, vol. 9, no. 2 (1970), p. 126. 
251 Edward Thomas, Richard Jefferies: His Life and Work (Little, Brown, 1909), p. 261.    
252 Drew, “Richard Jefferies and the English Countryside,” p. 194.       
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natural world (a strain that also appears in works like World’s End and Jefferies’s 
spiritual autobiography The Story of My Heart).  In Richard Jefferies: A Critical Study 
(1965), W.J. Keith argues that Jefferies’s understanding of the natural world is not 
“constant and static,” but instead “develops and deepens” over the course of his work.253  
He argues that eventually nature in Jefferies’s fiction transformed “from something 
predominantly rural to something which is mainly ethical and philosophical.”254  In later 
fiction like After London, the rural world is not an idealized pastoral space, but an 
embodiment of Tennyson’s “nature red in tooth and claw.”  Keith suggests that, “The 
irony that man in nature must perforce lead to man against nature, that the more “natural” 
the life, the greater the need and lust for blood, is one which lies at the heart of Jefferies’ 
country writings.”255 
After London is Jefferies’s most unusual novel in both its content and its form; in 
his introduction to the 1980 edition of the work, John Fowles wrote that the text “must 
count as the strangest book that Richard Jefferies ever wrote, if not the strangest from any 
considerable writer of his period” (vii). The text is officially divided into two parts, 
though the narrative itself consists of three major sections.  The first section reads as a 
history of the fall of London, detailing the natural and social environment that remains 
after the city has collapsed due to what Jefferies calls a “dark body travelling in space” 
and the subsequent overflow of the Thames.  The second section follows the protagonist, 
Felix Aquila, as he sets out on a journey to establish a new city.  The end of the novel 
                                                          
253 W.J. Keith, Richard Jefferies: A Critical Study (University of Toronto Press, 1965), p. 154. 
254 Keith, p. 154. 
255 Keith, p. 75. 
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reads as a final and separate section in which Felix arrives at the remains of London, 
survives exposure to the toxic chemicals there, and goes on to encounter a group of 
Shepherds before returning home to marry his love, Aurora and, the text implies, 
establish a new community.  The work is sometimes referred to as a romance rather than 
a novel in order to account for its unusual structure.   
In the face of environmental catastrophe, all of London’s wealthy citizens flee the 
city, and the end of cultivation and inhabitation means that a new fight over resources 
begins amongst the animals left behind.  The remaining food and territory provoke 
competition among the animals, and once-domesticated species become aggressive and 
violent with no one to care for them.  For example, many dog breeds go extinct – 
poodles, pomeranians, and greyhounds among others – and in their place only a few types 
of wild dog emerge.  These dogs are not only overpopulated, hunting in packs of as many 
as forty, but hunt to excess as well: “Not satisfied with killing enough to satisfy hunger, 
these dogs tear and mangle for sheer delight of blood, and will destroy twenty times as 
many as they can eat, leaving the miserably torn carcases on the field” (7).  Jefferies 
highlights the role that humans play in creating and sustaining a particular form of the 
natural world – without humans, “wild” nature collapses into an unhealthy lack of 
biodiversity that leads to surplus populations and excessive destruction.  The human 
ability to control the landscape is, however, partial and circumscribed; though human 
cultivation plays an important role in shaping the pre-collapse landscape, human activity 
can easily be disrupted by chance events and unexpected catastrophes.     
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The vision of nature offered in After London insists that violence, aggression, and 
pollution exist even in seemingly bucolic spaces.  Jefferies was uncomfortable with the 
way that Darwin’s work made evolution the central environmental force, calling it a 
“modern superstition.”256  In his autobiography The Story of My Heart he writes: 
“nothing is evolved; there is no evolution any more than there is design in Nature.  By 
standing face to face with nature, and not from books, I have convinced myself that there 
is no design and no evolution.”  He argued instead that there could be “other physical 
forces…of which we know nothing” that would radically reshape the way humans 
understood the operations of the universe.  For Jefferies, the strangeness of the natural 
world means that the forces at work are, at least at the end of the nineteenth century, 
beyond human understanding, and he accordingly believed that future scientific 
discoveries would lead humans to re-evaluate fundamental ways of conceiving the 
universe.  In The Story of My Heart he writes, “There is no inherent necessity for a first 
cause, or that the world and the universe was created…or that it evolved itself and its 
inhabitants,” instead suggesting, “The only idea I can give is the idea that there is another 
idea.”  These notions are perplexing at best, and even Jefferies himself suggests that 
because humans do not fully understand the universe, their efforts at explanation are 
partial, puzzling, and often misguided.  Despite such comments, the novel picks up on the 
potential anarchy that lay within Darwin’s analogy of the tangled bank.  For Jefferies, the 
evolutionary machine could always be nudged just a bit astray, throwing the system into 
unexpected disarray.   
                                                          
256 Richard Jefferies, The Story of My Heart: An Autobiography (London, 1883).   
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The images of weed-choked woodlands and swarming rodents in the novel engage 
with broader concerns at the time about the order and structure of the non-human world.  
Questions of diversity, homogeneity, uniformity and order were central to the dispute 
between natural theology and Darwinian natural selection, which was active in the 1870s 
and 80s.  Tensions between natural theology and Darwinian models of nature centered on 
the question of whether nature was primarily characterized by flux and diversity on the 
one hand or stability and uniformity on the other.  At issue was the idea of the 
“uniformity of nature,” or the idea that nature operated according to a set of constant and 
predictable laws that allowed for progress while also maintaining equilibrium.  For 
example, in The Bridgewater Treatise, William Whewell argues:  
It may perhaps appear to some, that this acknowledgement of the tendency of the 
system to derangement through the actions of a resisting medium is inconsistent with 
the argument which we have drawn in a previous chapter, from the provisions for its 
stability.  In reality, however, the two views are in perfect agreement, so far as our 
purpose is concerned.  The main point which we had to urge, in the consideration of 
the stability of the system, was, not that it is constructed to last for ever, but that while 
it lasts the deviations from its mean condition are very small.257  
For some natural theologians, the complexity of the natural world offered proof of the 
need for a designer and a divine order.  The Victorian impulse to taxonomize could in 
some instances invoke a static, hierarchical model of animal life.  Linnaeus’s 1749 
                                                          
257 William Whewell, Astronomy and General Physics Considered with Reference to Natural 
Theology (London, 1837), p. 203-204. 
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Oeconomia Naturae suggested that God’s “Providence not only aimed at sustaining, but 
also keeping a just proportion amongst all the species; and so prevent any one of them 
increasing too much, to the detriment of men, and other animals.”258  Linnaeus’s interest 
in the carefully regulated operation of the world was later echoed by William Paley, who 
in 1802 compared the world to a watch, arguing that it had been created by an omnipotent 
God and then allowed to run according to a set of precise and orderly rules.259   
Darwin remained deeply influenced by the arguments of natural theology.  
Although his vision of natural laws eliminated the need for a divine watchmaker, it 
nevertheless evoked a world that, though in flux, was largely self-regulating and stable.  
In The Origin, species “balance” each other by controlling population growth and 
utilizing available resources.  For example, Darwin reflects that with insects and birds, 
“Battle within battle must ever be recurring with varying success; and yet in the long-run 
the forces are so nicely balanced, that the face of nature remains uniform for long periods 
of time, though assuredly the merest trifle would often give the victory to one organic 
                                                          
258 Carl von Linné (popularly known as Linnaeus), The Economy of Nature, written 1749, 
published 1751, translated by Benjamin Stillingfleet, London, 1775.  For more on Linnaeus and 
environmental balance, see also John C. Kricher, The Balance of Nature: Ecology’s Enduring 
Myth (Princeton University Press, 2009), p.  46; Donald Worster, Nature’s Economy: A History of 
Biological Ideas (Cambridge University Press, 1977), pp. 31-38. 
259 William Paley, "Application of the Argument," Natural theology: or, Evidences of the 
existence and attributes of the deity, collected from the appearances of nature, 2nd edition, 
London, 1802, p. 19.  For Paley, the complexity of the natural world offered proof of the need for 
a designer, and he argued that although the environment was vastly more complex than a watch, it 
was “not less evidently mechanical” than “the most perfect productions of human ingenuity.”  
Both Paley and Linnaeus saw the economy of nature as a sign of nature’s kindness – they 
identified a system in which every species had a particular place and usefulness, and in which 
nothing was wasted.  Accordingly, they saw it as a sign of God’s benevolence towards his 
creations.  See Worster, Nature’s Economy, p. 45.  
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being over another.”260  Similarly, he argues that unlike humans, who select “only for 
[their] own good,” “[u]nder nature, the slightest differences of structure or constitution 
may well turn the nicely-balanced scale in the struggle for life, and so be preserved” (79-
80).  Nature preserves the adaptations which are most advantageous for individual 
species, yet the “struggle for life” maintains a “nicely-balanced scale.”  Darwin owed 
much to Linnaeus’s natural economy.261  He linked his ideas of the “struggle for 
existence” with the economy of nature, writing: “We behold the face of nature bright 
with gladness, we often see superabundance of food; we do not see or we forget that the 
birds which are idly singing round us mostly live on insects or seeds, and are thus 
constantly destroying life” (61-62). 262  Even as variation and divergence allow for 
increasing abundance in the natural world in The Origin, Darwin’s argument portrays a 
balanced nature in which species are interlinked – in his telling, natural selection leads to 
self-regulating biomes which allow for evolution and gradual shifts in population, but in 
which no single species can become overpopulated because predators, available food 
                                                          
260 Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species, p. 70-71. 
261 See Donald Worster, Nature’s Economy, p. 157 and 163, and more recently Trevor Pearce, “A 
Great Complication of Circumstances” – Darwin and the Economy of Nature,” Journal of the 
History of Biology, vol. 43 (2010), pp. 493-528.  
262 The “economy of nature” takes on a more celebratory tone in the Conclusion to The Origin; 
Darwin writes: “It is interesting to contemplate a tangled bank, clothed with many plants of many 
kinds, with birds singing on the bushes, with various insects flitting about, and with worms 
crawling through the damp earth, and to reflect that these elaborately constructed forms, so 
different from each other, and dependent on each other in so complex a manner, have all been 
produced by laws acting around us” (507).  As Donald Worster points out, Darwin built on 
Linnaeus’s ideas to argue that natural selection led species to increasing levels of diversification 
and divergence which allowed them to create new niches for themselves within the economy and 
therefore lessen competition (161).  The birds and insects in the Conclusion are no longer in 
violent conflict, but remain “dependent on each other” in order to thrive, the various species 
enabling the overall health of the ecosystem in which they live.       
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sources, and territory keep populations in check.263  Both Jefferies and Darwin depict 
waste and excess as natural products of the environment, but where Darwin argues that 
excess is culled over time, Jefferies portrays overabundant species saturating and 
destroying the landscape.   
Darwin values the role of chance in evolution, and the text works to bring 
scientific principle and chaos into dialogue.  He writes that while “the struggle for 
existence inevitably follows from the high geometrical ratio of increase which is common 
to all organic beings…More individuals are born than can possibly survive.”264  But, he 
continues:  
A grain in the balance may determine which individuals shall live and which shall 
die – which variety or species shall increase in number, and which shall decrease, 
or finally become extinct…The slightest advantage in certain individuals, at any 
age or during any season, over those with which they come into competition, or 
                                                          
263 The debate between natural theology and Darwinism carried into the 1870s and 80s, and the 
Victorians continued to be fascinated by the idea of nature’s balance, while the debate was 
increasingly focused on uniformity and homogeneity in the natural world.  For example, in an 
1882 essay the Victorian scientist Andrew Wilson dismissed natural theology by demonstrating 
that predicable scientific laws could be used to explain the otherwise inexplicable fact that similar 
species frequently appear in geographically disparate locations.  Though the existence of similar 
species in disparate geographic locations was often use by natural theologians as evidence of 
God’s works, he demonstrated that the predictable laws of the natural world could be used to 
understand seemingly inexplicable occurrences.  Alternatively, in an 1885 essay Harvey 
Goodwin, the Bishop of Carlisle, argued that the uniformity of nature might be useful in the 
pursuit of science, but broke down in the face of unexplained phenomena.  Goodwin’s argument 
suggested that the natural world was, in fact, less homogenous and uniform than science 
presupposed.  His argument was theological, arguing that a divine power was capable of 
producing events or creations that did not follow established scientific laws. Andrew Wilson, 
“The Problems of Distribution and Their Solution,” The Gentleman’s Magazine, Sep. 1882, pp. 
336-359; Harvey Carlisle, “The Uniformity of Nature,” The Nineteenth Century: A Monthly 
Review, Oct. 1885, pp. 532-544.   
264 The Origin of Species, p. 486 
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better adaptation in however slight a degree to the surrounding physical 
conditions, will, in the long run, turn the balance.265 
Darwin emphasizes the term “balance” in this passage, underscoring that though the laws 
of nature may be immutable, even tiny variations in a species, an environment, or even 
the weather can shift the outcome of evolutionary events in a radically different direction 
– chaos and order exist side by side. 
 Jefferies explicitly argues against a stable world view in his collection of essays 
Nature Near London (1883): “There is no design, no balance, nothing like a pattern 
perfect on the right-hand side, and exactly equal on the left-hand. Even trees which have 
some semblance of balance in form are not really so, and as you walk round them so their 
outline changes.”266  Jefferies’s argument contains echoes of Ruskin’s assertion in The 
Nature of Gothic (1853) that “higher” nature is marked by “imperfection.”  Ruskin argues 
that the pursuit of perfection and precision “esteem[s] smooth minuteness above shattered 
majesty,” turning human laborers into machines and ignoring the “rough faults” of the 
non-human world.267  Jefferies, in The Story of My Heart (1883), suggests that humans 
project perfection and balance onto their surrounding environments.  He writes:  
Human ideas at present naturally form a plan, and a balanced design; they might be 
indicated by a geometrical figure, an upright straight line in the centre, and branching 
from that straight line curves on either hand exactly equal to each other. In drawing 
that is how we are taught, to balance the outline or curves on one side with the curves 
                                                          
265 The Origin of Species, p. 486 
266 Richard Jefferies, Nature Near London (Chatto & Windus, 1905).   
267 John Ruskin, “The Nature of Gothic,” John Ruskin: Selected Writings, pp. 39-40. 
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on the other.   
Yet, “In nature and in fact there is no such thing. The stem of a tree represents the upright 
line, but the branches do not balance; those on one side are larger or longer than those on 
the other. Nothing is straight, but all things curved, crooked, and unequal.”268  Jefferies’s 
phrasing calls to mind Hopkin’s “Pied Beauty,” which finds the most beauty in things 
that are “counter, original, spare, strange/ Whatever is fickle, freckled.”  The mind looks 
for patterns, symmetry, and equilibrium, constructing them even where they do not 
exist.269   
 Balance, then, in Jefferies’s view is an idea rooted in human values and desires, 
but not one that exists in the external world.  Even the human body is marked by: 
inequality, lack of balance, and want of plan. The exterior is beautiful in its lines, 
but the two hands, the two feet, the two sides of the face, the two sides of the 
profile, are not precisely equal. The very nails of the fingers are set ajar, as it 
were, to the lines of the hand, and not quite straight. Examination of the interior 
organs shows a total absence of balance. The heart is not in the centre, nor do the 
                                                          
268 Jefferies, The Story of My Heart.   
269 Jefferies’s refusal to posit an idealized and stable natural world offers a surprisingly modern 
take on ecological science.  In John Kricher’s The Balance of Nature: Ecology’s Enduring Myth, 
he argues that while ecologists, nature lovers, and popular culture have tended to think of nature 
as existing in a state of idealized equilibrium, this is in fact a false conception of the way nature 
works.  Kricher instead argues that nature can never reach complete balance, as evolution and 
natural selection leave nature in a state of flux, constantly changing and developing.  For Kricher, 
moving away from the belief in nature’s balance is actually the more ecologically-oriented 
mindset, as it moves away from a need for nature to be perfect, and acknowledges the extent to 
which nature remains in a constant state of transformation and change.  In this vein, After London 
similarly moves away from this idealized version of the natural world, instead emphasizing the 
possibility for dramatic transformations and shifts in populations that make the natural world 
unpredictable and potentially disorderly.  For more on Jefferies and contemporary ecology, see 
Heidi Scott, Chaos and Cosmos. 
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organs correspond in any way. The viscera are wholly opposed to plan. Coming, 
lastly, to the bones, these have no humanity, as it were, of shape; they are neither 
round nor square; the first sight of them causes a sense of horror, so extra-human 
are they in shape; there is no balance of design in them. These are very brief 
examples, but the whole universe, so far as it can be investigated, is equally 
unequal. No straight line runs through it, with balanced curves each side.270 
I have quoted Jefferies at some length here to emphasize his commitment to the idea of 
imbalance.  This quotation furthermore underscores the way that he strives to draw 
together the heterogeneous with the uniform.  There is a wry self-awareness in the phrase 
“equally unequal,” but Jefferies is nevertheless fascinated by the possibility that a chaotic 
universe may still run according to certain principles (he uses the human body, for 
example, as an illustration of a principle he believes exists throughout the “whole 
universe”).  However, instead of leading to order and balance, he suggests that the laws 
governing the natural world may move towards chaos and imbalance.  For Jefferies, it is 
not that the human and the non-human are divided, but rather that the mind is divided 
from the physical world.   
Jefferies argues that human efforts to order and rationalize the natural world are 
misguided efforts to find a mirror for human thought in the surrounding landscape.  As he 
argues: “There is nothing human in nature.”271  Jefferies highlights the extent to which 
the Romantic vision of an idealized and bucolic natural world is a human construction; 
                                                          
270 Jefferies, The Story of My Heart. 
271 Jefferies, The Story of My Heart. 
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the potential for chaos exists below the surface of even the most pastoral landscapes.  The 
absence of balance in the natural world may cause humans to experience a sense of 
horror in the face of a grotesque lack of balance; this sense of horror, however, does not 
mean that nature is horrifying, but rather that humans bring to the natural world 
expectations that cannot be met.  For Jefferies, models of the environment that emphasize 
natural balance are overly invested in finding logic and reason in an environment that is 
dictated as much by chance as it is by evolutionary laws.  Moreover, industrial and urban 
spaces are also impacted by nature’s chaotic tendencies – industrial and natural processes 
are bound together in After London, and the manmade world is shaped by the 
environment just as it shapes the evolution of the landscape.      
II. Pollution and Capitalism 
 The imbalances in nature that Jefferies imagines are analogous to the tendencies 
towards surfeit found in industrial capitalist systems.  Like the English countryside, 
pollution is defined in After London in terms of excess and superabundance.  The weeds 
and feral animals that glut the countryside are just as destructive as the industrial 
chemicals that poison London’s remains, and even water, a seemingly natural substance, 
becomes a pollutant when the Thames overflows, rendering London a swamp.  In the 
influential Purity and Danger (1966), Mary Douglas defines dirt as “matter out of 
place.”272  For Douglas, dirt is a culturally defined category maintained by social, 
                                                          
272 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo 
(Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980), p. 2. 
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religious, and spatial boundaries – what is “dirty” in one place or culture may not be dirty 
in another.  For Jefferies, however, dirt is not simply matter out of place, but rather matter 
out of control and proportion, regardless of whether that matter is organic or inorganic.   
While the organic pollution of the countryside is largely due to the exodus of 
England’s citizens, the contamination of London has come earlier, caused by the human 
forces of industrial capitalism.  The city is described as a labyrinth of toxic devastation, 
crowded with the eerie remains of buildings which are now “white as snow, with some 
kind of crystal” that crumbles when touched.  As Felix, the novel’s protagonist, winds 
through the densely packed decomposing buildings that fill this corroded swamp, he 
discovers a pile of coins “black as ink.”  The sight prompts him to realize that the 
“deserted and utterly extinct city of London was under his feet,” polluted by “enormous 
stores of strange and unknown chemicals” (206).  While this toxic climate reflects the 
problems of Victorian London, Jefferies’s depiction of the blackened money articulates a 
specific anxiety that capitalism’s emphasis on accrual is akin to dangerous organic 
growth that gets out of control.  If pollution is defined as the presence of too much of 
something, then capitalism is a system in which “pollution” in the form of money is 
celebrated. 
For Jefferies, redefining pollution as excess rather than contamination allows him 
to find value in the images of surplus that he finds in the natural world, images that run 
counter to capitalism’s dependence on scarcity as a condition for order and value.  After 
London’s images of a natural world growing out of proportion have long historical roots 
in ideas of nature’s inherent plenitude – an idea that was important to both natural 
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theological and Darwinian conceptions of the world that characterized nature as 
plenteous.  In the Victorian era, nature’s fullness was most famously iterated in Darwin’s 
theories.  Though some saw an excessively plentiful natural world as wasteful, for 
Darwin, excess was the means by which the natural world evolved and transformed, as 
variations within offspring led to eventual changes in species and their environments.273    
The image of nature as teeming with life paradoxically invokes images of 
environmental excess as well as insufficiency.  Well before Darwin, Malthus’s Essay on 
the Principle of Population (1798) saw the tendency towards population increase as a 
threat to humans, arguing that there was always a “strong and constantly operating check 
on population from the difficulty of subsistence.”274  Though Malthus was an important 
influence on Darwin, Darwin’s ideas of species divergence in fact meant that the limits 
on resources actually led to new species as they found new niches within an 
ecosystem.275  In this way, limitations actually became a source of production, leading 
nature to become more diverse and ever fuller.  In After London, the swarms of rats, 
mice, and wild dogs are a vision of plenitude run amok.  Faced with an increasingly 
Malthusian competition over resources, the natural world moves towards greater 
                                                          
273 That said, plenitude could also give rise to monsters.  Darwin argued that monsters were the 
rarity, and that although the natural world produced copious variations within species, true 
aberrations were unusual and quickly weeded out of the species, either because they could not 
reproduce, or because these traits were quickly absorbed back in future generations (See The 
Origin of Species, Chapter 2, “Variation under Nature”).  In After London, plenitude itself can 
become monstrous, depending on what species become plentiful.  Rather than seeing the natural 
world as already as full as it can be, Jefferies suggests that excessive fullness is possible and can 
create an imbalance in both the human and the nonhuman world that renders that world 
unfamiliar.          
274 Thomas Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population (London, 1798).  
275 See Donald Worster, Nature’s Economy, p. 161.  
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homogeneity as better adapted species dominate the landscape.  But though the excess 
and superabundance described in the novel are horrifying, these qualities are also 
examples of Jefferies’s fascination with “all things curved, crooked, and unequal.”  
Nature’s plenitude is simultaneously grotesque and beautiful.276  
Jefferies contrasts the excess and fullness of the natural world with the idea that 
capitalism depends on perceived scarcity in order to function.  He depicts capitalist 
systems as creating two particular kinds of value – monetary and political – that are 
predicated on the thing being valued also being scarce.  For example, in the future after 
London’s fall, books have become incredibly rare: “in the conflagrations which 
consumed the towns, most of the records were destroyed” (15).  Accordingly, reading and 
writing are skills that are now carefully hoarded by the upper-ranking classes, as are 
books themselves.  Jefferies writes: “No other but the nobles are permitted to acquire 
these arts [of reading and writing]; if any attempt to do so, they are enslaved and 
punished…All knowledge is thus retained in the possession of the nobles” (33).  Jefferies 
highlights that the skills of reading and writing are intentionally limited in order to 
preserve their scarcity and the power that goes with access to them.  The wealthy and 
privileged, however, have little interest in the actual usefulness of these skills.  He 
continues: “There are few books, and still fewer to read them; and these all in manuscript, 
for though the way to print is not lost, it is not employed since no one wants books” (33).  
                                                          
276 Again, Jefferies sounds much like Ruskin, who also suggested that the imperfections and 
variations within gothic architecture were the source of its beauty for it reflected the individuality 
and work of the craftsman who had produced it.  For Ruskin, gothic architecture is not only more 
beautiful, but it is, significantly, more natural as well. See Ruskin, “The Nature of Gothic.”     
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In this system, the potential usefulness of reading and writing is of little interest, while 
the value that comes from manufactured scarcity is preserved.   
Though scarcity drives value, capitalism still relies on the constant production of 
goods, and in After London all that remains of the city are the industrial chemicals and 
pollutants that are the byproducts of excessive manufacture and production.  Walking 
over ground “black, and burned, resembling iron” (202), Felix finds the land crowded 
with crumbling homes, and more disturbingly, decomposing skeletons.  The city is 
covered over by “gaseous emanations” and surrounded by a “dull red…liquid, unctuous 
and slimy, like a thick oil” (204-5).  The remnants of production have literally corroded 
the city from within, and Felix imagines the Victorians who lived there many generations 
prior, describing the landscape as a crime scene: 
He had penetrated into the midst of that dreadful place…There were said to be 
places where the earth was on fire and belched forth sulphurous fumes, supposed 
to be from the combustion of the enormous stores of strange and unknown 
chemicals collected by the wonderful people of those times.  Upon the surface of 
the water there was a greenish-yellow oil, to touch which was death to any 
creature… Ghastly beings haunted the site of so many crimes…The earth on 
which he walked, the black earth…was composed of the mouldered bodies of 
millions of men who had passed away in the centuries during which the city 
existed. (206) 
The remains of London are described as a chemical hellscape in which nothing can 
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survive, a place built on the bodies of those it has consumed. 277  Here, it is not rats and 
weeds that are in excess, but slime, ooze, and fumes, which speak to the superfluities of 
industrial capitalism.  The novel does not work to reconcile the tension between scarcity 
and production, but instead suggests that capitalism is a system that depends on 
insufficiency and want even as it produces excessive waste and destruction.    
By refusing to resolve this tension, Jefferies responds to Malthus’s complex 
position in nineteenth-century thinking.  Allen MacDuffie insightfully points out that 
while Malthus addressed “crucial questions about environmental limits and resource 
scarcity,” the “ideologically offensive elements of his theory, the way it seemed to 
naturalize…free-market economics” were unacceptable to critics of capitalism.  Marx, for 
example, was anxious to assert that industrial manufacturing consumed excessive 
resources, but he did not want to be forced to suggest that poverty was the “natural” 
result of nature’s insufficiency.  In other words, natural resources needed to be scarce 
enough that industrial consumption was dangerous, but not so scarce that poverty and 
hunger were necessary evils. 278    
Jefferies negotiates this tension by focusing on environmental toxicity and 
                                                          
277 The phrase “wonderful people” connotes Felix’s horror at the violence and destruction of the 
industrialized city.  Early in the novel, Felix describes “the Ancients” (the Victorians) in tones of 
veneration and respect, particularly with respect to the nineteenth-century love of literature and 
scholarship (as compared with Felix’s own time).  Because Felix is several generations removed 
from his industrial ancestors (and because the vast majority of written records were destroyed in 
the incidents that led to the destruction of London), he understands history early in the novel from 
a place of relative naivety, perceiving the “Ancients” as capable of incredible technological feats 
no longer possible in his own time.  Yet when he discovers the pile of blackened coins, the phrase 
“wonderful people” should be read ironically, highlighting Felix’s increasing awareness of the 
many social and environmental problems that Jefferies suggest plagued earlier generations. 
278 Allen MacDuffie, p. 4. 
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contamination – he is less worried about the rate at which industrialism consumes natural 
resources, and more concerned by the rate at which it produces excessive waste and 
contamination.279  He suggests that the kinds of excess produced by capitalism stand in 
opposition to the superabundance found in the natural world.  While capitalism may draw 
on available natural resources, the industrial and chemical remains of production leave 
behind blackened earth and sulphurous fumes.  Jefferies’s images of London suggest that 
capitalism does not transform natural raw materials into saleable goods; instead, 
capitalism transforms raw material into nothing – only skeletons, burning lakes, and a 
noxious river remain at the end of industrial production.280  It is a vision of homogeneity 
that is analogous to the images of green, pastoral uniformity that characterize the 
countryside.  Both landscapes show an ecosystem gone askew. 
Capitalism, Jefferies suggests, is an inert system – one that traps individuals and 
societies rather than allowing them to progress or develop.  After London responds to the 
Victorian idea that modernity, though dirty, brought with it the possibility for movement 
and change (trains for example, symbols of Victorian modernity, were simultaneously 
exciting images of technological progress and speed and also polluting beasts destroying 
                                                          
279 Allen MacDuffie points out that this vision of the city was frequently found in Victorian 
literature.  MacDuffie writes that the city was “a bounded space irreversibly consuming its own 
energy and suffocating in its own detritus and waste heat” (8).   
280 These images further draw on models of energy found in the second law of thermodynamics, 
which states that the amount of available energy in a closed system decreases over time as it 
becomes unavailable energy.  On a universal scale, the second law implied that the universe 
would eventually suffer a “heat death,” in which the universe would eventually become a 
uniform, or homogenous, temperature.  Jefferies suggests that capitalism is based on a model of 
entropy, one in which available energy is transformed into a homogeneous mass of unavailable 
energy.  For more on Victorian theories of thermodynamics and intersections with literature, see 
Allen MacDuffie, Victorian Literature, Energy, and the Ecological Imagination; Barri J. Gold, 
ThermoPoetics: Energy in Victorian Literature and Science (The MIT Press, 2010). 
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the English countryside).  Some critics of the text have suggested that After London 
engages in a critique of modernity’s perceived speed and movement as it criticizes 
industrial pollution.  For example, in recent years Daniel Shea has argued that After 
London “constitutes a challenge to the modernity that held movement in such high 
regard,” and suggests that, “Jefferies proposes blocking the movement of modernity.”281  
I argue, however, that while Jefferies finds value in the human capacity for movement 
and migration, he associates pollution with stagnation.   
In After London, pollution isn’t pollution when it moves – it is only pollution 
when it accumulates, sits, obscures, and buries.  Late in the novel, Felix Aquila sails 
through a lake so toxic that his boat catches on fire simply from contact with the water, 
an image of pollution literally blocking movement and travel.  Similarly, the rats that 
inhabit the countryside are polluting only when they swarm; weeds become a polluting 
force only when they become so densely accrued that human travel through the 
countryside becomes impossible.  The images of waste and excess piling up and 
engulfing the English landscape point to the complicated role that humans play in 
shaping the environment.  While human action is responsible for creating the toxic 
swamp, without humans the countryside does not fare much better, becoming 
homogenous and competitive.  Biodiversity in After London promises a more egalitarian 
model of the natural world, one in which no single species is able to control the 
preponderance of resources.  Jefferies parallels the management of pollution with the 
                                                          
281 Daniel Shea, “Richard Jefferies (1848-1887),” Victorian Review, vol. 37, no. 1 (2011), p. 36. 
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management of biodiversity, suggesting that both negotiate questions of proportionality 
and surplus.       
III. Environmental Evolution and the Failure of Human Progress  
Jefferies proposes a model of social and environmental stewardship in response to 
this vision of pollution for two reasons.  First, he is concerned about the ability of 
societies under capitalism to adapt.  Secondly, he sees human activity as central to the 
creation of a more balanced and productive natural world.  In After London, the natural 
“green” environment is no less strange and disquieting than the toxic remnants of 
London, yet Jefferies suggests that the unpredictability and lack of balance he locates in 
the environment mean that human societies need to be able to react quickly to unexpected 
changes.  In Bill McKibben’s 1989 The End of Nature, he writes: “Nature, we believe, 
takes forever.  It moves with infinite slowness through the many periods of its history.”282  
Most Victorians by the later nineteenth century similarly believed that the nonhuman 
world evolved gradually over millennia.  McKibben’s point, however, is actually that in 
the age of the Anthropocene, nature doesn’t take forever; the natural world can change 
rapidly and unexpectedly under the right circumstances.  After London represents a strain 
of Victorian thought that saw the environment as capable of unnerving and terrifyingly 
rapid transformations for which human society was unsuited.     
Human progress was a central concern for the Victorians – the rise of 
industrialism and the expansion of technology meant that human culture was 
                                                          
282 Bill McKibben, The End of Nature (Anchor Books, 1989), p. 3. 
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transforming faster than ever, though this was a source of anxiety as much as it was a 
source of pride.  The Victorians saw theirs as an era not simply defined by change, but 
importantly, progress.  As J.S. Mill writes in 1831:  
The conviction is already not far from being universal, that the times are pregnant 
with change; and that the nineteenth century will be known to posterity as the era 
of one of the greatest revolutions of which history has preserved the 
remembrance, in the human mind, and in the whole constitution of human 
society.283   
Similarly, Darwin believed in the progress of humanity, and he was particularly horrified 
by the implications of the second law of thermodynamics, which predicted the eventual 
heat death of the universe.  He writes: “Believing as I do that man in the distant future 
will be a far more perfect creature than he is now, it is an intolerable thought that he and 
all other sentient beings are doomed to complete annihilation after such long-continued 
slow progress.”284  For the Victorians, human culture was in a constant state of 
transformation – even those thinkers who predicted de-evolution still saw human culture 
as constantly changing.   
Jefferies depicts the feudal society of After London as experiencing only surface 
level alterations, and sees the ideology underpinning industrial capitalism as unchanged 
in the face of catastrophe.  Scholars like Herbert Sussman argue that although the novel 
                                                          
283 John Stuart Mill, “The Spirit of the Age,” The Spirit of the Age: Victorian Essays, edited by 
Gertrude Himmelfarb, Yale University Press, 2007, p. 52. 
284 Charles Darwin, The Autobiography of Charles Darwin, 1809-1882, edited by Nora Barlow 
(W.W. Norton, 1958), p. 92.   
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depicts a “postindustrial, postcapitalist future,” society in After London has actually 
“returned to the middle ages.”285  Sussman states that in dramatizing the eventual success 
of the scholarly and “bookish” Felix, Jefferies “suggests a repetition of the historical 
moment from the dark ages to the renaissance of learning.”  He continues, “Such a 
structure dramatizes an historical narrative that is essentially cyclical, human history 
conceived as perpetual repetition of the movement from barbarism to medievalism to the 
development of technology and a secular order.”286  More recently, Caroline Sumpter has 
argued convincingly that the societies of the various peoples depicted in the novel (the 
bushmen, the gypsies, and the nobility) fail to evolve, writing: “After London also 
questions…the assumption that we can shape the future by learning moral lessons from 
the past.  In this curious romance, Jefferies endorsed neither a liberal nor a Marxist vision 
of progress: in fact, he encouraged his readers to question whether progress was possible 
at all.”287  Sumpter suggests instead that, for Jefferies, humans were controlled by an 
“animal nature,” and she argues that in the novel, human activity mirrors the surrounding 
violent landscape, making real social progress nearly impossible.288     
I want to respond to Sumpter’s ideas by suggesting that Jefferies was skeptical of 
                                                          
285 Herbert Sussman, Victorians and the Machine: The Literary Response to Technology (Harvard 
University Press, 1968), p. 127. 
286 Sussman, p. 127. 
287 Caroline Sumpter, “Machiavelli Writes the Future: History and Progress in Richard Jefferies’s 
After London,” Nineteenth-Century Contexts, vol. 33, no. 4 (2011), p. 316.  See also John Plotz, 
“Speculative Naturalism and the Problem of Scale: Richard Jefferies’s After London, after 
Darwin,” Modern Language Quarterly, vol. 76, no. 1 (2015), pp. 31-56.  Plotz argues that “After 
London mixes a Darwinian evolutionary logic in Part 1…with a conception of social life as 
endlessly looping venality in Part 2.  Life after London…is not so different from life before 
London: the names have changed, but the ethology and the power dynamics remain the same” 
(35).  
288 Sumpter, p. 319. 
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the ability of particular forms of human society to evolve.  The novel suggests that 
human evolution is possible, but Jefferies argues that the competition and hierarchies 
inherent in capitalism restrain cultural transformation and resist progress.  The class and 
social structure of the future looks much like a Dickensian industrial England – there are 
vast inequalities between upper and lower classes, work fails to produce sufficient wealth 
to provide basic necessities, and the upper classes are far more focused on protecting 
their own power than they are on caring for others within their community.  Society has 
broken down into three groups: the bushmen, gypsies, and those living in the towns.  The 
bushmen, “rude, and unlettered,” are the descendants of industrial England’s beggars, 
who the narrator describes as a “degraded class of persons who refused to avail 
themselves of the benefits of civilization.  They obtained their food by begging, 
wandering along the highways, crouching around fires which they lit in the open, clad in 
rags” (19).  Although this portrayal appears to depict the process of cultural de-evolution, 
the lives of the bushmen are a direct reflection of nineteenth-century industrial London.  
When the wealthy flee England during the early stages of the disaster, the ancestors of the 
bushmen are left behind as a result of the same social inequalities that face them now; the 
hierarchical social ordering of the past is recreated in the future, and inequality is handed 
down through generations as much as wealth is among the more well-to-do.  The 
bushmen are accordingly violent and merciless, prone to “fits of savage frenzy,” theft, 
and killing, sometimes indiscriminately.  They are deprived of any place in the 
community, labeled the “human vermin of the woods,” and they cannot find a way 
forward within the social order as it exists.  Each of these communities remains trapped 
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by the hierarchal social structure handed down to them by the Victorians.  Capitalism, by 
denying resources to particular classes, ensures the evolutionary entrapment of those 
individuals.   
Capitalism imprisons even the upper classes, as they are in constant competition 
to maintain their position.  Even the seemingly more civilized cultures in the novel are in 
an unceasing state of war.  Travel and commerce is limited, and “a fine is thus exacted at 
the gate of every province and kingdom” (25).  Jefferies describes a future world ruled by 
struggles for power and wealth – the structures of feudal nobility have returned, but the 
Princes, Barons, and Kings are portrayed as miserly and jealous, using their positions to 
prevent others from achieving economic security and political power.  Jefferies writes:  
Men for ever trample upon men, each pushing to the front; nor is there safety in 
remaining in retirement, since such are accused of biding their time and of occult 
designs.  Though the population of these cities all counted together is not equal to 
the population that once dwelt in a single second-rate city of the ancients, yet how 
much greater are the bitterness and the struggle (26).   
Jefferies pushes back against Malthus’s ideas of environmental limits – even when the 
population is greatly reduced and the strain on environmental resources accordingly 
lessened, competition and class divisions remain.    
Jefferies contrasts the “bitterness and struggle” of Felix’s society with the excess 
and abundance of the natural world, suggesting that the competitive feudal order of the 
future is neither natural nor necessary.  Though the natural world is violent and 
competitive in Jefferies’s telling, he nevertheless suggests that a model of stewardship, 
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both over the landscape and over other humans, can mediate such effects.  In Jefferies’s 
view, there is no need for scarcity – where there is scarcity, there is actually an inability 
or unwillingness to utilize available resources.  As Jefferies writes: “There is no enough 
in nature...it is all one immense extravagance. It is all giving, giving, giving…This alone 
I am certain of: there is no economy, thrift, or saving in nature. It is one splendid 
waste.”289  Cultivation and land management have historically been loaded concepts for 
environmental scholars, some of whom have argued that these ideas depend on human 
control over the natural world and a fundamentally anthropocentric approach to 
environmental politics.290  The full title of the novel, After London, of Wild England, 
emphasizes that in the future, London has become undomesticated and uncivilized.  
These terms bring with them their own moral questions in the Victorian period – what 
does it mean to be domestic?  Who decides which cultures are civilized?   For Jefferies, 
wildness is not an inherently desirable quality.  Though environmentalists sometimes 
prize wildness as untouched or pure nature, wildness can also mean unchecked violence 
and aggression.   
The term wild also means “uncultivated,” and this is important for Jefferies, who 
values the process of cultivation and sees it as a central component of the health and 
future of the environment.  Jefferies does not refuse to see the landscape as a resource, or 
                                                          
289 Richard Jefferies, The Old House at Coate, Introduction by Samuel J. Looker, 1948, p. 22.  
Accessed online via The Richard Jefferies Society. 
290 See Lynn White, Jr., “The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis.”  In this influential essay, 
White argues that Christianity “insisted that it is God’s will that man exploit nature for his proper 
ends” (1205).  For White, the Christian origins of stewardship make it an unacceptably 
controlling and exploitative way of relating to the natural world.  
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as something that can benefit humans; rather, he suggests that responsible environmental 
management is a necessary part of human activity.  He further proposes that cultivation 
offers a model for social organization that is based on care and stewardship, 
counteracting the “wild” tendencies of industrial capitalism.  Jefferies was far from the 
only Victorian looking to the environment for models of “natural” social, political, and 
economic structures.  As I mentioned in the introduction, John Stuart Mill’s 1874 essay 
“Nature” argued that the definition of the term “nature” had become confused, often 
standing in not “for what is, but for what ought to be.”291  Jefferies suggests instead that 
efforts to find a mirror of human society and thought in the natural world are misguided 
attempts to bring order and rationality to something that is neither ordered nor rational.  
Alternatively, in After London the visions of unbalanced and polluted nature offer 
a model of the relationship between humans and the non-human world in which polluted 
spaces do not alienate humans from their surroundings.  Instead, this model highlights 
how deeply enmeshed they are in the environment, emphasizing the impact of human 
activity on the non-human world.  In Jefferies’s view, nature is not something that is 
separate from humans, but is instead co-constructed by human forces.  As W.J. Keith 
writes, “for Jefferies a natural environment that excludes man is inevitably incomplete, 
while a human society that excludes nature is unthinkable.”292  Dramatic changes in the 
                                                          
291 John Stuart Mill, “Nature.” 
292 Quoted in Brian Taylor, Richard Jefferies, p. 44.  Jefferies felt strongly that the human 
presence was essential to the natural world.  In a somewhat perplexing quotation from Fields and 
Hedgerows, he writes: “The sun shone there for a very long time, and the water rippled and sang, 
and it always seemed to me that I could feel the rippling and the singing and the sparkling back 
through the centuries.  The brook is dead, for when man goes nature ends.  I dare say there is 
water there still but it is not the brook; the brook is gone like John Brown’s soul.” (360).  The 
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landscape such as those that appear in After London are not “unnatural,” but a part of the 
relationship between humans and nature that must be accounted for and negotiated.  
Jefferies differs from Paley and other natural theologians in that he does not read the 
landscape as a sign of God’s benevolence.  Nevertheless, he draws on the tradition of 
natural theology by re-establishing humans as stewards of the surrounding landscape, 
central to its functioning. Only by cultivating and caring for the environment, managing 
crops and animals, can humans preserve the kind of biodiversity needed for a healthy 
planet and healthy society. 
The images of rampant homogeneity that open the novel propose human 
involvement as an important part of healthy ecological systems.  Jefferies’s sense of the 
necessity of variation recalls Darwin’s own emphasis on divergence, but Jefferies 
portrays the evolving lack of species differentiation as stemming from insufficient human 
involvement, which allows stronger, invasive species to take over: “Year by year the 
original crops of wheat, barley, oats, and beans asserted their presence by shooting up, 
but in gradually diminished force, as nettles and coarser plants, such as the wild parsnips, 
spread out into the fields from the ditches and choked them” (2). While natural selection 
takes place here, it does not do so in a way that promotes the health of the landscape.  
Instead, the “former sweet herbage” is pushed out in favor of sharper, more aggressive 
plants that overrun the fields, choking one another.  As the landscape continues to 
                                                          
pleasure and aesthetic value of the brook depend on the human presence to create it – this vision 
of the human/nature relationship does not rely on human control or domination, however, but 
instead suggests that both humans and the environment are mutually co-creating forces that each 
depend on the other. 
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transform, it becomes increasingly difficult for humans to cultivate: “When men tried to 
raise crops in small gardens and enclosures for their sustenance, these legions of mice 
rushed in and destroyed the produce of their labor.  Nothing could keep them out, and if a 
score were killed, a hundred more supplied their place” (5).  While populations of 
weasels, hawks, foxes, and owls increase in response to the prevalence of food, the kind 
of “balance” that nature reaches when uncultivated by humans tends to be aggressive, 
threatening, and violent.  Even previously domesticated animals like cattle become 
vicious: “The bulls are savage beyond measure…If they see men at a distance, they 
retire; if they come unexpectedly face to face, they attack” (10).    
In his own life, Jefferies was often critical of farmers and their failure to 
responsibly manage their lands.  For example, in 1881 Jefferies, presaging After London, 
wrote “in some fields the weeds are so thick that even a pheasant can hide”293  Similarly, 
during a period of intense rains, he argued that economic pressures could cause farmers 
to ignore necessary maintenance, leading to poor yields: 
the weeds in many cornfields are more prominent than the crop: docks, thistles, 
and such large plants rise above it, and lesser weeds fill the spaces between the 
stalks below…The general depression of agriculture and the price of labour has 
for the last two or three seasons led farmers to stint expenditure or labour, so that 
the cleaning of the soil has not been well carried out.  Now the consequences of 
this neglect – in many cases forced upon them – are apparent: the weeds are 
                                                          
293 Nature Near London, 1883.  
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rampant.”294  
Weeds are a sign of laziness and the failure of human cultivation – they are not 
necessarily a reflection of the natural world as it ought to be without human interference, 
but rather a reflection of the world when humans fail to live up to their responsibilities.295    
For Jefferies, humans are an integral part of maintaining the natural world, for 
without their presence, the natural world is bound to spin out of control.  It is the charge 
of humans to nurture and engage with the land on which they live, not simply in order to 
cultivate the natural world into an idealized state of bucolic harmony, but rather to 
understand the strangeness of the physical world and to find a way to live within it.  
Without human cultivation, the fields surrounding London reveal their abundance and 
profuseness, but lose their biodiversity; human stewardship over the environment leads to 
a more productive form of prodigality and excess. 
Discussions of waste and pollution often center on concerns about boundaries and 
categorization, and a great deal of insightful and productive scholarship has explored 
Victorian anxieties about filth, urban geography, and class boundaries.  Yet After London 
conceives of pollution in terms of proportionality rather than boundaries, and in doing so, 
Jefferies draws attention to the way that concerns about pollution were linked not only 
with models of the natural world, but also with models of the relationship between 
                                                          
294 “Midsummer,” 1879, Chronicles of the Hedges. 
295 Weeds are, of course, a human construct and defined by their lack of usefulness to the human 
world.  Jefferies defines weeds primarily by their invasive and aggressive nature – plants which 
limit biodiversity are referred to as weeds.  In this way, Jefferies suggests that weeds are not 
necessarily a problem because they are not useful to humans, but because they interfere with the 
overall health of ecosystems. 
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humans and their environment.  By thinking about pollution in terms of proportion, dirt is 
no longer something to simply exclude or remove, but something to negotiate and 
manage.  This conceptual model of pollution challenges the Romantic notion that the 
preservation and conservation of “wild” spaces was inherently best for the environment, 
and instead points to the difficulty of separating wilderness from domesticated spaces.  
Jefferies instead conceives of humans as a part of their environment and its functionality; 
where Darwinian evolution troubled some Victorians because it seemed to diminish the 
superiority of humans, Jefferies suggests that it is precisely because humans are part of 
the animal world that they are also responsible for its functioning.              
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Conclusion 
 
 The filth and pollution of nineteenth-century London has been a source of 
fascination for many Victorian scholars, yet most such scholarship has tended to focus on 
the threatening and corrupting elements of the city’s sludge and ooze.  Scholars such as 
Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, Mary Poovey, Pamela Gilbert, and Victoria Kelley 
have examined the way in which concerns about sanitation were bound up with questions 
of class and social boundaries.  The physical and metaphorical boundaries around filth 
extended to those persons and groups deemed to be dirty themselves, and for the 
Victorians, the desire to control the city’s dirt was also a desire to maintain clear social 
distinctions as well.  Yet, the difficulty of containing and directing filth, and by extension 
maintaining such boundaries, points to the many interconnections of the city and its 
people, and the impossibility of ever truly “sanitizing” urban spaces.  My argument 
moves from this idea to examine strains of Victorian fiction that portrayed dirt in ways 
meant to challenge the social and physical boundaries of industrial capitalism, as well as 
the metaphorical and imaginative boundaries between the categories of the industrial and 
the natural.  For some Victorians, dirt did not necessarily demand to be excluded or 
contained, but could act as an aid in understanding the ways in which the natural world 
and the manmade world operated on and transformed one another.  For writers like 
Mayhew, Braddon, Dickens, Browning, and Jefferies, dirt offered a reminder of the need 
not only for social stewardship, but also for environmental stewardship, a reminder that 
acknowledged the impossibility of ever separating out the organic from the industrial. 
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 Contemporary environmental thinking has become quite comfortable with the 
notion that the manmade and the natural can no longer be considered separate categories 
– an idea reflected in the rise of the term “Anthropocene” – and with the conviction that 
human activity now shapes the earth’s climate in ways we have only limited control over.  
While the Victorians did not necessarily imagine the climate in the same terms, I want to 
conclude this dissertation by turning to two short works of catastrophic fiction which 
center on deadly fogs that are only survived through the use of technology.  Robert Barr’s 
“The Doom of London” (1894) and Fred M. White’s “The Four Days’ Night” (1903) 
each imagine London succumbing to a deadly mixture of naturally occurring fog and 
industrially produced smoke, underscoring the ways that the natural and the manmade 
intermingle.  As Jesse Oak Taylor notes, “Smog does not simply emerge at the 
intersection of nature and culture, it emerges as that intersection.”296   Rather than 
advocating for the end of the industrial era or for a return to nature, texts like White’s and 
Barr’s suggest the necessity of acknowledging and understanding the inseparability of the 
natural from the industrial world.  Furthermore, in each narrative, technology provides a 
means for humans to act as stewards over their environment, maintaining a healthier and 
more livable space. 
 Fogs became an increasingly urgent problem for Londoners during the 1870s and 
through the end of the century.297  As Bill Luckin has argued: “Late nineteenth-century 
                                                          
296 Jesse Oak Taylor, The Sky of our Manufacture, p. 3. 
297 Bill Luckin, “Great London Fogs,” p. 32.  While the problem of London fogs intensified 
during this period, it was by no means the beginning of such weather.  Fogs were regularly 
documented throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, though the problem intensified 
towards the conclusion of the nineteenth century as industrial activity continued to increase.   
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Londoners…believed themselves to be threatened by an unprecedentedly severe 
atmospheric threat, even more potentially dangerous than the water problem that had 
triggered catastrophic mid-century cholera.”298  While Londoners by the 1870s knew how 
to prevent dangerous water contamination, fogs were a more difficult form of pollution to 
control, inspiring a number of writers to produce texts that imagined London devastated 
by smoke and smog.299  Luckin argues that such texts reflected “an astonishingly 
powerful set of deeply pessimistic environmental discourses,”300 suggesting that for 
Victorian Londoners “[o]nly a genuinely radical programme, advocating rural 
regeneration and a strengthening of metropolitan charitable and religious bonds, would be 
capable of dragging the doomed city back from the brink.”301  I argue, however, that 
these works instead depict the need for a greater understanding of the way in which the 
industrial and the natural interrelate and shape one another.  If, for Richard Jefferies, 
cultivation was an important component of environmental stewardship, White’s and 
Barr’s texts further imagine technology as an important element of caring for and 
managing the natural world.  In this way, rather than espousing a “return to nature,” they 
suggest that the adoption of technology is an important part of environmental, and by 
extension social, stewardship. 
                                                          
298 Bill Luckin, “Great London Fogs,” 33. 
299 In addition to Barr and White’s texts, William Delisle Hay’s The Doom of the Great City 
(1882) and M.P. Shiel’s The Purple Cloud (1901) similarly envisioned destructive fogs.  In Hay’s 
text, thousands of London’s inhabitants are killed by a particularly vicious fog, while in Shiel’s 
text a purple fog leaves only one human survivor – the narrator – though, he eventually discovers 
a single other woman additionally alive on the planet. 
300 Luckin, p. 34 
301 Luckin, p. 48. 
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 Victorian texts addressing both catastrophic and utopian ideas were often deeply 
invested in addressing the role that technology should have in mediating the relationship 
between humans and their environment.302  Works such as E.M. Forster’s The Machine 
Stops (1909) worried that technology would come to separate humans from the natural 
world, while Wells’s The Time Machine (1895) imagined the Morlocks disfigured and 
degenerated by technology.  Many texts, however, took a more positive view.  For 
example, in William Morris’s News from Nowhere, the Nowhereians embrace 
technological developments both when these developments improve the ability of 
humans to interact with the natural world, and when they do so without any decline in the 
aesthetic beauty of the landscape.  For example, the boats use “force-barges,” a 
technology that Guest cannot fully understand, but one that allows the individual greater 
access to nature and makes his interactions with the natural world more harmonious.  
Similarly, Guest notices that the Nowhereians prefer a “pound-lock, and that of the very 
simplest and most rural kind” (191) because it preserves the beauty of the river while still 
allowing them to travel upstream.  Technology in the text reflects human cultivation of 
and respect for the environment, while still shaping the world according to human need. 
 Catastrophic works like Barr’s “The Doom of London” initially appear to take a 
negative view of the technological innovations that have led to an increase of pollution in 
                                                          
302 Victorian responses to technology are many and varied, and it is well beyond the scope of this 
brief conclusion to address them all.  See Tamara Ketabgian, The Lives of Machines: The 
Industrial Imaginary in Victorian Literature and Culture (The University of Michigan Press, 
2011); Daly, Nicholas.  Literature, Technology, and Modernity, 1860-2000 (Cambridge 
University Press, 2004); Herbert Sussman, Victorian Technology: Invention, Innovation, and the 
Rise of the Machine (Praeger, 2009).  
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London’s air, yet Barr instead suggests the need for a more nuanced and thoughtful 
relationship to technology.  In the story, a fog becomes “one vast smothering mattress” 
after a period of windless calm leads to the mixture of fog and smoke that causes the air 
to become low on oxygen: 
When a mass of white vapor arose in the night these clouds of smoke fell upon the 
fog, pressing it down, filtering slowly through it, and adding to its density.  The 
sun would have absorbed the fog but for the layer of smoke that lay thick above 
the vapor and prevented the rays reaching it.  Once this condition of things 
prevailed, nothing could clear London but a breeze of wind from any direction.303  
The mixture of fog and smoke makes it impossible to distinguish between the natural and 
the manmade climate, highlighting the extent to which these forces interact in ways that 
are unpredictable and impossible to control.  Ironically, it is not simply the presence of 
pollution that is dangerous, but the lack of wind, a natural element, which transforms the 
smoke from a nuisance into something more threatening.  The fog’s presence becomes 
just as unnatural as the smoke, and the simple absence of wind becomes a strangely 
unnerving natural element.     
 Yet Barr does not espouse a return to a pre-industrial way of life in response to 
this catastrophic vision; the narrator is instead saved from destruction by a technological 
innovation.  He meets an American inventor who brings him a “new-fangled Yankee” 
invention that produces oxygen which can be inhaled through a small tube and 
mouthpiece for “beneficial results.”  Though the machine is meant to improve general 
                                                          
303 Robert Barr, “The Doom of London,” The Idler, 1892.  
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health, when the oppressive fog hits the narrator finds that his office has become “an 
oasis of oxygen…in a vast desert of deadly gas.”  Using the machine to breathe, the 
narrator is able to leave his office and travel through London’s streets, where he finds the 
bodies of those who have suffocated in the fog lying in the street, including horses still 
attached to their buggies.  He eventually finds a train crammed with bodies of the dead 
and a number of individuals still desperately trying to leave the city. Using the machine, 
he revives the train operator sufficiently to start the train.  Just as they leave the city, a 
“Western gale” appears, though, as the narrator states, “an hour too late” to save many of 
London’s inhabitants.      
 The oxygen machine bridges the gap between the mechanical and the natural, 
providing the narrator with a natural substance that can no longer be found in the 
atmosphere.  Barr connects the oxygen machine with the “Western gale” – two forms of 
life-saving air – suggesting that the invention is, in fact, more a part of nature than it 
might at first seem.  Moreover, the machine provides a measure of control over the air 
that humans do not have over the atmosphere as a whole. While the wind that arises at the 
end of the story cannot be controlled, the machine offers the possibility of commanding 
natural forces and preserving human life.  For Barr, the machine is not emblematic of a 
larger and problematic dependence on technology, but rather an opportunity to utilize 
technology as a way to mediate the relationship between humans and a threatening 
natural world.  Writing from the future, Barr’s narrator states that most imagine Victorian 
Londoners to be “so dull-witted and stupid, so incapable of improvement, so sodden in 
the vice of mere money-gathering, that nothing but their total extinction would have 
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sufficed.”  Yet the narrative instead argues not that the Victorians were particularly 
foolish, but that the mixture of the natural and the manmade world is fundamentally 
unknowable and unpredictable.   
 In “The Four Days’ Night,” White not only proposes the value of human-made 
technology in responding to a threatening climate, but hints that in drawing on physics 
and chemistry, technology is itself a part of the natural order.  In the story, a fire breaks 
out in London, burning “the great petroleum storage tanks, down the river.”  As the 
smoke from the fire plumes over the city, a fog simultaneously arrives to “settle down on 
the top of the smoke,” preventing it from dispersing and sending the city into total 
darkness.  London is subsequently covered in a sooty, unctuous, smoky film that coats 
every street, building, and individual.  The city becomes so blackened and dark that 
White describes the scene as “A city of the blind!”  He continues:      
Six millions of people suddenly deprived of sight! The disaster sounds 
impossible—a nightmare, the wild vapourings of a diseased imagination—and yet 
why not? Given a favourable atmospheric condition, something colossal in the 
way of a fire, and there it is. And there, somewhere folded away in the book of 
Nature, is the simple remedy.304 
The remedy White foreshadows is the eventual detonation of several bombs well above 
the clouds covering London.  The force of each detonation finally causes the smoke to 
dissipate, allowing light and fresh air back into the city.  As White points out, this 
                                                          
304 Fred M. White, “The Four Days’ Night,” Pearson’s Magazine, Feb. 1903. 
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“simple remedy” is “folded away in the book of Nature.”  The bombs are ultimately a 
force of nature that, while manmade, are no less a part of the natural world.  White’s 
story suggests a complex relationship with industrial technology, one that acknowledges 
that the combustion of petroleum is environmentally unsustainable, while also examining 
the possibilities of using alternative forms of combustion to undo the effects.  
 Both Barr and White’s stories envision technology as a harmonious counterpart to 
the nonhuman world.  Writing from the future, Barr’s narrator states that electricity has 
been replaced by the “discovery of vibratory ether,” an image that, although it is not 
explained in any additional detail, imagines the air itself as a potential form of 
technology.  White’s story, in turn, ends with a plea that London derive its energy needs 
from electricity rather than coal: 
“Abolish all fires throughout the Metropolitan area,” he said. “In time it will have 
to be done. All London must warm itself and cook its food and drive all its 
machinery by electric power. Then it will be one of the healthiest towns in the 
universe. Everything done by electric power. No thousands of chimneys belching 
forth black poisonous smoke, but a clear, pure atmosphere.” 
His faith in the cleanliness and perfect sustainability of electricity is, from our 
contemporary perspective, misplaced, but the story nevertheless suggests that a “pure 
atmosphere” is possible not through the absence of human activity, but rather through 
sustained human involvement and care.  In this way, smog strangely models its own 
solution, for just as smog is the product of human influence over the environment, White 
argues that human action is also the solution to this problem.  Both stories are marked by 
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an anxiety that London’s residents will fail to recognize the many ways that human 
activity and nonhuman forces are constantly changing and shaping one another.  Only by 
acknowledging that nature is never free from human influence can the relationship 
between humans and their environment begin to be negotiated.   
 As I have argued, Mayhew, Dickens, Browning, Braddon, and Jefferies looked to 
images of contaminated environments for models of adaptability, morality, and 
stewardship.  I end with Barr and White’s stories of deadly smog because they 
underscore just how central dirt and pollution were to the way that the Victorians 
understood both their relationship with the environment and with one another.  Smog 
represented the effects of household fires and individual actions on the city as a whole, 
and both stories represent deadly fogs as issues of environmental and social justice.  
Smog was accordingly a sign of the interaction between humans and the landscape, but 
also a sign of the human responsibility for cultivating and maintaining that landscape so 
that others might survive in it.  For Barr and White, as for the other writers I have 
examined here, contaminated spaces are at once sources of horror and of insight, a 
testament to the power and possibilities to be found in the dirt.  
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